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middle

Street,

Portland.

aprl<13m

R.K.GATLEY,
Mastic

No. 21 Union

practice

Will

CONTRACTOR

Law,

SUCCESSORS TO

NO. 6 SOUTH STREET.

Whitening,

Whitewashing,

and

Coloring.

Splendid assortment ol Centre
Flowers, Brackets, Trasses, Ac.
af'3

R.'HOOPER,

eodtf

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

UPHO LSTERER

Bakers.

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,

®
On

COnn, No*.48 nnd 30Pearl Street.

direct roate between New Cniua
Home and PoatOOIce, near the Market.

MANUFACTURER OF

Suits, Lounges, Spring
Beds, Mattresses,

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, FO«« & BREED,No.Ol Middle
*
Street.

mcDcnongh Patent Bed Lounges, Enameled Chairs, Ac.

Book Binders.
WM. A. QUINCY, Boom 11, Printer’*
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SHALL & SHACKFOBD, No. 35 Plnm

J3P*A11 kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture
oct5-'69T T&Stt
•oxed and watted.

Street.

MOTLEY & BLETHEN,

ATTORN IE S AT LAW,

JT. PERKINS manufacturer of plnin
and fanev Candies, 987 Congress St,
Portland Me.

(Over Dresser & McLellan’s Book Store.)

Carpenters and Builders.

Alden J. Blethen.
mar5-3m

WHITNEY & MEANS, Pearl Street, eppo.ite Park.

Dye-House.

O’DONNELL,

AT

LAW,

FOSTER’S Dye Hum, 44 Union Street.*

Furniture-Wholesale and Retail.

to

WALTER COREY & CO., Arcade, Nn.
18 Free Street.
6EOBGI A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds

NO. 84 1-3 MIDDLE STR11ET,
(2nd door below Canal Bank,)
PORTLAND, MAINE.

done to order.

Commissioner of deeds lor the several States,

febio_
American Printers’ Warehouse
19

SPRING LANE.

C.

E I M B

ALL, Bosto

n.

Every kind of Printing Material on hand or made
to order.
Every thing used in the art of printing
furnished at short notice, ana at tne lowet* v..u

prices.___fel*1Cm
—’ALSO—-

Gas & Water Pipe Fixtures.
JOHN KINSMAN,

STREET.

MAY

Portland. Me.

3,17_____tf

JORDAN,
Counsellors at Law,
KINGSBURY &

Street,

Middle

DAVID W. DEXFE, Ns. no Federal 11.
n«d, nf IJnhols* .ri„ nd Hrnniring
done to order.

Horse Shoeing and Carriage repairing
by S. YOUNG,

Done the cheapest and best
at No. 103 Pore St.

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware.
3. A. MERRILL A CO., ISO Diddle St.
J.

NO. 333 CONGRESS STREET,

83

Furniture and Upholstering.

ABNER I;OUELIi, 135 Diddle Street.
Axents for Howard Watch Company.

FRESCO PAINTER,
RESIDENCE

(Streets.
HOOPER A EATON, Old Post OHce,
Exchange Street.
L. P. HOYT, No. 11 Preble Street. Upholstering done to order.
era I

STREET.

ap3___
W. L. KEELER,

6

Furniture and House Furnishing Hoods,
REN J. ADAMS, eor. Exchange and Fed,

Ilair Hoods and Toilet Articles.
3. V. SHERRY, No. 9 Clapp’s Block
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

Gas Chandeliers,

EXCHANGE

Opposite Canal Bank,
MA1JNE.

A.

A. MERRI

JORDAN,

LEONARD O.

(Notary Public.)

ARTIST,

JOST,

Office at F. F. Ifale’s, Cor. Cross
and Free Streets.
to.
All Orders left there will be promptly attended

___dJm
W. C. CLARK,

A. S. DAYIS A CO., No. SO Diddle Street.
3. H. LADSON, 153 Diddle St.,cor. Cross.

Street._

WATER

AND

PIPING.

U

■p21

w7 H,

SIMON TON,

—DEALER IK

—

Hackmatack Knees, Ship Timber,
and
Eget, and spars. Deck Flank
Of Hard Wood sawed to

aH kinds
Order

HOLYOKE'S WHARF,
mli3dtf

COMMERCIAL STREET.

MAGNUS A. R. LINDBERG,

Norway,

Tice Consul of Sweden &
Office,

Office at Schumacher Bros.. 5 Deering
Block.
my patrons, that I will he
jobs which may be entrusted
.mall, and that no one is authorised

I resnectfullv inform
haimv to attend to any

Urge or
jobs in my

to take

name._mc0d3m

J. II.

LAMSOI,

PHOTOGRAPHER,
POKTIiAND,

Copyin g

Street)

Portland for laying Wood Pavement, for
City
the ensuing year. Proposals must state the
price per
square yard of pavement laid, the kind of treatment

proposed, if any, and name of pavement to be laid;
the City to make all excavations and furnish sand for
foundations.
Also,_ trom parties who desire to contract for
Granite Black Pavement to be laid the enyear. Blocks to be “6 to 8” long, “7 to 8” deep,
fumg
3£ to 4V* wide; state price per square yard of pavement laid. The City to make all excavations and

LANE^

work

at

J. W. A II. H. MCOUEEEE, Cor. Diddl
A I1 nion Sts.
BANKRUPTCY

Assignee’s Sale of Ladies’ Boot
and Shoe Manufactory.
been duly authorized by the U, S. District Court for the District ol Maine to sell at
private sale the machinery, fixtures and appurtenances in the Ladies’ Boot and Shoe Manufactory on
Newburv Street, in Portland, recently
by
Norris, "hull & Company, we shall receive seale l
bids ior the same until 4 o’clock P. M, FRIDAY,
April 24th. 1874. Arrangements can be made fora
long lease of the building, which is well adapted to
the business, being 30 x 100 feet, supplied with gas,
steam and Sebago water, having three stories ana a
basement. The entire building is of brick, and it is
now in good order for machine sewed work.
The
purchaser can have the refusal of completing the
work now on hand at tariff rates. The city of Portland has voted exemption from taxation. The Assignees reserve the right to reiect any and all bids.
The bids will be opened at the time specified, and
until that time will be considered confidential Further particulars can be obtained by application to
the Assignees. The establishment will be open for
examination until the time api»ointed for opening
CHARLES P. MATTOCKS,
bids.

HAVING

occupied

Assignees
ap20

....

t,

at„ j

promptly attended

any

or

in

GRANVILLE C. TYLER,
Bankruptcy of Norris, Hull & Co.
«15t

be received until FRIDAY, May
let. for tbe delivery of three hundred thousand,
more or less, of good hard burned best
quality sidewalk Bricks. To be delivered from time to time as
may be required for nse by the Street Department.
Also, for the delivery of three thousand lineal leet,
more or less, of Granite
Curbstone, to be cut 6
inches top “6 face and 2$ back,” end joints kept full
at least 8 inches down, and to be from “16 to 20”
deep, tbe Srone to be delivered on the Street as required by the Street Commissioner,
Tbe right to reject any or all bids is reserved. Address proposals to
CHAIRMAN,
Committee on Streets, Sidewalks and Bridges.
will

PROPOSALS

»P13’dtd
TO CONTRACTORS.

IjUJTIBEB.
Having erected
so

cailed),

will be received at the office of F.
H. Fassett, Architect, until 12 M., May 2d, for
furnishing materials and finishing rooms in the basement of the City Building in connection with Clerk
of Courts* offices. Plans and specifications can be
examined at the office of the Architect on and after
TUESDAY next.
Per order
COMMITEEE ON PUBLIC BUILDINGS.
ap!3
dtd
hit* or rvmx.o.,,_

PROPOSALS

In Board

of

Health, March 13,18’4.

otherwise directed, we do
hereby designate the dump at the foot of Hannwr afreet (Oitv Stable lot) and the
dump at the foot
ot Franklin and Smith streets as the places lor deposit of rubbish, such as dirt, shavings, saw dust,
ashes, cinders, scot, hair, shreds, manure, c yster or
lobster shells, or any other matter of any kind (except dead animals) which may be removed from any
bouse, cellar, yard, cr other place within the city

ORDERED,

that until

In Western part of the City
-A. TWO-STORY HOUSE.
Fourteen Finished Rooms, ananged for two families. Plenty of Hard and Soft W iter. Heat by
Furnace ana piped lor Gas. Good Stable. I.ot 40x100
ft. Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER,
apr!6a3w83 Exchange St.

Farm lor Sale,
Buxton, situated on the main road leading from
Moderation to Gorham Corner, one and cne-half
miles from Moderation Village. Also near Waterman’s Mill. Farm of twenty acres well divided into
pasture and tillage. Good soil, well situated for
crops this year, with fences in good repair. Also
well watered. Good house, barn and work-shop.
The above will be sold on very low terms. For
further particulars enquire of
GARDINER FLOOD,
Standish Corner, Ms.
aprl4d3w*

Approved April 21, 1873.
I hereby give notice that

the ‘‘City Ordinances”
relating to the deposit ol rubbish in any Street,
Lane, Alley, Court, Square, Public Place or unoccupied lot within the city limits, except the lots designated in the loregoingorder, will be strictly enforced.
GEO. W. PARKER, City Marshal.
mhl4

d3m

REMOVALS.
J. F. SHELDON, Merchant Tailor,
HAS

East

a

Steam Saw Mill at Frost’s Woods

Deerrag, we

are

prepared

to furnish

at
at short notice and at
very low prices, delivered
anv place in the
vicinity of Deering or Portland.
>ny orders left at our office, 272 Commercial Street,
Portland, (where may he found a large assortment of
148 of Building and Finishing Lumber,) or with
LUCAS, at the mill, will be promptly attended to.
»

?AS*5?

EDWIN CLEMENT & CO.,
ielOdtf

REMOVED TO

109

FEDERAL STREET,
where he has opened a large assortment of
Spring Goods of the Latest Styles.
J. F. SHELDON, 109 Federal St.
apl3tf

story House on Brackett Street, near Pine.
rooms, convenient for two families. Lot
large enough to build another house. Price *2000.
Apply to WM. H. JERK1S, Real Estate Agent.

AH10

ap!4d3w

For Sale.
TWO Story House In good repair. Containing
9 finished rooms. Convenient for two families.
55 York St.
Enquire at

apr!4

Sale

tor

in

of West-

brook.
FINE residence one-half mile from the Railroad
Depots, Post-office, good Schools and Churches
six miles from Portland; House and Ell two stories
thirteen finished rooms, double parlor? with marble
mantles, Wood-house and Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40x 60 on the
premises; grounds contain 15$ acres, excellent land,
well fenced, 30 apple and pear trees, $ acre choice
strawberries, three good wells of water upon the place
and good cistern hi the cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented
with fine shade trees. This is one ot the finest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire of 3. R.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook*

A

for Sale at

Tannery

°®e

ne

expect large compensation.

IN Deering

(Stroudwater Village) containing

Eoses;
•—»■.

»
«^.ri and Ogdensburg Railroad. The bark is ground
by water power. There
are about -0 acres ol land; the
purchaser can have
one acre to the whole.
There is no doubt that the
town would exempt the capital of the Tanner, for
some years from taxation.
A large portion of Urn
purchase could remain on a mortgage.
For particulars enquire of GEO. R. DAVIS, Real

button-holes and

or

mc21

Jonathan Smith,

FOR

A

TWO

Price $2500,

Co.,has removed bis Office from 179 Commercial Street to Railroad
Wharf at the landing ot the Co's Steamer.
mar23
dtf
#

Kennebunk

Wanted.
5 OR 6 PIANO LEG CARTERS.
Good men will receive steady work on full time,
Summer and Winter. Pay every
Saturday. Men
with families who want to settle in this town
preferred. Address
C. N. STIMPSOn,

aprl6d2w

A Cook at No. 98 Free Street
apl5

tf

Situations Wanted.
persons in want of Scandinavian male help
by the mop.th or yean can be supplied by callat M. N. BRUNS, Show Case Manufacturer,

ALL

mar24-eod2m

of

GEORGE RACKLEFF,
Woodford’s Comer.

Pleasure Boat Wanted.
melT

eodtf

Situations Wanted.
two Swedes to lake care of Horses or work
Gardens.
Good recommendations given.
Enquire of MAGNUS A. R. LINDBERG, Swedish
and Norway Consnl, 29 Middle Street.
ap7tf

~WAMTm
An expel ienced DRUG CLERK.
Address Box 1934.

FOR

SALE~

LOT of vacant land, situated on the west side
of High, between Pleasant and Danforth, Sts.
This lot has a front of about 61 feet and is about 194
feet deep, and plans have been drawn l> How, for a
block of seven or nine genteel and convenient residences, and adapted for the same. Enquire of

A

EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier,
From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.

mar28

Wanted.
active "Woman to take charge of houseSMART,
hold dnties in boarding house. Address
a

HOUSEKEEPER,

del7dtf

Post

Wanted.
APOTHECARY CLERK,

4

two

three years

or

reference,

Portland. Oct. 13th.

F.

at

the

G. Patterson’s Beal

Estate

ON

272 Commercial Street.

APRIL

llth,

_ap!8dtf
April 15,in the wash-room

ON

board the SteamForest Citv, a valuable Breast Pin. The
rewarded
by leaving the same
5? suitably

er

at this

and
Oats
At the Lowest Market Price,

Shorts,

FOR SALE BY

&

Children,

No more Buckles or Buttons
Worn by every lady who values
health and comfort.

j^*Morethan three quarall Female Diseases are
caused by wearing garters!
For sale by all dealers in Ladies' Underwear. Dry Goods,
Fancy Goods, etc. Manufacinrea

oniy uy

AuiJio

Office.__apriBdlw

98

EXCHANGE

ST.

The Largest & Finest Assortment.
A NEW AND SKILLFUL CUTTER.

THE LOWEST PRICES.

D.

COLEMAN.
dlm

Carriages

lor Sale at a
Bargain.
®ic® new "b™ Box
B>iggy, and one second

« Preble St., Portland, Me.

The most PERFECT FITTING
CORSET ever offered to the public.
The peculiar style of cutting
gives sufficient fullness at the
bosom, without folding at the top,
gradnally and closely fitting to,
and over the hips, is longer front
and back than ordinary Corsets,
and in fact, is the only Corset, cut
in this form.
We are also SOLE AGENTS for
the

TIGER & YUBA SILK !

Gloves and

Hosiery,

unusually fnll and attractive,
special attention being given to
this class of goods.
are

We have mannfactnred expressns a

line of

WILLIAM H. GOODWIN. LUCIUS M. CLARK,
HENRY L. HOUGHTON, are this day admitted
Partners in the Firm of

which are

FRONTS,

selling

prices

at

that

have already made them popular.

SMITH, TIBBETTS & CO.
apgldlw

Copartnership Notice.

a

We invite the

DYER

copartnership for the carrying

on

of

the business of

trade,

es-

pecially those who contemplate visiting

the Boston

and New York markets, to
an
examination of onr

Coal and Wood Dealers Stock.
and have taken the stand formerly occupied by

JOHN T.

ROGERS,

Merrill, Prince & Co..
146 Middle

on

hand

full supply of the best
grades of
a

WILLIAM W. DIES,

ap2dtf

CLIFFORD & CLIFFORD.

dim

GRASS
SEEDS!

THE

80 MIDDLE STREET,
PORTLAND, ME.
CLIFFORD.

9000 Bag. Herd. Ora.. Seed*.
“
lOOO
Bed Tap
500
Michigan Clarcr deed*.
“
500
Na. New Varh Clarcr Seeds.
400
900

undersigned have formed a copartnership
under the above style for the practice of law.

WM. HENRY CLFIFORD.

ja30

MAINE.

mc23

COAL AND WOOD.

CHARLES EDW.

Street,

PORTLAND.

HEAD OF UNION WHARF,
and intend to keep

3m

150
95
too
900
900

“

“

Okie
Pea Vine

“
«

Al.ihe
While Batch
Millet

«
<■
“

Hungarian

“

•«

»

*•

<<

“

«
«

Una

•<

“

«•

Orchard

Aina, large nrtartmr.l Vegetable
Pl.wer Meed..
Par .ale at the laweat cash price.

aad

KENDALL & WHITNEY’S
Agricultural Warehouse and Seed
Store,

Lmhia

dtt

Office of

ceived
SEALED

the

re-

«5u*f

at this office until 11 A. M*
the
1874, for furnishing the Fresh Beef required by
Subsistence Department TJ. S. A. at this Post durana
18<4,
ing twelve months, commencing July 1st, to
condiJune
1875. Information as

30th,
ending
ob“
tions, quality of beef, payments, Ac.. C*®,
tained by application to
G. V. WBift,
s.
C.
1st Lieut. 5th Artillery, A.
ap20d6t

Notice.
that the first meeting of

hereby given
the Hebron Pond Slate
NOTICE
be held at the office Josiah H.

C.n*P«"TiJ
inRprt-

DrummonD;

the 33rd day of April, 1874, at 4 o clocKin
a
the afternoon, t o organize said Company, aaopt
code of By-laws, and choose the necessary omcers.
GEORGE A. MATHEWS,
Oneof the persons named in the act of lncorporaland.

on

April 4,

CHOICE

MOLASSES.

200 HHDS..
40 TIERCES.
Mo»
25 BBLS. Strictly choice
lasses for sale by
__

SMITH, GAGE

Engine lor Sale.
\ FIFTEEN

A

prime

apis

Horse

HATS,

Power Horizontal Engine in

CO.
or%RTLAND STAB MATCH^

on

hand at his store

Middle

Street

fashionable styles of

CAPS, &c.
ALSO

—

MADE to ORDER at SHORT NOTICE,

AO. 60 COMMERCIAL STREET,

MILITARY HATS & CAPS

OPPOSITE CUSTOM HOUSE.

tf

Clothes Cleaner !
64

PROPOSALS

on

Short Aotice.

Second hand Clothes Bought and Sold.

ap4dtf

Colby’s Book Store at 119 Exchange
Street, will be closed from March 20th
till sometime In May. Nathan Dresser
Colby

and James Albert Colby will then

re-open with a new stock and “Old Man”
Colby will “go abroad.”
de4

tf

A
■ft.

l

■

For Sale.
GOOD SCHOONER,

250

found and in excellent order.
Enquire of

■^■■^CHAS.

all descriptions in tlie very best styles and at
REASONABLE PRICES.
d3m
apT

of

Brown,

FEDERAL

STREET,
Clothes Cleansed and Repaired

H. CHASE

torn, weU

& CO.,

113 CORRERCIAL STREET.
tf

ap20

& CO..

99 COITIMKBCIAC ST.

apl0d2w

tf

RANDALL & HcALLISTER,

sp8dtd

IW4.

alll the

ing.

Thomas

I

A. C. S..

Fort Preble, Me., April 1st, 1874. )
be
PROPOSALS, in duplicate, will

No. 231

purchase large

small lots will do well to call
our prices before purchas-

mc4

PORTLAND, ME.

to

wiU keep constantly

and get

TAYLOR,

ME.

G. A.. SUSSKRATJT

or

178 COMMERCIAL. STREET,

PORTLAND,

tel9

Parties wishing

Notice.
Selectmen of Caio Elizabeth will be in session at the Town Office every SATURDAY AFTERNOON, from one to five o'clock, until further
THOS. B. HASKELL, ) Selectmen
notice.
of
ELISHA N. JORDAN, I
FRED’K HATCH.
) C. Elizabeth.

THE

Cape Elizabeth, April 18,1874.

It seems to us as if

thing undignified

ap21dlm

there

were some-

in the idea.

George Burke, of Madison County, 111., hat
been sentenced to
imprisonment for cutting
off his wife s head.
If we mistake not it was
George’s brother, James, who was hung it
the same County last month for
i
stealing

Marie Alexandrowna speaks English fluently, but when he mislays her fluting Irons of
gets cigar-ashes in her back hair, she will address him in her native Russian, which a famous

German eiittc pionounces the “most

muscular

language”

in

Eurupe.

Troy Whig: An elephant took cold the othday in Cincinnati; but two gallons of whiskey threw him into a nice perspiration, and
brought him around all right. His character
as an elephant,
however, is much injured in
the West, and lje thinka of
moving to Boston.
er

An Oswego paper describes a fire by
saythat “the red flames danced in the heav

ing

and flung their fiery arms about
black tiucrftl poll until Sont Juno*
got

root and

doused

them out

with

a

like
ou

a

the

pail of

Another one of those benefactors ot the huhas made his appearance in Worcester, Massachusetts, with an invention
which he calls “the boy’s pocket arrow.”
There is not much excitement about it
just at
present, but lively times are expected as the
number of one-eyed people increases.
man race

An English reviewer of Merimee’s “Colomremarkably apt analogy: “But
the tale draws a further intensity from its
revelation of the savage instinct of revenge,

striking

clean

ideas of duty,

Will he received at the Office of
the Portland Railroad Co., for the
privilege of advertising in and on
the cars the present season, commencing May 1st.
L?“w

ap!8

CROASD ALE’S

SUPERPHOSPHATE
SALE at a reduced price to close comlgnment.by tONANT A RAND; Wholesale
Grocers, 153 Commercial Street.
Ie27
eod«few2m»

FOB

PORTLAND

BAND,

BRASS AND STRING.
tyAU orders promptly attended t^by applying te

J. COLE, Leader and Business Manager.
at 16 Brawn Street ar 191-9 Market
mhl9
dtf
Nqnaie>

medical.
the absence of Dr. E. Clark I shall
main at his offioc from 1| ts 3 P. M.
6. A. tLARK
ftb3Wlw*ttf

DURING

through
like a

the mass of civilized

piece

pushing

its way into the

soil and

foliage.”

of primary rock
daylight through

Tint Woman Movement.—There is

no

contemporary event more remarkable than
what is clumsily called the Woman Movement. It should hardly be thought a novelty,
for woman has been always moving, and to
some purpose, from the days of Eve down to
t hose of Maria Mitchell, Elizabeth Fry, Mary
Somerville, ana Florence Nightingale. From
Helen of Troy to Katharine of England and
Mary of Scotland, she has been the causa
causans of great epical and historical events.
Flattered, idolized, worshipped, with the

hyperbole

of poetry, and at last sol-

emnly deified as “The mother of God,” her
voice is latterly heard quietly asking. “Are
you also willing to be just?”
Every where equality of opportunity is now
demanded for her; a fair chance at all kinds
ot employment, the highest education, a
place in the pulpit, at the bar, in medical
practice, and, as the security of all, political
equality The demand is constantly made,
and in the way that it is made it is entirely
new.
Women, under the English law, have
voted in local and municipal electious, but
they have never been equal members of the
state; they have never had a voice in making
the laws that govern them. And this is now
the exact demand.
This is that fearful
“Woman’s Rights” which is symbolized to
so many innocent miDds by a scrawny female
figure with spectacles upon a large thio note,
and a wiry hand resolutely grasping a baggy

umbrella.

The signs of this feeling are everywhere
visible. The votiDg ana jury duty of women
in Wyoming Territory; the voting of women
iu Utah; the resolution of the Ohio Constitnttnnal Convention that tklttntv tM CieeMd
to
Btrvo

SHIRT

and

have formed

nial.

wildest

In 50 and 100 yard spools, warranted ful y eqnal to any silk, in
the market, in quality, length and
finish, and a full line of Tailors’
Pure Dye Silk to which we particularly invite the attention of the
Clothing trade.
Our lines of

Notice.

ROUNDS-&

“Spirit of ’76.”—We do not approve of
your suggestion of a grand national “chickenmain,” in aid of the Philadelphia Centen-

ba” has this

9000 Tons Coal must be removed
from Maine Wharf in order to
make repairs.

White Oak & Hard Wood Plank & Wedges

is

_apl8___

Jacqueline Corset!

ly for

COPARTNERSHIP.

.viatiu-

—ALSO—

JUDKINS,

MERCHANT TAILOR!

cu

FACTORING CO., Waltham. Mass. Samples Children's, by mail, 35 cents; Ladies, by mail, 85 cents.
SHEPHERD & CO., Sellings Agents,
Middle St., cor. Church, Portland, Me.
eodlm
apl6

AT LOWEST CASH PRICES.

8. MATHIAS

PALMER’S PATENT

ters of

—

band Concord Wagon. Af,o two setts ol
O*?®
By. J. C. LEIGHTON,
light
wneels will be sold cheap at
Federal
67
Street1,
ap8tf
HOVEY & DEAN'*,

eod2w

VPor Ladies, niuei and

Goods !

brated

on

Lost.

It is said that you can get 1,200 different
shades of kid gloves, though few persons care
for more than a thousand.

ens

Spring

We are SOLE AGENTS for the
State of Maine of the justly cele-

Lost.
Lewis street, a Gentleman’s Amethyst SCARF PIN. The finder will be suitarewarded by leaving *b. ms. at No. 9 Lewi.

AVENUE

Stocking Supporters,
I WITH PATENT CLASPS,

OP THE BEST GRADES. ALSO

Dedham St., Bostou.

Meal,

FIFTH
i

100.000 best Rift Locust Treenails,
150.000 best Sawed White Oak do.
30,000 best quality Canada Knees.

SLABS AND EDGINGS,

FOUNDS

LOST AND

ELLIS’

Locust Treenails*

DRY WOOD,

with

Gossip and dealings

water.”

No. 160 Commercial Street,

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.

PACKAGES t
WOOD PaTLS. 12}, 25 and 50 lbs. each.
KEGS, 25, 50 and 100 ft*. each.
CASKS, about 200, 300 and 600 fts. each.
CASES, containing four 25ft. TIN PAILS.
12} ft. Wood and 25 ft. Tin Pails }c in advance.
SOLD BY

dtf

experience.

that has had
Address

CHARLES F. BOUNDS,

JOHN JEWETT & SONS,
182 Front St, New York.

ap22

one

mc3dtfBOX 915, Portland.

ocl3atf

Eight miles East of St. Albans.
Mineral water and baths. Pure air. Excellent Table.
Write for Circulars of terms and rooms.
Address Dr. S. S. FITCH, 714 Broadway, New
York,
25 Tremont Street, Boston, or at Congress Hall.
Board very low.
Open May until December.

The principal Paint Dealers in
New England.

Office, Portland.

For Sale
No. 42 Pleasant Street.
Inquire
HOUSE
House from 2 to S o’clock P, H.

New

tf

ap3;_

as

CONGRESS HALL,
Sheldon Springs, Sheldon Vermont

the ONLY QUALITY of White
Lead that we have aadc far the
last .ixteen yean.

19} Market Square.

20 Feet, Hore or Less.
I. I*. SMITH, lOO Exchange St.

bly

HOLEsale;

Westfield, Mass.

WANTED!

d3m

HOTELS.

Thi. i.

Depot,’Me.

i?Lanyth.tuB
b™,1'!* ,tbe
Vire<Lcnticism

—

We have in Stock, and are now
prepared to offer to the trade fnll
and complete lines of

A

21

AT

dlw

GOOD Farm Hand to work for the season. Enquire of PORTLAND STAB MATCH CO.
apis
dlw*

the premises.

on

W

Han Wanted.

SALE

Enquire

wanted immedisamples of

—

WARES !
—

hand-stitching.

aprlddlw*

ing

AND

SMALL

mast have

993 CONGBESS STBSET.

STORY HOUSE at Woodford’s Corner,

mc20dtf

'!

Wanted.
SITUATION as Bookkeeper in a retail grocery
Will take charge of the books only, on naif
time, if desired. Address
C.,
^

—

CHARLES CCST1S A CO.,

ap20

~

ROSS, Treasurer of the Portland,
Y\71LLIAM
▼ V
and Machias Steamboat
Bangor

genera are

118

Vats, mostly covered. The buildings are in good
repair. The Tannery is supplied with water by two
aqueducts, the best of water for manufacturing purthe location is ▼ctj good ior purchasing
ides and bark, being located within *>. n- —>• Ji
■

Estate Broker,

Address
Press Office.

Shirt Makers Wanted.
Nice band

FANCY GOODS

city,
does

THURSDAY HORNING, APRIL 28, ’74

mule.

School,

a*»aodlw_B. L.,

Great Bar-

a

45 Dantortb Street, Portland, He.
Rt. Rev. Henry A. Neely. D. D., Visitor.
O. L.
Billing**, Principal. Send for Circular.
oclOtf

who has

.aw

in this
hard, and

a

thing

aplgdlw

St. Augustin’s School for Boys,

L.« Press Office.

MAN, graduate of college,
Ay?^NG
term at rhe Michigan J
*^*<1

ately. Applicants

Portland.

For terms, &c., apply at Stockbridge’s.
good education,

a

as

in
Law office
w*Urld
Sm6 a.tosituation
is willing
work, and to work
not

*

W. K. HOWARD,
TEACHER OF YOCAL MUSIC.

Situation Wanted.
,

unfor-

or

EDUCATIONAL-

Salesman, and is
com Detent to
keep set of books, would like a situation. Dries not object to hard work at either manual or mental labor. Address
some
a

_R.

withont board.
E- B> 37 Brown St

ap21d3t

MAN, who has had
A YOUNG
has bad
experience

gain.

Money to Loan.
first class Real Estate Security, in Portland,
or vicinity—Rents collected, taxes
paid, &c., on
Commission. Houses bought and solo. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, Office 13
Fluent Block.
oc4dtf

Horses for Sale.
i£i
JUS1 arrived and for sale, from Iowa,
/vTjWThirty-f ur Head of good, young sound
ftTA. Horses, suitable for Livery, Stage and
!
Farming purposes. Can be seen at 86 W.

*pis

the Town

mavlltf

Situation Wanted.

dtf

BULLETIN.

fhe three points ot excellence which I claim, are,
Jet: eonstant and thorough circulation of pure air;
taint; 3rd; no
2nd; ryuesg, no dampnegg monld nor active
air, the
intermingling of odors; purity and
for circulars.
Bend
or
success.
of
its
elements
Call,
Manafactured and for sale by J. F. MEKKILL. between Cross and Cotton sts., near Leavitt Burnham
ieSdtf
BOo.s Ice Bouse. Portland, Me.

At

M._

or

THE PRESS.
M., Press Office.

Rooms Wanted.
INT,‘i.?,^'il8iJ!iti,part
°.fihe cit>A
with
nitbed,

FORin

Removal.

Sanford’s lmprored Refrigerators.

Corn,

AN

House for Sale.

limits.

IIS Commercial, fool of Exchange Sired,
mli26
PORTLAND.
eod7m

Pine and Hemlock Dimension Lumber,
Pine Shipping Boards, Deck Plank, &c,

wasting’s Organ Manufactory,
jfederal Streets. All orders

Residence 154 Pearl Street,

FOR SALE.

A

alllodtl_

16 years old, who resides in
this city. Must write a
good hand and fiirnish
appw <■» the mercanTILE AQENCT, 88 Exchange
Street, from 8 to 9 A.
M. and 1 to 2 P.

J. A. WELCH,
eod2m*

mar21tf

—

Moderate

c# ^ AUBTUf.

good

mhll

er*'

No

rooms.

A

For Sale.
SMALL place, three miles from Portland, pleasantly located on what Is known as the Foreside road, consisting of a story and a half H juse
with ell, good barn with shedB attached, together
with ten acres of good land. Said buildings are in
condition as to wood work. The above desirale property will be sold on easy terms. For particulars
at 21 Merrill, comer of Tamer stieet,

Streets, Sidewalks and Bridges.

dtd
aPl3__
BRICES AND CURBSTONE.

RICH

vrosro

corner bxcuauKc““

reject

DONNELL.

A

Portland.

6

Boy Wanted.

aprCeodSmo

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

__5^21_
AUSTIN,

Painting, House Painting
and Paper Hanging.

during businecs hours of

CHAIRMAN,

Street*.

and enlarging done to order.

and judge
^H.ua-Geed

fJblTdijm"

will be received until FR DAY, May
PROPOSALS
let. from parties who desire to contract with the
of

la. HOOPER) Car* York Sc Maple

G.

ME.

yourselves.

or

IN

cor.

'wrinkles

°

Wood and Granite Blocks.

Stair Builder.
B. F. I.IBBY, I,©. 359 Fore
Cross St., in Helena’* Mill.

Bivlp.'- Berlins, Kembrauts, Medallion
All the new y
^tlut card, and tlie retouched
he Porcola'“j0
nrocesi1 we Bet rid of freckles
card,
«** "Kln. Call
and

Order slate

dtd

Ja5d1y

No. 152 middle Street.

Fr

ap21

Sign and Awning Hanging.
8. YOUNG. No. 103 Pore Street.

Portland, Me.

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,
Fresco Fainter,

for

THE

ing the Public Schools ol Portland with school books
and all kinds of stationery which may be
required
until January, 1875. Address
FREDERICK FOX, School Agent.

No. 29 middle Street,

Portland Tea Store,
mcli7
2tawtf

Cumberland Street. Enquire at the
House from 3 to 5 o’clock P. M.,
HOUSE
at 29 Com*
mercial Street

Roofers.

IN

S Door* East of Temple St.,

For further information apply to WM.
SENTER,
No. 54 Exchange S>., Portland.
mc9eodti

inquire

RJE

or

American, about

ap20d1w

Little Cbebeagas-The Most Beautiful
of ull the Islands of Caseo Bay.
It contains one hundred and forty acres of land, thirty of which is
covered with a beautiful Grove.
The balance is the very best of til51 lage land. The buildings consist of
The Snany Side Hotel,
a large, new house, completely finished and fiirnished throughout; large barn and farm-house, bowling
alleys, ice house, and a dancing floor in the grove;
never failing well of good water.
The location of
this Island, with its advantages for fishing and boating, its beautifnl grove and building, renders it one
of tbe most desirable places among all the Islands
for {denies and parties.

J. N. DcCOY A CO., 38 Sprin„ Street.

FEDERAL STREET,

GAS

Portland.
undersigned will receive pw'posals until
the
23d inst., at nooi, for supplyTHURSDAY,

Silver and Plated Ware.
ABNER LOWELL, 155 Diddle Street.

FRESCO PAINTER,

103

_

Real Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTER, Nn. 93 Exchange

removal.

me9

for Books ana Stationery lor the Public Schools or

on

sale"

J. B.

N T

__

IOld

Proposals

Plumbers.

316 CONGRESS STREET,

D.

J. W. COLCORD, Secretary,

Committee

HOUSE,

house is new throughout, having been run
only two seasons, and completely furnished,
with rooms large and airy, and commands a tine
view of the ocean from every room. It is located
near the water, in a line grove of pine. The house is
90 x 40 feet, four stories, L 50 x 40 feet, three stories,
piazza on three sides; howling alley and stable.
French roof on house, L and stable.
The Furniture will be sold immediately after the
sale of the house. Terms of payment easy and made
known at time of sale. For further particulars in«V. H. MOULTON,
quire of
on the prenJses.
apL’0eod4t

mli30eodtf

Wanted.
YOUNG Man of good habits, wishes board in a
private family where there are no other boanl*** near 0*6 City Building. Address

A

children in family.
Address, stating locality and price,
“WATT,” P. O. Box 1055.
dlw*

107

JADES MILLER. No. 91 Federal Street.

Is prepared to make all the various styles of Card
rii'iurm. Brmbraal, Medallion,are., from
By this process w«
Retouched Negative*.
other imGet rid of ErerBI**, Mole* and
hor ah of which no
nerfeclions of the Nkiii.
to
warranted
work
All
made.
be
will
extra charue
mchlSdtl
for vonrselves.
please. Cafl and examine

GEO.

St.

Pattern and Model Maker.
BARBOUR, 350 Fere Street, Cnr.nl

3. I.
Cra**' Portland.

VIEW

REMOVAL.

Masons and Builders.
N E. REDI.ON, 333 1-3 Congress

GEO. E. COLLINS,

PHOTOGRAPHIC

AFFAIRS.

The usual May vacation in the public Schools will
commence on Monday. April 27th, and continue one
week.
Per order of the S. S. Committee.

y..

°f 5

For Sale.

Committee Boom in the Citv
Building, on Saturday Aft rsosn, April
‘-lath at 3 o’clock, to, consider the matter of the
length of the afternoon sessions of the Grammar
Schools. Parents and citizens interested are re* pectfully invited to be present and express their views.
Per order of the S. S. Committee.
J, W. COLCORD, Secretary.

3. R. DURAN A CO., IT! Diddle and
llti Federal Street*.

Photographers.

JB.

aprl4eod3m

KEITH.

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises and
Carpet-Bags.

PORTLAND,
BENJ. KINGSBURY,

SCHOOL

furnish sand.
The Committee reserve the right to
all bids. Proposals to be addressed

Confectionery.

L.
1

oc7tf

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS.

ap22d3t

order.

40 1-3 EXCHANGE STREET,

board at 75 Free street.

rooms

Jackson & Brackett, THE
Schools at the School

STUCCO & MASTIC WORKERS,

tt

128

fe4dtf

Superintending School Committee of Portland will meet the Principals ot the Grammar

PLASTERERS,

OF

315 COMMERCIAL STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
FOR SALE—One New Portable Engine, 40 horse

C.

LOWER

pleasant

Sheridan, Griffiths & Brackett,

ard’s Patent Boiler.

has removed

No. 114 Spring Street.
Inquire of MATTOCKS & FOX, 83 Middle

Every Description of work promptly and carefully
xecuted, and at the lowest prices
ap22 to

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.
Agents (01 It Ball’s Wood Working Machinery, and Blanch-

COUNSELLOR

To Let.
tenement in House

Street._

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)

Makers and Blacksmiths.

JAMES

jn24*lw then tf

CONCRETE

109 EXCHANGE ST.,

MAINE.

Wm, H. Motley.

Free Street.

can

Engineers, Iron Founders, Boiler

Parlor

Suitable

or

VIACHINJE WORKS Craig,

J.

rooms.

Gentlemen and their wives and two
three
Book, Card & Job Printer TWOsingle
be accommodated with
gentlemen
and

PORTLAND

power,
apl4

Let.

Rooms To Let.

de9eod&wtf

built to

To

Board, large pleasant
WITH
for families
single gentlemen.
At
62

WM. M. MARKS

STREET,

MANUFACTCREBS

EOR

ME.

BAY

for

or

WALKS, DRIVES, STREETS, See.
aprleod3m

Androscoggin and Oxford Count-

in

KNIcHT.

TWO

Street,

PORTLAND,

(in Canal Bank Building,)

es.

S.

unfurnished Rooms for Gentleman and wife,
without children. At No 4 LocuBt St. mc28tf

ing, Cementing. Ac.

ANDREWS,

PORTLAND,

30j High St., S.

At

Rooms to Let With Board.

Whitewash-

premise*,

LET!

Pleasant Rooms With Board.

T O

FINELY LOCATED

THE

BOARD.

Wanted

On TUESDAY, April 28th, at 2 o’clock P. M., on the

Situated at Ferry Beach, Saco, Me., (near
Orchard and the new Camp-Meeting
Ground, and ia sight of the Pool.) The

To Let.

"Worker,

Whitening, Coloring,

BUSINESS CARDS.

88 MIDDLE

TO

WANTS.

SUMMER HOTEL FOR SALE.

To Let.
Commercial Street, Thomas Block.
F. J. ROLLINS,
22 Exchange Street.

FURNISHED Tenement of six rooms, centrally located. Enquire at the office of
J- H. FOGG.
«...
ap9dtf
119J Exchange Street.

~

Counsellor at

apl4tf

annum.

brick

rooms, in

street, opposite the
ap22dtl

JPlasterer, Stucco and A

_

C.

No. 90
STORE
Apply to

uolOeodtf

tion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

S.

Rent $450 per

Bark.

fe2ldtf

bektist,

space,

Tenement of
ALOWER
house No. 207 Congress

seven

Stoctbrldge’l Music Store.

at

-I-> JR.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

of

FORTE

REAL ESTATE.

To Let.

Teacher of the

EiKht Dollars a Year in advance.
subscribers Seven Dollars a Year if paid in

Rates

EARNS WORTH,

C.

E.

109 Exchange St, Portlanu.

At

TO LEI.

the

election

l*'l'

wtoul

coiBmtuen;

tUetr

upon such boards iu Boston;
the public meetings of protest when their
seats were letused; the unanimous decision
of the Supreme Court of Massachusetts that
they are constitutionally eligible; the incessant appearauce in Constitutional Conven
tions and in State Legislatures ot the demand for political equality; the steady refusal of Miss Hunt in Boston lor many years
to pay taxes levied upon her propetty without representation of her wishes; the sale of
the cows of the Misses Smith in Glastenbury
to satisfy the tax collector; the refusal of
Mrs. Foster and others in Worcester to pay
taxes without representation, and the general public attention called to the subject by
these incidents; the opening of many colleges to women as well as to men; the Ox
ford examinations for women in England,
and those of Cambridge in this country; the
curious excitement occasioned by Dr. Clark’s
little bock upon sex in education; the medical schools for women; the calm and powerful appeals to Parliament tor their enfranchisement in England; and the public adhesion to their cause ol shrewd politicians in
America—all show the strength of the current.
As all the force and energy ofthe movement
proceed from women themselves, it is very
amusing to hear the wise remark that it will
be time to consider the question when women
show that they are themselves interested iu
it. In England both Mr. Gladstone and Mr.
Disraeli are in favor ot theicounty franchise;
yet the number of petitioners for that measure during the last sessiou of Parliament was
1889, while for the Woman’s Disabilities Bill
ttere were 329,206. Regularly every year a
delegation of women appear before a committee of the Massachusetts Legislature, and
urge the ever-fresh argument. But Solon
still says, “Certainly, when women show
that they
are interested.”
Undoubtedly
there are very many who are not, and there
are

to serve

some

who before the

committee

same

plead earnestly that such direful

new

respon

sibilities may not be thrown upon their overburdened shoulders. But it is an extraordi
nary argument that intelligent persons who
ask a responsibility which they demonstrate
to be necessary to their welfare, and for
which thetr capacity is not seriously denied,
should be refused it because others, for any
cause, do not wish it. ADd Solon’s bland reply that it w'll be time to grant it when women show that they wish It is intended, not
for argument, bnt tor evasion.

Meanwhile the decision ofthe question rests
with men, and they hold generally one of four
attitudes. They are wholly indifferent or
with Paul
contemptuously hostile,
that the man is head or master ofthe woman;
or, with Mr. Gladstone, they are friendly to
every step of progress not “inconsistent with

believing

the fundamental particulars of their condition as women;” or, witn Chlet Justice Chase,
they are passively favorable to the absolute
political equality ot the sexes; or, with John
Stuart Mill, they are actively favorable to it.
The shrewd politicians of whom we spoke,
however friendly, do not feel that the question is pressing. They see that there is a

question, and they know that the generous
side is the popular side, and they therefore
speak words of comfort, signing petitions and
writing letters to conventions of women. But
in conventions ot men these brethren are not
vehement upon the subject; they do not even
re.er to it; while the convention itself, if sorely pushed, makes a polite bow in the form of
a resolution, aud, as in France, passes to the
order of the day.—Editor’s East Chair, in

Harper’s Magazine for May.

Good-Natured People.—The specially
social quality is good nature, amiability, the
desire to please, the kindness of heart that
avoids giving offense, and cannot bear to hurt
any-ones’ feelings. A good-natured person
may frankly disagree with you, but he never
He quarrels good-naturedly.
offends.
He
boxes with gloves on—when he fences ever so
deftly, there is a great soft bottom on the end
of his foil. He may satirise, ridicule, open
up all your weaknesses and absurdities, but
so kindly that you cannot help loving him.
He cannot say a harsh, bard, bitter, or contemptuous thing,because he has no hardness
and no tempt. This is simple,natural goodness,
like the goodness of fond and friendly animals.
It may not be a high moral virtue; there is
no particular merit in it any more than in
beauty or any natural eift; but it is a very delightful quality, and those who do not possess
it should imitate those who do.
Just as we
avoid in person, dress, or manners, anything
that may give disgust or pain, so must we do
in our conversation. We must no more use
vulvulgar expressions than we would wear
as clean
gar garments. Our talk should oe
our fingers.
We should no ™oreA}’
with out words than,
a, word
word is as bad as a blow,
never to say anyis like a sting. Ifweare

our^

to a person which will
give him disgust
pain, we must be even more careful not to
of any one which will iDjure
estimation of other*. Playful,
foible*
uP°n tb«
and peculiarities of
othem may be no harm,
but “ <*“** to b*
Kood-naBlonder U * *in
Charity forbids that
we should

or

ErMft
mSS
*u?lT?vPitaeve!??

injure* P?
The’h^? ‘"ut'?!

can

wound and
best rule
to
say all the good we
refrain Irom ever
saying
comes a dear matter of
dutyy to
*° warn some
one

evictee'’
Tto°
w?’ L??.

against him.

Clara Louise Kellogg sSoldier
Lover.—The following comes from a
very gracefully written sketch of the great American
prirna Donna, from the pen ol Lucy Hamilton Hooper: A singular and no urnful little
lomance is connected with tbe earlier portiou of (he tail singer's career.
During tbe
last year of the war, and aner one ot the last
the
one
ot
of the Masgreat battles,
chaplain
ch usetts regiments was engaged in tendering

the last service* to the dying, when he came
across a young lieutenant
lying by the roadside, and evidently desperately wounded.
The chaplain proposed to summon medical
aid, but the young man declined the offer,
saying that he was dying, and tbat he pre
ferred to be lett to pass
away without further
sutlering. After doiDg what be could to
make the sufferer more comfortable in bis
last moments, tbe
chaplain asked the dying
man li he wished to send
any messages to
his relatives or friends.
“No, pe had neither,
he was alotye in the world.’’ “Was there uo
oue, persisted the chaplain, “to whom he
would like to send a word of farewell?
The
young officer hesitated.
“Yes,” he answered. “there is one—Miss Clara Louise
Kellogg, the prlma donna. She does not
know
nor
have
I
roe,
ever
met
or seen her
off
tbe stage.
But sbe
i» the one,
tbe
only woman tbat I
ever loved.
I saw her in opera repeatedly
when I was last in Boston, and tbe effect see
produced on me was instantaneous and ineffaceable. And I should die happier did I
kuow that she would one
day learn that I had
once ezisted, and that I loved her.”
A few
brief lines were pencilled by tbe
failing hand
on a leaf ol the
cbaplan's note book, a single
dark curl was severed from tbe locks
alreacy
growing damp with the dews ot death, a word
or two of thanks were
faintly spoken, and then
the dim eyes closed, and the brief romance
and the young soldier had ended together.
In due course of t..me the letter sud the lock
ol hair were placed in Miss
Kellogg's bands,
and ii the spirit of the sender, at the moment
of receiving tuem, was hovering near, he bad
at least the joy of knowing that,
though unknown to his fair lady-love, he had not died
unwept by her.
Fan Flirtation.—When a lady uses her
an outward movement—that
is, away
from her into space—it means that she is married and yju must not hope. The contrary
movement, inward, from space to the body,
means that she is free.
If, however, this
inDer movement is made by fanning in a downward direction, it means that she is a widow;
if in an upward direction, that she has never
neen married.
A closed fan held upright,
means “do as you like.”
An open fan, resting on the breast, means “silence.” A closed
Ian, presented to you horizontally, means an
“invitation;” presented by the small end,
“indifference.” With one leaf open, “friendship;” two opens leaves, sympathy;” three,
love and passion.” A “talking fan” should
be composed of seven leaves, to correspond
with the seven days in a week. The hcur
you are expected at the rendezvous is intimated by so many taps being made on the
leat which represents the day. A colored fan
placed on the lips means “don’t tell.” A circular movement ot the fan means “we are
watched.”

fan in

The May Magazines.
Harpers.—The forty eighth

of

volume

Harper’s Magazine concludes with a number,
crowded with peculiarly interesting matter,
profusely and beautifully illustrated.
The number opens with a reproduction of
“Corinua’s Going a-Maying,” one of Robert
Herrick’s Pastoral Poems, with three gi aceful illustrations by E. A. Abbey. An exceedingly interesting paper, with fifteen engravings, prepared by Helen S. Conant,
gives

au account

of Dr.

Schweinfurth’s Ex-

Ellis
plorations in the h<*art of Africa.
Gray's description of the “Flower Mission,”
exqnisitrly illustrated, is timely and very
suggestive. Mr. Elliot contributes an illns
paper ou the Fur Seal of Alaska.
Conwnj concludes lilt survey ot
with reminiscences of Robert Coll-

(rated

Uoucure U.

Ilkley,
yer’s early days, appropriately illustrated. A
comprehensive review ot the remarkable
career of John of Barnevald—the
sjbject of
Motley’s new work is contributed by R. H.
St iddard, with four excellent engravings.
In addition to this vaiieiy of illustrated articles there are two illustrated poems—“The
Kingfisher,” by James Maurice Thompson,
and “How the Rain Comes,” by Mary Mapes
Dodge.
Mrs. Craik’s and

Prof. De Mille’s serial*

continued; and two short storiesai r ME
tributed by Constance F. Woolson and
Frank
are

Lee Benedict.
Harriet Prescott Spofford con tribute* a
beautiful poem, entitled “At the
Bridal,”
and Nelly M. Hutchinson two
dain'y biU of
verse under the title of “Moods ot
the Calendar.”

Dr. Samuel Osgood present* an
array of
mortuary statistics, with suggestive comment; and Mr. m Charles D. Deshler makes a
powerful appeal to the Governor of New
York in behalf of the Defective Clasees of
that State.
The Editorial Departments,
including an
admirable summary of Scientific
and a very

Progress,

inteiesting Drawer,

conclude

a

number replete with entertainment and instruction.
St. Nicholas. The Frontispiece of St.
Nicholas for May is a very large and remarkably fine engraving illustrating a passage i n
Gorthe’s Poem, “Johanna Sebus.” Indeed,
this number contains many engravings of unusual excelleucc: Miss Hallock has two. one
ot which is a specimen ot her very beet work
on wood; Miss Ledyard has
two; Eytinge and
Sheppard each has a capital piece of character drawing; there is a beautiful little thing
copied from Michelet, and a picture from one
of Hendschell's gr.iceful and dainty (ketches
There is even a drawing from a native Japanese artist.
The literary contents this month
alternate very fairly between the practical and
the imaginative.
There is an article on the
“Origin of B.ind Man’s Buff;” one on the
wotking and wonders of the Telegraph; a paper by the late N. S. Dodge, on “Auctions
All Over the World;” “Christmas City,” a
capital description of a toy-town which can
lie built by any smart boy; an account of the
Blue Beard:
origin ot the story of
a
true
from
stcry
of
Holstein,
a
missionary stork, and an article with
illusratious descriptive of “Haydn’s Children’*
three serial stories
and Olive

mouth;

a

ture with

fiction, there are the
by Trowbridge, Stockton

As to

Symphony.”

Thorne, all full of interest this
story of Greenland, with an advanpolar bears; a delightful little home-

story called

Miss

Fanshaw’s

Tea-Party;

a

Japanese Fairy tale, and “The Jimmyjobns’
Sailor-Suits,’ one of Mrs. Diaz’ popular sketches.
“How Persimmons Took Cah ob D«r B aby, by Mrs. Lizzie W. Champney, is a most
delightful piece of southern dialect poetry,
and with Us capital
illustrations, is sure to be
popular with old and young. “In the Wood”
is a sweet little poem with a sweet little picture.
The Departments are all good at usual,
especially Jack-in-the-Pulpit. in which there
is a pre-eminently tunny story of a low-spir ted turtle. The Riddle Box contain* one of
the best puzzles of the day. »n every-day
of the Restsong, written in the “Language
less Imps.”
DoF*
ataiice

1 here la n® Inadv*kti£*w0
reoorri of a well sustained system of
advertising failing of MMtaa,

on

£us

1
to my
“Mv sucoe** IS owing
vertising "—Bonner.
my productions
■1

advertised

»

_y

liberality

m

and made

ad-

mon-

Nicholas Longwortti.

'“Constant and persisteut advertising is
prelude to wealth.—Stephen Girard.

a

sore

“He who invest*one dollar in busiuess should
invest one dollar in advertising that business.*
—A. T. Stewart.
“Without the aid of advertisements I could
have done nothing in my speculations. I hare
the most complete faith in printer’s ink.
Advertising is the royal road to business.—Bornum.

■
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is

nominations should be of the
When ‘he elections closed it
was found that the Democratic party had
been prostrated iu nearly all the Northern
States, that tbe Whig party bad been com-

congressional
right stamp.

Bveky regular attache of the Pusss
to
v
pletely disorganized and disrupted, and that
J
with a Card cui tiflcate couuterFlgnet
steamboat and hotel I seveuty-five anti-slavery men had been electPullen. Editor. *1. railway,
favor up« us by demanding
ed to Cougress.
manager, will cuff a
elaiming to represent oui
credent lals ol every pcraon
Previous to those elections the new party
that
several
“buminformation
have
Journal, aa wo
had been a power in the South. But the anin the name of the
courtesies
Hooking
inert” are
ti-;lavery successes in the North opened the
PutiMs, aud we 1,a7C no disposition to be, even pas*
such
to
frauds.
a
eyes of Southern politicians, and an attempt
sirely, party
the
was immediately made to ‘‘nationalize”
meant
We do not read anonymous letters and communi
‘"nationalize
to
In
those
days
party.
nation*. The name and address of the writer are in
between
to make neutral in the great light
ail oases indispensable, not necessarily for publication
In the National C ounand
f'eedom
slavery.
bat as % guaranty ot good faith.
a “union
cil of the Order in November 1854,
We cannot undertake to return or reserve com
members
tbe
binding
muatcations that are not used.
degree” was adopted,
to maintain tbe
under tbe most solemn pledges
and all asUnion of tbe States against any
auits. The degree was conferred on all pres■

ent. Northerners and Southerners. It did
not have tbe effect desired, for anti-slavery
men

continued to be sent from the North to

tbe House and the

result followed.

Senate.

The looked-for

In tbe

of

spring
1855,
Virginia Democracy under the lead of Henry
A. Wise, achieved a victory which virtually
extinguished the hopes of the Order in the
South. Some of the Southern members however continued blind to tbe inevitable, and
did not appreciate the significance ol tbe popular uprising in the North. A National Couu
cil was called, avowedly with the purpose of
relieving the Order from the stigma of being
an anti-slavery party in disguise. The North-

^National Honor Rescued!
The

who for four years as a soldier
proved equal to the most trying emergencies
mao

ern

when national exigence hung in the balance,
has now, as chief magistrate of the nation,
mo9t signally rescued it from the reckless
purpose ot those who would have
Certain

disgrace

consigned

and ultimate ruio.

the

members looked forward to the

approach-

much solicitude astheir Southern brethren. The party had answered itspurpose in awakeningaud consolida

ing Council with quite

as

It was now

sentiment.

anti-slavery
ting
quite apparent that auti-slavery ptinciples
the

it to

Again

1m%

must

he has stood between the country and its de-

imposed

upon the

organization,

which would drive of!' the Southern men,

or

A North Carolina paper sumsup the result of
the Balil Mountain scare; 56 conversions to religion, 27 illicit distilleries broken up, two sub-

that inflation cannot miuter a corporal’s guard
in Minnesoamong men of average education
ta.

The Boston papers that have been
about the

dignant

reception

so

mittee by the President will have a cbance to
take back the hard things said the past few

up all the crockery in
the mountains the cost would not have been

Courier-Journal, Murat Halstead of the Cincinnati Commercial, are on their way to Boston, where there they expect to have a conference with Senator Schurz relative to the

|

The season

one

promises

asking “After Talit wont be B. F. B.
great af-

to be one of

fliction. Weston the walkest and mild humbug is already booked lor a trial at 500 miles
within six consecutive days, beginning May
lltli, and the fellow attempts the feat at the
written request of Henry Clews and Charles
A. Dana.

detnagogism bad tri- that the party must be broken up.
Under these circumstances theCounciI met
in
both
of Congress; a deaf
branches
umphed
at Philadelphia, on the 5th of June, 1855'
ear had been turned to the warning voice of
I Most ol the States were represented, the
The Louisiana Levees.—In view of the
history; appeal to the most solemn national Southern by men in deadly tear lest their fasuffering caused by the late crevasses on tbe
of
the
had
been
made
in
menaced.
institution
should
he
vorite
pledges
vain;
past
They
Mississippi, the following, taken from a careall was apparently lost, when, with a moral
opened the convention with a fierce onslaught fully written account of the Louisiana levees
upon the Massachusetts delegation, for the
which appears iu the New York Times, is of
courage the world will admire, President
Americans of that State had chosen a legisinterest:
Grant, regardless of the denunciation of his lature that called for the
repeal of the fugiIt should never be forgotten that the alluvial
foes, stood forth to deliver the country from tive slave act aud passed the personal liberty banks of the Louisiana rivers are ali in their
natural state, more or less subject to iuuudarui r and infamy. The unostentatious leader
bill. The contest thus begun contiaued for
tiou. The reclaimablo alluviau is au inclined
more than a week.
It soon became evident
who ra'lied the drooping spirits of the nation
plane gradually descending from the river front
back until lost in the dead level, popularly
that the South with the aid of its Northern
in 1862 by his “Unconditional Surrender,”
Without exception
known as the swamu.
held
eontrol
of
the
convention.
these river banks, whether of the Mississippi,
sympathizers,
and whose determined “We’ll fight it out on
Red
the
or
at
River,
bayous (subordinate rivers)
The minority report, calling tor a restoraconnected with the parent streams, are more
this line if it takes all summer,” above the
tion of the Misssouri compromise and for
feitile than any other portions of tbe State.
din and carnage of the bloody summer of
This fact is attested in: their primitive conthe admission of Kansas and Nebraska as
dition by prodigious growths of timber, by lux1864. reassured the nation, now declares to tree States was rejected, and the majority
uriant cane-brakes, by gigantic vim's, and
was
the
to
party
slavery,
the world that “the solemn
tangled vegetation, yet even more by the bepledges of this report, pledging
adopted by a vote of eighty to fifty-nine. The niticent sign that this inferior vegetation, hownation to Its debtors must be
sacredly kept/’ vote was taken near midnight, at the close of ever abundant, seldom overtops the better
products of the soil. The garden spots of
Never was so important a duty thrust
upon
Louisiana (and they are garden spots indeed)
a session of eight days, and the National Coun.
include the lands lying on each side of the
a chief
magistrate, and never was one more cil was rent in twain.
Reckless

struction.

_

The next morning

The nation was drifting
nobly performed.
hopelessly to financial ruin, to iuevita le repudiation and irretrievable shame. Gem ral
Grant interposed his veto, and with it the
tide turned toward good laitb, solveuey and

delegates was held, aud an address to the
American people adopted, dtciaring in favor
of the restoration of the Missouri compromise,
the repeal ot the fugitive slave law, aud the

permanent national honor.

States.

Congress in debauching
its circulating medium and in
violating its
solemn promises, the nation would siuk to a
lor

as

free

the

by Senator
Arnold who was requested by Gov. Diugley
to inquire into the condition of the Swedish
colony, that he found the general condition of
The North Star is

interposi-

been suatebed bora obloquy and its
place assured among the first powers of the earth because it declares foi
honesty. But yesterday

the

people good and

as

informed

a

whole the settlement

A few cases were found
prosperous.
where a supply of seed will be needed but

is

the nation was committed to a

policy which
woul.l banish it from the commercial nations
of the world, because its
Congress refused lo

these were confined to late

arrivals, whose
crops were cut off by frosts. A gentleman in
this city has within a fe v days received from
New Sweden a letter signed by several leading working men in the colony who declare
that there is no general destitution but only
a few cases like those referred to
by Mr. Arnold.
They also write that the colony is in
good health and courage, and that all who

recognize the currency of civilization as its
currency.
To-day the President by his veto
declares for the intelligence of the nation that
it wiil not wall itself in from the intercourse
ot civilized peoples by a
policy unworthy of

Yesterday it looked as
Mortons, Butlers, Camerons,

ages.

though the
Merrimons, McCrearys

Nebraska

issues

American Order.

tion of his veto, the honor of the nation has

the darkest

Upon these

Republican
party was formed the next spring, and the
political campaign of 1856 fought. The Republican party went into that fight with all
the advantages of the discipline gained by its
preliminary trainmg in the camps of the

the reckless action of

third ra e power and become a
synonym
national infamy.
To-day, by the

meeting of the North-

admission of Kansas and

But yesterday
to apprehend that through

there was reason

a

ern

would work—and all would but a few fine

gentlemen—could make

good living and
A correspondent of the Aila

home.
Bogys were to
_Ejartuwa:—a BtuhsoiV i» t-ulka -.JJuiwtsm—
lead the nation to ruin.
To-day the I*rcsl-~
writes an account of a visit on a stormy day
dent’s veto assures us that the sober second
—which is not very encouraging. Possibly
thought, which is honest and impartial, will the collegiate has not had an extensive exentrust its financial honor to the Grants, the
perience in new settlements and expects to
secure

and

Shermans, the Blaines, the
Thurmans,

the

find the culture of the oldest towns of Maine

the

and the customs of the Yankee among the
colonists. We have no right to expect this,

and the Schurzs.

For a time the

chagrined

Hawleys,

champions of inflation—the

President.

For

Aroostook backwoodsman who has spent his
life at it. Everthing was new to them when

time he will he de-

a

lenders,
appreciative people will rejognize that the peaceful victory of
April twenty-second, 1874, is as vital to the
future glory of the nation, as that of
April
ninth, 1865. Indeed, history will record of
U. S. Grant that, by his veto as the Chief
Magistrate, he secured the fullest fruits oi his
victories

soldier.

as a

but

they begun there and they had to learn everything. We regret to learn from the Advertiser
correspondent who visited one house that the
people are filthy. Two years since we visited
twenty houses in New Sweden and have the

impression that they were a very cleanly and
tidy people. Such is the testimony of scores
of grown people who have visited the colony
at various seasons.
At any {rate, give the

To have shrunk from

S wedes a fair chance and do not expect more
of them than of the same number of people

tne former would be to throw awa* the latter.

“to the
A Chapter of Political History.
In our later history no one event has been
more

pregnant with consequences,

or

frequently happens in authorship that
pretender claims as his own
productions, choice bits of literature which
For instance a score o f
belong to others.
people claim to have written “Beautiful
Snow;” and of “Betsy and I are Out,” the

less

organization which failed in all its
avowed objects, and yet
unwittingly hasrevolution

cause

a

born.”

It

an

diiectly

manor

the worthless

clearly understood than the advent of “knowncthingism” in our politics. The“American”
party stands alone in our political annals as
tened ii it did not

author of

real

the lines

It is rare, however, that a
sive writer is so modest or

political

more

momentous and more complete than that of 1800. A most unscriptural tree, it produced
figs from a stock unmis-

yet in doubt.
varied and exten-

is

peculiar

cape the honors to which he is

as

to es-

fairly enidentity
authorship
under a multitudinous nom de plume. Nevertheless we have in our midst a gentleman
who, either through excessive modesty or by
a mere freak of
fancy, writes his gems of lit.
erature in the columns of a daily
paper by
placing them over such signatures as “Big
“Tax Payer,”
Injun,”
“Citizen,” “X”
and, just before election, “Republican.” Possibly the Ira-te reformer thiuks
titled

by losing

his

so

and

takably thorny. It was a political John thj
Baptist, crying out in the dreary wilderness
of our politics, proc.aiming no articulate message it is true, but preparing the way for the
Republican party and its warfare against
shameful compromises. Having no
particular
virtue in itself it acted chiefly as a ferment.
The secret of its possibilities
lay in this, that
in a period of
disintegration it possessed an that an ideal or paper soldier in the war he
admirable organization. At a time when
is waging against the bad is just as good as a
neither of the old
parties could count with
real one, so long as the reading public
imag
safety upon a single congressional district it iues that
every one of these signatures repre-

had well in baud

milliou aud

a half of
sents a distinct individual; but we protest that
voter.,well-disciplined and well officered. Its genius is by no means so common that this
oath bound lodges and secret ritual
gave it a
author, in his zeal to punish the wicked,
singular power in those uays when the older should Withe-em
at the expense of his tame.
organizations, debauched by a blind struggle
TuKKit win ue uo lac< oi
for the spoils of office, had lost all power of
plans lor tne celebration of rur centennial
cohesion and were fast falling to pieces.
anniversary. The
The ordi r was organized in the city of New Adams family have had theirs, and now John
Bigelow publishes his programme. He works
York in 1853. Its proclai ned objects were to
check foreign influence, to purify the ballot- it out at lengih, but put as an item, he probox, and to nullify all efforts to exclude the poses to have committees appointed to sumBibli from the public schools. The dissatis- marize our “intellectual, moral and material
progress” for the century. Then the resu.ts
faction engendered by the attempts to
repeal

the Missouri

a

'oinproraisejiu

1854 acted in its
favor, and it rapidly spread over the country.
It carried several
states and elected a large
elegation to the national Legislature. At
this juncture its

immense advantages

as an

engine for the destruction of the
old parties,
a
,or a new
organization weie
e sasac,0U9 “*«'
y
who bad at
Ih

neree-8 n,ucleu'

h!art

heart the

single putpose of destroying the
.lave power. With
admirabie foresight they
seized upon the
machinery of the new nartv
httle
for its avowed
caring
purposes, but
term ned to create
by means of it a great
free-so. organization which
would setve as.
barrier to the further
encroachments of the
•lave-hold.ng oligarchy of the South
The
movement led to a disruption of
the Ameri
can Order, but the
Republican

d£

formed.

It

party

the riddle of Samson

was

again—honey

was

brought

was

over

out of the carcass

of the dead lion.
The history of this
movement, the most
audacious, successful and well planned in
American politics, is given in that
chapter of
ice 1 resident
Wilson’s forthcoming work
8laVe power en«Hed
“the origin.
C°'lapse of the American party.”
The
^
ftlrtherance
of the aimsof
5,01 er8 was
carried out
:n the
northern elect1854’ Alli-RRs
were made whU

erowti*

scbe"

theS'freehen
the

°I

anti-Nebraska
were .ometimes made to
the
State tickete, but care wa,

a"d
rWhig9
"CR891,jn5

takenTaTtU

Lower

Mississippi, commencing on the east
side, some forty miles below New Orleans, and
extending about one hundred and fifty miles,
until tbe high lands are reached at Baton

Rouge. On the west side the belt of rich land
contiuues in an uubroken level through the e .tire heart of the State, until it reaches tbe Arkansas line.
The land on both sides of tho
river, for agricultural purposes varies in available extent of surface from one to two miles,
and then, as we have already suggested, sinks
into or becomes lost in the swamp.
The “levee system,” so called, was originally
commenced by a few planters, living in the
vicinity of New Orleans, throwing up slight
embankments to protect their plantations from
the Spring tide. Very little effort was required
to do this, for the river "above,” iu those
“earlier times,” had a wide waste to flood.
Gradually, as populatiou increased, the levee
extended upward aud on both sides of the river,
and without thought of the eventual consequences, the small and great outlets were one
after another closed. For years this outrage to
the descending flood was not proverbially resented, for great overflows were exceptional;
but when cotton became of immense commercial importance the levees rapidly extended in
a solid
embuukment, including hundreds of
miles, reaching on the east side, from below
New Orleans to tbe high lands at Batou Rouge,
and on the west side from New Orleans to the
Arkansas line, and thus a large portion of the
State, which had beenaunually overflowed,was
Then it
suddenly rescued from inundation.
was that tbe imprisoned current chafed iu its
bed, and, each season, found a weak place
somewhere to discharge its waters. Tbe result
was a loss to the planters aunually of a
larger
sum of money than it would cost to
carry out a
of
To
an
such
extent
drainage.
perfect system
had this inadue.-s reached of closing up outlets
that, in “tbe Concordia district,” there was
“tbe grand levee,” a huge embankment possibly forty feet high, under tbe protection of
wliie.K w«>r<- immenne pl.uitatimn4, thoir aarfacen
master S
many instances trie chimneys or the
bouse” did not reach as high as the “water
line,” marking the annual overflow of the river
before the “grand levee” was built. Between
the Federal and Confederate forces, on tbe
Louisiana side of the river, engaged in the
struggle for Vicksburg, this “grand levee” and
others were destroyed, and the surrounding

country

or even that they can cut away the forests
and make farms with the same facility as the

Butlers and Mortons—will defame

nounced as the tool of the money
time au intelligent and

a

of these committees shall he submitted to a
condensing committee, who, alter faithful labor with the inflated reports, shall lay the
condensed result before President Grant.
Next the President is to boil this report to the
compass of a fifteen or thirty minutes speech,
which not only is to be delivered by him in
Independence Hall July 4, 1876, but is to be
repeated at the same hour by every postmaster in the land and by every Consul in
loreign
lands!

Current Notes.
Rev. Dr. Cuyler ot
Brooklyn, writes to the
Independent that in inviting Miss Smiley to
speak in his church he did not intend to violate the laws of the Presbyterian General Assembly, and he does not now believe he has

done

But to preveut any such mistakes
in the future he
proposes to do what he can
to secure the
repeal of the “deliverance” he
is charged with
having violated.
so.

The

Cincinnati Commercial appears to think
at there is a sort of
manifest destiny in the
election of Gov. Washburn for
Senator from
Massachusetts. It says that there have not

t

en

Washburns enough

in

Congress for

sev-

eral years.
The St. Paul Pioneer
utters its protest
against the generally accepted sentiment in
tbe East that the West is solid for inflation.
It says that no Board of
Trade, no business
men, nobody has petitioned for such stupendous

folly. It admits that the State is badly
represented on this question, but declares

CHOICE HAVANA CIGARS !

was

submerged.

Washington News and Gossip.
PROPOSED ABOLITION OF A NUISANCE.

The proceedings in the House were barren of
interest. There were two indications of a desire for additional investigations; the introduc
tion of a resolution asking for an investigation
into the matters of the Boys’ Reform School,of
this District; the second asking that the Joint

InvestigatingCommittee on the District of Columbia inquire into the expediency of temporarily suspending the Legislature of the District
of Columbia, which will meet Monday next.—
It will be remembered that the Reform School
for this District was a large sufferer by bankruptcy of Jay Cooke & Co., the trust fund for
this school having been deposited in that banking institution. It is for the purpose.of ascertaining whether the funds were so deposited
with a knowledge of the insolvent condition of
Jay Cooke’s bank, that this investigation is ordered. The local Legislature has long been
considered a legislative pest, and its abolition
has been desired by .he best men in the District Government, including Governor Shepherd. The only real corruption which has been
discovered by the pending investigation is in
connection with the District Legislature, which
seems, in fact, to a great extent, to have been a
nest of bribers.
There is a very strong desire
to have the Legislature permanently abolished,
and to this extent at least to modify the existing form of Territorial Government here,
A FREE

PRESS

ACCOMPANIED
CUDGEL.

BY

A FREE

General George C. McKee, who has represented the

Vicksburg district

of Mississippi for
some years past, bas caned John James Piatt
who is now in charge of the Capitol in Don
Piatt’s abseuce, for an arti de reflecting on him
which appeared iu last Sunday’s issue. This is
an indorsement of Franklin’s
maxim that “A
free press must be accompanied by a free

cudgel.”

Oleomargarine. —A New York despatch
says that the members of the New York Butter
and Cheese Exchange are making open war on
the venders of the compound properly known
as oleomargarine, but sold and designated
by
certain unscrupulous dealers as butter. It is
said that the business in this connection has
been extended until it really has a damaging
effect on ibe Now York bntter market that
threatens to become serious. The alleged butter comprises various
ingredients, supposedly
fat and suet, which are churned with milk
The substance has an appeirance to the eye
Very like butter, but to tile taste it is not par
ticularly palatable.
It is charged that tbe
manufacturers gather grease and refuse from
dwelling houses, hotels, butcher shops and
slaughter houses, adding only milk enough to
mystify the taste, and coloring the mass with
aunottoaudchem’ca's. The transformation is
effected under cer.ain degrees of
heat, the malinto a
nnh.
Alter the beating^eu
pulp.
it is dipped out into
linen cloths and put i to an iron
Tim
press
ml which is thus obtained, when it is
is
the imitation butter sold iu the market.cooled,

AfWlrTTUSly

Colby University.—The annual dinner of
the alumni of Colby University,
residing iu
and near Bostou, will be eaten at Young’s
Hotel on Friday evening, May 1st, at seven

o’clock.
News and Other Items.
Iowa boasts

a

dozen

newspapers conduoted
lady editors not to mention several flourish-

by
ing sewing societies.

During the present year eighteen States will
elect Governors, thirty-five Congressmen and
twenty-five Uuited States Senators, besides the
vacancy yet to he filled in Louisiana.
Next Wednesday the Pennsylvania Legislature will discuss the bill to repeal the local option temperance law of last winter. The Pitts-

burgh Gazette thinks the repeal measure may
pass, much to Its regret.
Alluding to the fact that threo fine steamers
have been fatally weakened
by additions to
their length, the Christian
Register says;—
Many fiue sermons have been ruined in the
same

way.”

A school teacher in DeWilt
county, 111., has
introduced a new method of punishment
into
his school. When one of the girls misses
a
word the lad who spells it has peimission to
kiss her. The Clinton Public says:
‘‘The result is that the girls are fast
forgetting all
they ever knew about spelling, while the boys
are improving with wonderful rapidity.”

To learn the Apothecary
drewv, with reference.

BBCOKMT,
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—
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Sample copies

PUBLISHERS,
a3

CITY.

BONDS.

SCHOOL DISTRICT RONDS.
REAL ESTATE HORIGAGES.
All carefully selected in the west, paying 10 to 12
per cent interest. Very safe as well as profitable.

CHARLES M. HAWKES,

COUNTY.

MIDDLE STREET.
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sntf

Awnings, Tents, Flags, Boat Sails,
Covers, Canvass Letterings,
Decorations, Ac.,

To the People of the State of Maine:
It is right that the people of the United
States should know that the day and year which

49 1-2

F.

closed the ceutury of American Independence
—July 4, 1876—will be commemorated with ceremonies expressive of the gratitude and pride

EXCHANGE STREET.,

A

eodsn

MR.

the President of the

AZOLUTO

original law of Congress, enacted March
3,1871, provided for “the celebration of the
Centennial of American Independence by an
countries,

under the auspices of the governof tbe United States.”
And the act ot Juue 1, 1872 fixed the capital
to complete this great commemoration at §10,000,000, which was by the Commissioners apment

method ot treatment. New and remarkable remedies. Books and Circulars sent free, in sealed envelopes. Address HOWARD ASSOCIATION, No.
2 South Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa.,—an Institution
having a high reputation for honorable conduct and
fe6sn3m
professional skill.

Pupils Wanted.

tbe Councils of Philadelphia, about §4,000,000, or nearly one-half
tbe amount necessary to insure success. This
provision having been made, designs for suitable buildings were approved, and other preliminary and incidental arrangements have so far

A
young lady lrom the Boston French School,
would like a few private scholars. The new method
of object teaching is adopted, thereby enabling the
pupil to acquire the language in a much shorter time.
Conversation made a
Add res

specialty.

MISS
(Care

advanced as to justify an immediate commence
ment of tbe work of construction.
The Commissioners have appealed to the
Cougress of the United States, on the basis of
these subscriptions, appropriations, and prepar-

apl8

SPRINGER

has removed her Studio to
ROOM

3,

CLAPP’S

Where she will receive
Painting, as usual.
mar23

_i

pupils

in

BLOCK,

Object-drawing

and

Bntf

ubiku

PRACTICAL,

FITTER !

sntf
mc-l_
Schlotterbeck’s Moth and Freckle Lotion
A safe a“d sure remedy for
removingTan.Pimples,
Moth Blotches. Freckles and
Eruptions from the
Skm, rendering it soft and iresh and imparting to it
a MARBLE PURITV.

PBICfi FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.
Prepared only by A. 6. SCHLOTTERRECK &
CO., Apothecaries and Chemists, 303 Congress street,
one door above Brown.
Portland, Me.
au28sntl

Common sense says there is bnt one
way by which a disease of the Lungs can
be reached, and that is, through the
Medium of

L T Knight, from Rockport.
Also ar 20th. schs Orrie V

Drisko, Drisko, Sagua;
Keystone, Hatch. Windsor, NS; E l> Finney, Elweil,
Gloucester.
Eureka,
Kent,
Rockport;
Ar 21st, ships Swallow, Bray, from San Francisco;
Fawn, Luce, Valencia; schs L H Jones, Cousins,
Cedar Keys; Manna Loa, Sanborn. Machias.
Ar 22d, brig* B Inginac, Cardeuas; J W Hnnt. do;
Guiding-Star, and Havana, Matanzas; sch Maid ot
the Mist, from Baracoa; barque Palo Alto, Tenney,
Progresso.
Cld 20th, brig Alex Nichols, Peters, St Jago; sch
G M Wentworth, Collins, Calais.
Cld 21st, brig Cascatelle, Simmons, Matanzas; sebs
E G Knight, Pratt, St Domingo; M E Higgins, Paine

aPr*____lm
Dr. Schenck’s Standard Remedies i

The standard remedies for all

diseases of the lung,
are Schbnck’s Pulmonic Syrcp.
Schknck’s Seaweed Tonic, and Schenck’s Mandkake
Pills
and if taken before the lungs are
a speedy
destroyed,
J
cure is effected.
_To these three medicines Dr. J. H. Schenck, of
Philadelphia, owes his unrivalled success in the
treatment of pulmonary diseases.
The Pulmonic Syrup ripens the morbid matter in
the lungs; nature throws it off
by an easy expectoration, for when the phlegm or matter is
ripe a slight
cough will throw it off, the patient has rest and the
lungs begin to heal.
To enable the Pulmonic
to do this. Scbenck’s
SyrupSea-weed
Mandrake Pills and Schenck’s
Tonic must
be freely used to cleanse the stomach and
liver
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills act on the
liver,
removing
all obstructions, relax the
gall bladder, the bile starts
freely. aDd the liver Is soon relieved.
Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic is a gentle stimulant
and alterative; the alkali of which it is
composed
mixes with the food, and
prevents soaring. It assists
the digestion, by toning up the stomach to a
healthv
condition, so that the food and Pulmonic Syrup wiil
m kegcod blood; then the
and the patiheal,
lungs
ent will surely get well il care & taken
to prevent
tresh cold.
Dr. Schenck can lie consulted at the
A
will
ination with the

Quincy House,

_mel2eod&wlysnll

2°LS.S"d

YOU MAY KNOW
—

Spring

will leave Custom House
mates and friend, are

LdclSk*

wliarl at
invited to attend

g

frame.

El,zabeth-

Br*iLr"'C. York, aged
STEA«Ek«

From

jror

^

City

]l veriZ.An! I?

Claribel..

New York!
New York

■•'

New

Sou

Calabria.
Caslalia.

New
New York

Scandinavian...

28

''? f«ow-;.Apl 28
28
York VZ i'oot.Apl
28

Etna. New

vS- ?fmaica',.Apl 2Q
{ti1verpo°1.Apl
''Apl 30

.'Stand*'

Colon.
May 2
.*ew ^ °rk.. ViverP°°l
Aspinwall... .May 9

Sun

rises.5.07

Sun

sots..

1

|

:ApMI

A3.
sets. 1.50 AM
High water.5.30 pm
Moon

MAKi]sn±; news.
I-OKT O S' HQ
KTLAIXD

Wednesday, April

ARRIVED.

Emery

&,Eo*Vi8ttt'

U‘ne8'

22

Wl~-heading

CLEARED.
Sch Hattie Ross, Farr, Cardenas-Phinnev

<S Fox.
Sch Albert

son

man,

to

tK‘

Clarence, Hawes, Norfolk—Jas Free.

S Weldon, Rich, Philadelphia—Bunker r™«
Sch Isabella Jewett, Fogg, New York- Bunker
Sch J

Bros.
Sch

NOTICE.

The

Ladies of Congress St. M. E. Church will hold a

Fair and Festival

ap23

—

IN

Has removed his Office to

W.

C.

137

copartnership existing under the
THEJACKSON
EATON, Coal Dealers

OSCEOLA

dlw

Por Sale.

tf

•If-OUA

Mariel, Andersen, Boston—Bunker Rrna
Sch Battie Ellen, Ashford, Calais—master
Sch Frank Pierce, Grant, Ellsworth
Sch Clara Rankin, Rogers,
Bangor, to load for Camden, NJ—Banker Bros.

♦

Engineering Work,

satisfactory and

are

not to be

reli-

surpassed

for accuracy and despatch.
We take pleasure in showing to gentlemen who
may favor us with a call, SPECIMENS of our work,
embracing Designs for Churches, Public Buildings,

Schools and Private Residences, on which we have
been engaged.
Commuideations by mail promptly attended to.
References permitted to Patterson & Edwards.
Lewiston; Little, Smith & Co., Auburn; B. F. Sturgis, M. D.. Auburn; Robinson «& Beede, Auburn;
mch4is3m

New Millinery!

our

PATTERN

RATS,

large assortment of
TRIMMED RATS and BONNETS,

O. R.

FOR 8ALE BY

RICKER
ISN

er, and will be used
the class tree ot expense
With this new system, Nlason’s Charts, also, will be
used. This makes one or the best opportunities
yet
offered our young friends tor instructiou in music.
Song Book—The Head Fight.
Regular Sessions WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY at 3 o’clock.
Tickets One Dollar in advance for twenty lessons.
Book forty cents.
Let all who propose to loin the class be present the
first Session.
ap22WTh&F

by

X. Q- O. F.

FORE

&

CO.,

STREET.

Anniversary

!

The Odd Fellows of Portland
will celebrate their

FIFTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY
WITH

Grand

A

—

Promenade
—

AND

—

BAND CONCERT
AT

—

—

CITY HALL !
MONDAY EVENING, April 27th.
All Odd Fellows

with their Ladies
Invited.

are

Blind Concert from 7 1-9 to 9 o’clock.
March in full Regnlin at 9 o’clock.

<>rnad

be obtained of the
and at the door.

can

Arrangements

Committee of

COMMITTEE OF ARItAXOEMENTS:
H. C. Jordan,
Russell,
J. I. Barhonr,
Lucas
W, B.

a. IB.

J. B.
K. A.

Hodgkins,

Leighton.

Franklin Yeaton,
H. Russell.

J.

M

dtd_

FURNITURE
FOR THE

SPRING

—

TRADE !

Can show the best and
most desirable Stock
in the City. This is
a
fact which buyers

DAVIS,

8*3_2d

d

can

—

AT

&

English

CO.’S,

of

BY

dtf

Self-Folding Tucker

and
ble Hemmer.

Walter Corey & Co.,

ARCADE,

Adjusta- IS

FREE

The most useful attachment ever invented for Sewing Machines.
Valuable Improvement overall Others,

Doing away with creasing, measuring or folding bv
“and, thereby making a great saving of time and
labor. It will tuck any thickness of
goods, front
Lace to Broadcloth. The Hemmer attached will
hem any desired width trom one fourth to two and
a
iuche8' 14 ni:cd8 onlyt0 be seen to be appredated

ISYOXVOBURTBEET.

Spring Millinery
We have just opened

a

choice stock of

!

new

Spring MiHinery

Goods \,
Pattern Hats, Dress Caps,
a

PROMISING INVESTMENT.

Boston

new

and desirable

styles

Building
**'
~~

“ICK

mass.

of the Legislature of
1873, and amended 1874.

Capital, $3,000,000.
Authorized

to

Massachu-

Shares, SIOO.

eommeure

business with
*300,000, which will enable the
Company
to do business to the extent
of

$0,330,000.

oyaer\T'DatlOU

that

having

profitable

monev

ta5ertm"m

and
wHl

*» an opportunity ret-

«ik

™

leUer to
ap22dlm

L
be L
“adcl"8
by

at

,?“<*•

to

fr. V.

Eastman Brothers !
This Day have opened
Invoice of

a

Fresh

“B E R L I N”

ICE
and

setts,

dom

dtf

Varnished

boston,
Incorporated by Act

and prospectus.
t*S°&'*h2rfh?teri V",lne»* circularSub-cJlptl£

of

EASTMAF& cutts,
“p13

No. 70 State Street,

wishing

IIATS AND TRIMMING GOODS.

1 U. S. Hotel

Mortgage Co.,

All persons and institutions
to ftnd a safe and

full lme of niee

FLOWERS,
and all tho

STREET,

POBTLAN P-—

-

MRS. STEPHEN B. SMITH,
Mole Agent for Portland,
NO.

us.

Felt Hats

aP22

mh27d3m

Furniture until you

have heard from

OF

CHRISTY A CO., LONDON.

A

WareConsult your

interests and do not
buy a Dollar’s Worth

OPPOSITE P. O..

STYLES

going

the

rooms.

—

by

see

through

eodly

SACKS FOR SPRING
THEY

Mhipped by

ARE~NOBBY

SI RE.

50 per cent, leas than
cost to
manufacture
All wo a«k is mouse
’
CALL AND SEE THEM.

PINE WOOD.
200 Cords of Pine Wood
at MORRILL’S CORNER,
DEERING,
For Sale.

Enquire of
A. E. STEVENS A CO.,
14e Commercial St., Portland.
aP22

dlw

Slone and Rock Excavations.

aplldtf

mUSIC KEADIIVC,

Estate and Loan Agency

Vermont Butter & Cheese, THE
of
200 Boxes Rich, Mild
Cheese,
direct from the Factory,
60 Tubs Choice Butter.

the introduction

(a work admirably adapted to their wants) one hundred copies of which have been received bv the teach-

Brown’s Block.

PORTLAND, ME.
Wreaths, Crosses, Boquets and

B.

Instructor.

Real Estate

GARDEN,

A good collection ot Green House and Hardy
Plants
Shrubs. &c., may always be found at the above Garden. All orders for Plants or Flowers nromntlv attended to.
C. F. BRYANT.
mhl2
dtt.

FITCH,

F.Bucknam,

CARGOES OF PURE

Cut Flowers

L.

This Claw will have the benefit of
of a new system of instruction in

Secuhities, paying 8 to !0 per
cent, met rest free ot Taxes. Investments in
Real
Estate in Portland and
vicinity, if judiciously
made, are the best and safest modes of
employing cam
ital. First class securities
always on band. Interest
aua
principal collected without charge. Gi arani ff*
peifeet title and ample security in a l its Real Estate loans.
Real Estate investmenis and
improvements made cn commission ami on shares
Bankable paper bought and sold.

Entrance 248 Congress St (nearly op. the
U. S. Hotel) and 100 Cumberland St.,

D.

Saturday Afternoon, Apr. 35, 1871,

$30,000

Kit WANT’S

FLORAL

MECHANICS’ HALL,

Me.

To loan on list class Mortgages in
Portland and Vicinity in
sums to suit.

hi KS. I. P. JOHNSON,
MISo E. D. CLARK.

ap20d2w

SIXTH TERM
3 O’clock Singing School.

—

a

in every style.

24th inst.

Tickets for sale at Stockbrldge’s music store. Reserved seats 75 cents. Admission 50 cents. Doors
open at 7 o’clock, Concert commences at 8.
aolCtd

^EWl.

Vp23

CONGRESS STREET.
We will exhibit

HALL,

FLUENT
Friday Evening,

Wanted Immediately.
/ANE or two Carriage Trimmers. Appiv to

Clapp's Block,
April 23d,

—

Portland.

apsifcliw-_

JOHNSON& CLARK,

Also

Ilaml,

CONCERTS
AT

—

WANTED

Auburn.

On Thursday,

POPULAR

to Rent—A Cottage House, about
eight
Rooms, with barn, on line of or near the Horse
Railroad. Address
BOX13W, P. O

OPENING!

Ufo. 7

University

FARRAND’S IMPROVED

prepared to make Designs, Drawings .and
Estimates, for every description of Architectural and

Dingley, Esq.,

Fui

Sodality !

WILL GIVE ONE OF THEIR

SOMETHING AEW !

INI A. I N K

a

to*.,

Club

—

The Two Musical Soeielies of Harvard

Sloijse Wanted in Deering.

Engineers,

are

work iu

»■■>»«

MAIVVFACTVBED

No, 6 1‘hu’iiix Block,

put through

Pierian

WTickets

GOOD Working Horse, Harness and Jigger,
Lumber Wagon and Sled. For parti ulars enMRS. kavanauh,
qutreor "

A

SPRING

STREET.

Architects and Civil

able manner.
Our engineering surveys

JACKSON.

ap23

TAILOR,

KEN WAY BROTHERS,

We

name of
302 Com-

Street, was dissolved by mutual consent
July 25, 1872, since which date the undersigned has
had no business connections with said coal firm.

BECKETT,

AUBURN

Copartnership.

mercial

MAHER

LOOK.

Glee
and

—

JUST RECEIVED

MIDDLE

aplO

Harvard

^“Particular attention paid to water analysis, f t
Office hours every Monday, » rduekday anil
Friday Aftrrnoous, Orders may he left at abeve
place.
api'3dJt*

—

MERCHANT

ap22_._d2t*

F. T 3IEABEU & CO \i Drag Store,
Corner Congress and Preble Sts.

Dissolution of

Admission free.

Fancy
Refreshments for stale*
On WEDNESDAY EVENING, Apr. 22, an Entertainment in the Audience Hoorn may he expected, by
the Oddfellow’s Quartette Club, assisted by the Misse
Leavitt. Admission, adults, 25 cts. Children 15 cts

—

Chemist and State Assayer,

Evenings

Thursday

of this week.
Articles mid

F. L. BARTLETT,

137 MIDDLE STREET.
^PLEASE

their Vestry

at

and

Wednesday

55th

A. S. MITCHELL.
d3t*

Then" J. rt.Cnok,

Milk-, and a lull »„d Km.dent
t.rche-trn.
New Stars e.ery week. and an tmire change of bill
every Monday and Thursday.
v
O.illei
*n.
A(iniis8i
25ct-*., Parquette 33 ctn orchestra Chairs 50 cts., Boxes $4.o<) Brand Matinee
every Saturday Aiternoon at 2 o’clock. Matlnao
prices, Gallery 15 cts., Parquette and Orchesirt
Chairs 25 cts.
Box Office open from 10 to 12 and 1 to 4.
ap20dlw
John

NOTICE

Goods !

FOB ALL OCCtSIONN FURNISHED
AT SHORT NOTICE,

Adams, Johnson. Boston
Sch Gazelle, Crockett, Boston.
Sch Adaline

®

is hereby grven that we shall
apply to the
Board of Mayor and Aldermen at their next
meeting for permission to erect a wooden building
two stories high on south side of York St.
E. A. GRAY &

Real

at the

Spring

IMPORTED

.Asp&.'.i’i §25
.n™Sk Hi“,?T.Apl
.Apl 27
'S

fleela.V

has Come!

by looking

^1

City. New York
California......... New York' 7&!ana. Apl
Crescent

—

j)nio

^riync£aeW.YOrk 'SZ
of Richmond
Henry chauncy

THAT

APRIL «oib.

Cummin*., Sir Colombo, .I,.hn

Courts._ap23eodlm&w4t

NS 18th, sch Frank Skillings, Dough-

NPOKEN.
11, lat 0 16 N, Ion 31 20. barque Lepanto, StaNew York for Anjier.
April 16, lat 38 10, Ion 73 20, brig D S Soule, from
New York for Cardenas.

High

**£*2“
at1 the MetSTchurch^e^ta ‘EEff 2s°;c,ock-

^^burmAprUi^M

Geohoe E. Bird.
48 Exthaage Hi., Portland, Me.
Special attention given to procuring American and
Foreign Patents. Cause, conducted In the U. S.

Esther, Loring New York.
Sid 4th inst, schs Kensett, Dowing, Cuba; Fannv
Flint. Warren. Turks Islands for Providence; Emma
McAdam, Murcb, Femandina; R F Hart, Coombs,
Cardenas; 8th. brig Rabboni, Coombs, do; 9th, Harry Slewait, Weeks, Laguayra.
Ar at Havaua lltb, brig Tally Ho, Plummer, from

Nelson

DIH3D.

c.ass

PATENT CAUSES.

10th inst, barque Woodside, MontBuenos Ayres, ar 7tb; sch Eliza B
Coffin. Mitchell. (Msg.
Ar at St Thomas 7th inst. barque J S Winslow,
Davis.Buenos Ayres, (and sailed same day for Cuba);
8th. sch Starlight, Blatchford, St Vincent, tarn! std
JOth tor

Feb

Law,

IN

M a NASS KM Smith.

gomery, trom

ples from

at

AND

!|ln

ty, Portland.
Sid 17th, sch Sylvan, for Boston.

BIRD,

Counselors

Callao.
port Mch 25tb, brig J M Wiswell. Jobnson, tor
laceio. (cld 22d); Sullivan, Perry, lrom Brunswick,

New Orleans.
Ar at Halitax

to

dlw*3d

SMITH &

Ayres 7th ult, barque A C Bean,
via Montevideo.
Sid Feb 10. barque Woodside, Montgomery, Barbadoes; Blanche How. Gould, St Thomas.
In port 17th ult. barques Celina, Hodgdon, for New
York, idg; Edmund Phinney. Bacon, for Boston;
brig Agcnora. Prince, tr >m Portland.
At Montevideo Mch 18. shin Florence Treat, Short,
wtg; barques S K Bearse, Marston. trom Portland,
ar 9th; Emma C Litchfield, Hayden, trom Savannah,
ar 10th; Tatay, Morse, and A C Bean, Cheney, wtg.
Sid tm Rio Janeiro Mch 19th, barque H J Libby,
Brooks, Paysanda; 23d, ship J B Lincoln, Musaus,

kkiUU; iiiti, barque

Apply

SHAW,

Cheney, Portland

tion to

Amos*1?,

payable in work.

Agent for J. B. Brown.

*P23

FOREIGN PORTS.
At Calcutta 13th ult, barque F B Fay, Osgood, for
rice ports; and others.
Ar at Valparaiso 17th ult, ship Majestic, Gibbons,
Montevideo, tor Talcahuauo Bay, to load wheat for
Europe.
Ar at Cadiz
inst, brig Sarah Gilmore, Clifford,

thirteen years’ experience in the
European and American practice, we are in a posi-

In Windham, March 29. by Rev. L.
Wiswall. Elias
E. Elliott and Mrs. Phebe Field. Also,
Field and Miss Marcena I!. Libby, all of
Windham
In Windham, April 14, by Rev. L.
Wiswall Edmund C. Hall of Windham and Miss
Duran
Emily
ot Ca-co.
In Lewiston, April 15, by Rev. G. S. Dickerman
assisted by Rev. J. S. Burgess Prof. Richard C.
Stantay of Bates College, and Miss Ellen M.
daughter of the late Rev. Dr. U. Balkam, all Ballfam,
of Lew-

Express

EVENING,

Lillie and Minnie.
bfaVsir,',!iCtlllli.ren'
Slmwers. Andy Shnwen*. Mis» Zne Ii' ferLv.i brent, Held
Srf«~tp,antvir-e<iL?’
Sisters, hr ink Gibbenn, Th
ami Heenev .1 H
Ml.s TLida

W.

No. 317 Commercial Street,

Having over

married.

years

the Kent

B.

PORTSMOUTH—Ar 21st, sch Native American,

aDli

Apr“ 8th

be had of all Druggists,

agud^22

portion

Agnew, Calais.

Outiutk uiui ZiortU ol

success.

6 NEW STARS FOR 0
1*10*0.4 V

a

New York.

thorough examRespirometer, the charge is S5.00
Schenck s Mediclues are sold
all Druggists
by
66
tl roughout the
country.

°7'71

GOODS

Stand for
Plumber and Gas Fitter—No.
AN 41011
Union Street, under Falmouth Hotel. A
of

Frankfort.
Cld 22d, Br schs Milo, McDonald, and Castalia,
Gale. Portland; Medora. Bennett, do; schs South
Shore, Whitmore, Alexandria; Edie Waters. Raiues,
Millbridge; George & Emily, Hutchinson, Portland.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 21st, sch Kate Lilly, Hatchings. Hoboken for Portland; Tarry Not, Gardiner for

a

can

decided

FOR RENT.

Nassau NP.
BRIDGEPORT—Ar 18th, sch M M Pote, Ober,
Darien.
NEW LONDON—Ar 20th, sch Mary A McCann,
from Porto Rico for Norwich.
NEWPORT—Ar 21st, schs Fannie Pike, Robbins,
Pensacola, tor orders; Nathl Holmes, Smith, Portland for New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 20th, schs Birchard &
Torrey, Portland for New York; Mountain Laurel,
Palestine, Union, Maud Mullock. Wesley Abbott,
H B Drew, Artie Garwood, W H Mailer, and Hiram
Tucker, from Eastern ports bound West.
Sid 21st, schs Artie Garwood, W H Mailer, Mountain Laurel.
BOSTON—Ar 21st, barque Carlton, Trecartin, fm
St Jago.
Ar 22d, sebs G W Brown, Mattocks, fm Rockland;
Ann Eliza, Clark, and Robt Byron. Clements, from

C. ITIORSE M. D.

Schenck’s Almanac
free-

SPRING

Phaetons, Carryalls,
Express Wagons,
No Top Beach Wagons,
Top

INHALATION,!

lndOT»ia0y013tte^Vti)MarCh25th>
dvice
be given iree, hut for

HALL, PORTLAND, iiE„

Open Every Evening!

LOBENSTEIN,

GV*rtm,aoe9

TRUSS

ty Largest assortment of Trusses in the State.
I'.ner Exchange and Federal Streets.

nance;
Penecnte the Body
In sickness with medicines that depress the
physical
energies. What the sick principally need is an ae
cession of vital strength to enable them to
cope with
the enemy that has assailed them. The diseased
system should be sustained, toned, purifiedjand regulated, and there is no medical preparation in existence so largely endowed with the properties required to effect these objects as Hostetler’s Stomach
Bitters. In ordinary practice aperient, blood-depurating. anti-bilious and sedative medicines are administered separately. In Hostetter's Bitters all these
agents are combined, and act together in perfect harmony, so that undue debility and undue excitement
are alike prevented, and the strength of the
pat)ent
rallies while the disease Is losing ground. Jn
dyspepsia, liver complaint, chronic constipation, intermittent levers, general weakness, amt all ailments
Evolving physical and mental depression, this pure
,-egetable restorative is a sovereign remedv.

IB.
d2wgn*

IRS.

the Largest and Finest assortment of

New York.
Ar at Buenos

BEnOVAl,.

to maiutaiu the spirit of the two laws
above referred to, and the correspondence of
the State Department with foreign powers has
induced the governments of the Netherlands,
Germany, Sweden, LiBelgium, Switzerland,
beria, Equadof, the Argentine Cunieilrratiou,
Chili, Mexico, Hayti, and the sandwich fsianus
to express their intention to participate, and
they nave every reason to believe that this appeal to Congress will be generously responded
to.
been
also
Subscriptions to the stock have
and Torritoi>>l»y individual*!™ tinnea ot Missouri, Illinois. Nebraska, MouWBlU
Indiana. Nevada, Oregon, California, Louis-

Do not

E.BUCKNELL, M. D.,)
Block, Boom

M.

Saturday, April 25,

NEW ORLEANS—Ar 15th, ships Crescent City, i
Delano. Havre; Mary E Riggs. Langdon, do; barque
f satisfy everybody in Quality and also
Eva H Fisk, Nichols, Cardenas.
in price.
Ar 14th, ship Geo Skolfield, Spear, Liverpool.
Ar20lb. Darque Lincoln. Mallett. Demarara.
Ar at SW Pass 20tt, ships Theobold, Adams, and
F.
Kentuckian. Foster, Liverpool.
FERNAND1NA—Ar 13tli, brig Eva N Johnson,
No. 4
3trout, New York; sch Emma McAdam, March,
St Thomas.
»p23
tf
PORTLAND, HIE.
Ar 14tb. sch Annie Tibbetts, Curtis. New York.
Ar 16th, brig Addie Hale, Sheppard, New
III Consequence
York;
Bch A H Hodgman, Tabbutt, do.
increasing deafness, which has for some years
CHARLESTON—Cld 17th. sch Carrie E Woodbury,
past practically transferred his business to
Woodbury,.Philadelphia.
other
hands; and induced by the desire of devoting
ALEXANDRIA—Sid 18th, sch Albert Dailey, for
more particular and exclusive attention to mauu
Hallowell.
factoring
chemistry and pharmacy—the undersigned
BALTIMORE—Ar 20th, schs Louisa Bliss, Strong,
has disposed of his retail stock to
Portland; E H King. Bragdon, New York.
Cld 20th, ship Ellen Goodspeed. Pieble, San FranCHAS. L. HOLT, ML. D.,
cisco; brig Ida L Ray, Pressey, Bangor; sch S C Ev- who will
carry on the business of Apothecary and
ans, Yates. Pernambuco.
Druggist at the old stand,
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 20th, brig Ponvert, Allen,
Cardenas.
So. 413 Congress, east of State St.
Ar 20th, sch Helois, Herrick, Belfast.
In thus leaving an
Below, brig Marshal Dutch. Turner, fm Portland;
occupation In which he lias
schs S L Burns, Crosby, from Arecibo; Mary G Farr, spent twenty-four years and a half of the best part
of his life, and parting with his old
from Kennebec.
patrons and
friends, the writer would thank them for the kindAr 21st, seb Annie Gus. Sawyer, Bluehill.
ness and sup{»ort they have acoorded
Ar 22d, brigs Geo Harris, Blanchard. Cardenas;
him, and bespeaks for the new Proprietor the goodwill they have
Jas Davis, do; sch Watchman, from Belfast.
so generously shown him hitherto.
He
At Delaware Breakwater 20th, barque Sam Shepwill, until
further notice, continue at the old
place, an 1 will be
pard. from Cientuegos; schs C P Gerrish, from Hato attend to the wishes of such of his old
happy
vana ; Carrie A Benner, from Portland; Jed
patFrye, rons and friends as shall, for
from Portsmouth; Geo Walker, for Matanzas.
any reason, prefer his
handiwork to that of others.
NEW YORK—Ar 20th. brig Harriet H McGilvery,
H. T. CUMMINGS. M. D.
Stubbs, Rockport; sebs Winsiow Morse, Oliver, PortD
Portland, Apjil 21, 1874.
land ; Congress, York, do: Presto. Libby, Machias;
ap23d3t
llyue, Oliver, Gardiner; Bedabedec, Douglass, Rockland for Fortress Monroe; Caroline Grant, Gott, CalJOHN
A
D
A MB
ais; M A Magalian, Call, Rockport; Kendri k Fish,
Mitchell, do for Norfolk ; Cabot, Ellis, Rockland;
Has the largest stock ot tine
Onward, Leland, Calais; Flora King, Cook, do; ME
Rankin, Fuller, Bath; Star. Bray, Hallowell; Alice
Oakes, Marson, Gardiner; Mary Brewer, Saunders,
Rockland; E Arcnlarius, Lord, and Mary Means,
Pa ker. do; Geo Osborne,Davis, do; Jos Hall, Hamilton. Portland; Pavilion, Parker, Bucksport; Sanand
dalpbon, Aylward, Bucksport; Onward, Rockport;
Waterloo, Winterport; Czar, Hammond. Bath; A Anil the Concord
style Business Wagons in the State
Burton, Frohock, Dix Island; Abbie Ingalls, from
for SALE and Warranted.
Musquash, NB; Chilion, Grant, Providence; J Raymond, Bucksport; F Nelson, Rockport; Alquizar,
SACCARAPPA, MAUVE.
Grant, Portland; Waterloo, Peck.Rockland ; Genti'o,
»p-3
dtf
do; M E Graham, fm Bath; Willie Luce, Talbot, and

—

SOUTHARD,

Fluent’s

ations,

John Welsh,

POWDER.

Happy Relief fur Young Men from the effects ot Enors and Abuses in early life
Manhood
Restored. Impediments to Marriege removed. New

Legislature and

President of the Centeunial Board of Fi-

TOILET

OBSTACLES TO MARRIAGE.

portioned among the several States and Territories on the basis of population.
Of this sum the State of Pennsylvania alone,
aided by a subscription of §100,000 from the
State of New Jersey, has raised in the form of
subscriptions to the stock aud by appropriations

Consider for a moment the industries, products, and devices necessary to an adequate
expression of the progress of your own State,
and the space that will be essential to their
full presentation, and you can hardly fail to
perceive that your State alone will require an
area in the exhibition buildings and
grounds
equal to that occupied at Vienna by England
or France.
This is true of not less than ten of
the older States.
The other twenty-seven
States and ten Territories will each of them
require space iu proportion.
That the stock of the Centennial Board of
Finance might be within the reach of
every
citizen, the Congress of the United States fixed
every share at $10, which will be represented
by a handsome steel engraved certificate, executed by tile Treasury Department of the Government, and fittingly designed in commemoration of the event.
The board iu soliciting
subscriptions to its stock feel assured that there
is a patriotic desire to render the exhibition
worthy of the occasion.
Notice is hereby given thatchecks and draffs
can be addressed to the Financial Treasurer
Frederick Fraley, No. 904 Waluut street, Philadelphia, for any number of shares, at $10
each, and certificates of stock will be promptly
returned. The International exhibition will
commence on the 19th of April, 1876. and close
on the 19th of October, 1876.
The undersigned, President of the Board of
Finance, speaking for his colleagues, and he
believes, for the great body of the American
peopje, oes not doubt the answer of that peo
pie to this earnest appeal. They are not unmindful of the patriotic interest iu the Centennial of their own independence, nor of the
high duty of honoring it as it deserves. Philadelphia, the scene of the immortal Declaration
not only in the old hall where it was written
and whence it was proclaimed, but in the extensive park where ihe exhibition is to be held,
sacred as the resort of Washington and the
Revolutionary worthies, has given many times
her share to the memorial. It is not her celebration—it is the nation’s.
History lias simply designated that city as the spot where the
national sentiment can be historically
expressed. Every other city and State is
inspired by
tiie same sentiment.
man and woman,
Every
Aorth and South, is stirred
by the saint, impulse. All the people of the eartli are earnest
spectators and students of our
The
progress.
work, therefore, is at once national and international. It reaches every class and
every interest. It will be the most
remarkable comparison and interchange of ideas and
inventions, of art and science, of the product of the
earth the brain and the
hands-the most
friendly and complete intercourse between the
races of all countries iu modern
civilization It
is impossible to believe that anv
portion of the
American people will hesitate to unite
in what
is a sacred memory and a sacred
obligation.

LANE,

Warranted free from poisionong ingredients and
harmless to the skin or complexion by Prof. Hayes,
State Assaver, and Prof. Babcock, both well known
Chemists of Mass. Azoluto is put up in square
packages, white tor children, and all skin irritations.
25 cts by mail 30 cts. Also pink or flesh color for
the complexion or lace, 35 cts., by mail 40 cts. Sol l
by all Druggists, or address M. S. BURR & CO., 10
Oak St.. Boston, Mass., Agents for U. S. fel6sn3m

international exhibition of tbe arts, manufactures, and natural resources of this and other

ing.

F.

Renders the Face. Neck and Arms soitt
smooth and fair.

The

for the international commemoration of
the close of the ceutury of American Independence.
The city of Philadelphia was selected as the
most fitting locality at which to celebrate the
birth of American ludepence for the reasons:
1. That from Philadelphia the Magna Charta
of human liberty, the immortal Dec’aration,
The buildings in which the onnwas uttered.
ventiou sat remained substantially as they were
on on that historic day; aud
2. Of all the points of Revolutionary interest, Philadelphia is the most central anti accessible to ths whole eouutry. It is the Republic's
celebration of its birthday at the very place of
its birth.
The finance board earnestly urge their fellow
countrymen to keep in mind the great fact that
the event to he commemorated is the grandest
and most momentous iu history, that the commemoration is to take the form of an exhibi
tiou of the stupendous progress made '»y the
American people iu the first hundred years of
their independence, in everything relating to
the natural resources of the country and their
development, and, especially, its progress in
those industries, arts, and institutions which
benefit mankind,
How diversified are the objects which must
enter into that exhibition—how vast the buildings and the space required to present them
with full effect, are suggestions that need only
to be mentioned to bring home to every American the colossal magnitude of the undertak!

Or.

Would like a few more pupils in Vocal
and Instrumental Music at 48
Spring 8t
Terms 990.0.
apl0*2wen

great nation; and, in accordance with the
act of Congress of June 1, 1872, which created
the Board of Finance, the following report is

zation

LEAVITT.

mc3

a

iana, Florida, Marylaud, Ohio, Wisconsin,
Michigan, Arizona, New Jersey, Delaware,
Rhode Island, Arkansas, Alabama, New York,
Virginia, Iowa aud Kansas.
Such in brief is the coudition of the organi-

ME.
fm3t<Swtf

COUNTY BONDS.

The Centennial Exhibition.

from its

1674-

School Committees and
with a view to introducfor $1.00.

PORTLAND,

James Dority, who was injured a few weeks
since by being thrown from a Irani car near
Dauforth on the E. & N. A. Railway, died
from the effects of his iujuties on Saturday.

signature cf

$1.25.

DRESSER, meLELLAN dc CO.,

OXFOBD COUNTY.

made over the
board:

to

teachers for examination,
ing the work into Schools,

The Democrat says that Andrews & Waldron
will commence work at Paris, in the shovel
handle business in a few weeks.
They have
ash enough already to last about three mouths.
The Democrat says that Bethel people are
looking forward to the addition of a Gr. TVIt.
R. machine shop to the village

of

TO-DAY!

sent

PORTS.

DOMESTIC

Varieties,

Ward’s
MUSIC

.mas

OF

—

JANUARY 1st,

COUNTY.

WASHINGTON

MAINE

SCHOOL AND FAMILY USE,

PRICE

I take the liberty to Inform my patand the public lu general that I
will exhibit

rons

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Deering Block, Congress St.,

PEOPLE’S

HISTORY

NEWS.

KKNNKBEC

Ad.

sntf

YOUNG

Sch Tbos Fish, (of Thomaston) Wal ts, from SatUla
River for New York, which struck on St Andrews
Bar 15th inst, was got off by wreckers and raken into
Brunswick. Her keel is out, and she is badly strained and full of water.
Sch Telumah, Harding, from Kennebec for Fortress Monroe, which put into Newport dismasted, has
fitted new spais and was ready to proceed 21st.

L'owusencl.

Box 1677.

_

HEADY

STATE

sn3w

business.

—

SPRIiNGGOODS

SAN FRANCISCO—C.d 13th, ship Aicx Marshall,
j
?ardlner, Liverpool; barque Rainier, Foster, Port |

Boy Wanted.

angered by Thurman’s

The Lews ton Journal sava Mrs. Mary B.
Buxton, living in Vassalhoro, about uinety
years old, died last week. She had lived alone
on a farm
many years, and though reported
quite wealthy, had deprived herself the actual
necessaries of life, and would have died alone
but for the kiudness of a few neighbors.
She
willed her property to the missionaries.
The Lewiston Journal says three valuable
horses—one owned by W. A. Wright, M.D.,
one by Moses Wbittier, esq., one by Hon. Auson Morrill, died in Readfield on Saturday lust.

are

CIGARS!

aplQ__

OF

—

MEMORANDA

A shrewd political game is is on foot in Ohio,
to displace Mr. Thurman from the United
States Senate, put George H. Pendleton in his
place and brins the latter forward for the
Presidency. The programme is, through the
Constitutional Convention, to have a new Legislature before the uext Senatorial term begins,
re-election would be
so that Mr. Thurman’s
cancelled by the law which provides that the
United States Senator must he elected by the
last General Assembly before the beginning of
b's Congressional term. It is a scheme of the

ter and better every year.
The Springfield Ttepublican is solicitous lest
dism.

IMPORTED

opening”

Portland.
Sid 10th, seb Silver Spray, Wass, North of Hatteras; 11th, brig H Houston, Hupper, do; sch L>elmont. Gales, do; 14th, Moses Patten, Harding, do;
brig Nigretta, Stubbs, do.
Aral Havana 15th, brig J W Spencer, Thomas,
Portland.

48 f \«:IIA.VCI] 8TBEKT.

ap23sn2w

IF YOU WILL SMOKE,
Go to ALLEN’S, No. 11 Exchange
M., and get a very choice imported
Havaua cigar. “Feleciana,”10ets.
each or 11 lor $1.00.

inflationists, who are
souud money views.

Collector Simmons may overdo his Metho-

G. L. BAILEY,

carry it if need be to the Court of Appeals
One Gus Bau'the most uoted beer seller in the
place, a German of mammoth proportions,
heads the van, and dispensed beer last Sunday
to hundreds who came to see the fun.

place some time during next week.
A gentleman who resides in this State but
owus a plantation in Georgia says that the
native planters are growing poorer every year
but do not drink so much whiskey as formerly. The colored men however, are doing bet-

The Boston papers
bot, who?” Two to

of my own importa ion. to be sold very low.
Also Fishing Tackle in great variety.

$10.
The lager beer dealers of Rochester, N. Y.,
have concluded to form a league to violate the
Sunday law, by opening their shops and selling
on that day, thereby making a test case, and

The New York Mail thinks the watering
places will do well next summer in spite of
the hard times, as there is -no special attracThere will be no special attion abroad.
traction abroad if there aie many more “extended” steamships.
Tammany is not entirely redeemed yet, for
Mat. Brennan's party at the late election had
tortv per ceut of the votes. It was Mai who
as sheriff went to jail for
letting Genet
escape.
Information has reached Washington from
the West that Horace White of the Chicago
Tribune, Henry Waterson of the Louisville

GOODS.

large assortment of

a

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Ar at Matanzas lOtli, 0cbs Mabel F Staples, Cole,
Portland; 13tb, Rebecca Florence, Rich, Bath; I4tb,
barque Kstella. Luring. Liverpool; brig Allas, from
Marseilles: Peri, hn Philadelphia; 15th. Iza, Walls,
Portland; A H Curtis. Merriman, New York.
Ar at Cardenas 14tb, seb Fred Jackson, Pettengill,

Breech aud Muzzle Loading, Double and
Single duns,

light, forbad it lrok;n

days.

received

Just

[PROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.!

NOTICES.

SPORTING

revenue officers driven from the
country, and
several columus of reading matter tortile newspapers. On the other hand the damage is

in-

of tueir Com-

possibility of the resurrection of the Liberal
party. The conference is expected to take

SPECIAL

ing

undersigned having had an extended experience In rock and earth excavations, and the lavsewers aud drains of all kinds, would hereby

otter his service* to the citizen* of Portland in that
line. Aud also fur the removal of $arth and lor tilling for any puri»ose.
All outers promptly attended to.
Order ilnte *1
97» Middle Mireet
ideure .14 Urrrm ttimt.

UABDMliB

re*,

D YKU.

aP15EASTMAN

BROS.

HNXorse dfc Bunco,
FURNISHING UNDERTAKERS,
No. 89 Federal St., Portland.
Having just purchased

with

a

a new

first-class stock of

gold mounted

hearse

Caskets, Coffins, Robes, Plates,
and nil articles in the undertaking line are ready to.
serve the public in good style, promptly and at fair

prices.

N. B.—Hound end caskets of all sizes, covered
with white or black broadcloth.
Careful erscmal
attention given to preparing the dead for interment.
If. W\ XIor«M,
f'•uin

ftKimte,

REMIDENCS, NO. O
mc*>

DOW MTRKI'T
an

PPE88.

Til K

THURSDAY MORNING. APRIL 23, ’74

CITY AND VICINITY.
THE PUKNS
Hay be obtained at tiie Periodical Depots of Fessenden Bros., Marquis, Robinson, Brunell So Co
Andrews, Wentworth, Glendenning, .Moses, Henderson, and Chisholm Bros., on all trains that run out of
the city.
At Biddeford, of
At Saco of L. Hodgdon,
At Waterville, ot J. s. Carter
At Gorham, 01 News Agent.
At Rath, ot »J. O. Shaw.

Pillsbory.

ff

%nc,h

& Bro.

abling bill passed by the National House autborizmg the issues of temporary supplies of
food and clothing. Following this the
Mayor

SPECIAL NOTICES.
Sporting Goods—G. L. Bailey.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Opening of Spring Goods—F. Lobenstein.
F. L. Bartlett—Chemist.
Wanted immediately—C. P. Kimball.
Notice—Gray & Mitchell.

read the despatch from the Boston Committee
to the New Orleans Committee
asking how
many acres of land under cultivation were submerged, the effect on the crops, the number of
inhabitants of places inundated, and the com-

In consequence—H. T. Cummings.
For Rent—B. Shaw’
Smith So Bird—Counsellors at Law.
John Adams—Carriages.
House Wanted in Deeriug.

For Sale—Mrs. Kavanagh.
Dissolution of Copartnership—Jackson So Eaton.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Men’s and Boys -Orin Hawkes & Co.
Call at C. P. Kimball’s.
Supreme* Judicial Court.
PRESIDING.

Wednesday.—Charles P. Skillings, libellant, vs.
Sarah E. Skillings. Libel for divorce. Parties were
married August 1st, 1872, by Dr. Shailer.
Alleged
cause had temper, ill treatment of her husband and
abuse of her children.
Carleton for libellant.
m
Maria M. Foster vs. Abraham Foster. Libel for
divorce. A lleged cause adultery and abuse.
Carleton for libellant.

Superior Court.
APRIL CIVIL TERM, 1874, SYMONDS, J.,

PRESID-

ING.

Wednesda v.—Jaiues Whitlicv vs. Inhabitants of
Cumberland. Action to recover damages for an alleged defect in a highway in the defendant town.—

Testimony for

plaintiff in progress.
Strout & Holmes tor plaintiff.
Strout & Gage for defendants.
Court adjourned until half past nine Thursday
the

morning.

Municipal Court.
BEKO»K

JUDGE MORRIS.

Wednesday.—Charles Angling, William Marsalll,
John Hanscomb and Arthur Libby. Intoxication.—
Fined $5 each with costs.
Jchn Murry and Daniel Heaphy. Search and seiz-

Discharged.

ure.

in the

sum

of $300

Plea not

Assault and

battery.
Ordered to

Examination waived.

recognize'

for bis appearance at May term.—

Committed.
Asst. County Att’y Butler.

Bradburys.

Uriel

Jottinga.
Increasing cloudiness with light to fresh winds.
Deputy Williams heard screams from the

lodging room

at. the statiou last night, aud goi ng in found that two of the lodgers had a
third, a man seventy-four years old, oil the bed,
aud were going through his pockets. They
were

immediately transferred

to

cells.

Bishup Bacon

celebrated the uiueteenth an
niversary of his ordination yesterday.
At the regular mouthly meeting of the Portland Catholic Union, resolutions of respect to
the memory of Richard Kennefrick, a member
who died last week, were passed.
Work has begun on the foundations of the
Catholic Convent School, near the Episcopal
residence on Congress street.
The Fourth Grammer school had a very

pleasant entertainment at thear school room
yesterday afternoon.
A great deal of complaint is made that the
lumber dealers on Commercial street pile their
lumber on the street.
Judge Fox overruled the exceptions and the
motion for anew trial in the Hudsou-Head
case

Tne ladies of Congress Square church had
a very pleasant entertainment at their vestry
last evening
To-night it is to be repeated.
The U. S. Circuit Court comes in this morn-

ing.
hall yesterday, Cornelius
McCann made the great run of 1,467 points.
Mr. S. H. Confortb, telegraph operator at
Scarboro’ for the Eastern Railroad, has been
appointed station agent at that place. He also
attends to the telegraph.
It is rumored that a contract has been signed

Swasey’s billiard

by the Allau line agreeing to run two steamers
a week from this port next winter.
Two boys were capsized in Back Bay Tuesday afternoou and bad a narrow escape from
drowning.
A little girl about four years old, daughter of
a Mr. Pendleton of Deering, overturned a teakettle of boiling water yesterday morning, and
scalded herself severely,
As Mr. George A. C. Randall was crossing
the railroad track on Commercial street yesterday afternoon on his jigger, a Grand Trunk
breakpassenger train backed down upon him,
ing bis jigger and throwing him to the ground.
He was severely bruised.
Mr. Steadworthy of this city, au Englishman living ou Danforth street went out to SaHe obco after a boat, about a week since.
Since
tained it and started to bring it here.
then he lias not been heard of, and it is
feared he is drowned.
Ephraim Marr has been appointed seeoud assistant keeper of the light house at Seguin, in

place of Turner Jewett, resigned.
There is a strong suspicion current that Old
Probabilities is an inflationist and is working
Tor au expansion of the winter.
A party of painters indulged in a fight on
Pearl street yesterday morning, at the conclusion of which their faces looked as dirty as
their paint pots.
On the whole it is safe to commend yesterthough there was a snow squall about

day,

noon.

Great relief was felt in business circles yesterday at the intelligence that the President
had vetoed the inflation bill, and nearly every
for Grant.”
one was ready to “hurrah
At the convention of the Encampments of
was voted to
Odd Fellows, held last evening, it
visit Biddeford on Monday, the 27th, leaving
Odd Fellow’s Hall at 1 o’clock p. m., returning
at 6 p. m.
__
Bisnop Neely’s Departure.—After the

evening service at St. Luke’s yesterday, Bishop

Neely made an address in
his approaching departure

which he

spoke

of

for Europe. He reviewed his seven years connection with the
his
a week of years, and mentioned

diocese,

rest.
approaching vacation as his sabbath of
He mentioned his hope that the visit might be
and
of benefit to the diocese iu many ways,
thanking his parishoners for their

closed by

considerate kindness and bidding them

an

af-

fectionate farewell.
was
In the course of the evening reference
Kev. Mr.Jencks
made to tho mission work, and
to give an account
of Houlton was called upon
was eminently satisof his labors. His report
condition
factory and showed an encouraging

Brunswick folof affairs. Kev. Mr. Sill of
on the conlowed with a few pleasant remarks
dition of the church in that towu.
the city to-day,
Bishop Neely and wife leave
and sail from New York next Tuesday, They
will he accompanied by Judge Howard. The
several parishes in the dioceke have made up a
purse of $400 and have presented it to the
Bishop to be expended for sacerdotal robes.
While in England he will be the guest ot the
Bishop of Litchfield.
C'.IIt Affairs.
A Specif meeting of the Board of Mayor and
Aldcrineu was held at six o’clock last even-

ing.

Enoch Martin. Leonard Barker and Allen P.
Moulton were drawn as special traverse jurors
Court.
for the Supreme Judicial
wera Presented and
The following petitions
on New Wooden
to the Committee

referred

“of JosiaT1Nickerson to extend wooden
SeUVl
:-eSr^deraleStreei;ofC
erect woodenhouseon
T. Skillin for
to

permit
1Unilot No. G07 Congress street; of M*rtm
A
to
wooden building Horn
remove
gan
Jenkins
street to Monument street; of J.
07
permit to build private stable in the rfar.f°* \
Green street; of E. A. Gray and H. A. Mitcnside
ell for permit to build a residence on south
of York street.
Base Ball Matters.—At a regular meeting
of tbe M. S. B. B. Club tbe following officers
Presiwere chosen for tbe coming six months:
dent, W. N. Lowe; Vice President, E. C.
O’Brion; Secretary, J. F. Bay; Treasurer, W.
voted that a committee be
appointed to send invitations to the different
Junior Clubs of tire State to see about forming
B. Morrill.

It

was

Junior Association in tbe State, and inviting
.said clubs to send delegates to a convention to
be held in Beering some time in May.

a

ltoiiBEP.—A young
Tuesday
morning on Commercial street in an insensible
condition. After being aroused be said that he
had been enticed into a saloon the night before,
where he was dragged and robbed of $30.
man

was

found

The Hardenbrook Inquest.
The coroner's jury met
yestprday morning at
the County Attorney’s
Buildin the

office,
City
ing, and beard the testimony of the witnesses,
which is substantially as follows:
Jacob L. Frost of Portland, conductor of the
shifting engine Laconia, on the Eastern road,
testified to hearing the engine bell and the
warning of the engineer when opposite Brown’s

wharf. We never have a man stationed on the
tender when backing up.
Charles C. Coolbroth, the engineer in charge
of the Lacouia, testified that the bell was ringing as the engine went along the street. Saw a
man about sixty feet ahead, shoaled to him to
reverse the engine, but could not save him.
Aldorus Pillsbury. fiiemau of the Laconia,
substantiated the engineer’s statement, and
said Mr. Hardenbrook wis lying beside the
track wheu the engine was reversed.
Other
employes of the road gave the same testimony.
Charles H. Doyle, a sailor, who saw the accident, heard no bell but heard the warning of
theengiueer. ThoughtMr. Hardenbrook’s foot
must have been caught in the track.
Was certain the bell did not ring.
Samuel Coolbroth, au employe of the Eastern road, testified that Mr. Hardenbrook’s
leg
was caught in the switch.
H. W. Abbott, surveyor of lumber, swore
that the bell was ringing as the engine ran
along the street.
Drs. Weeks and Webster testified that Mr.
Hardenbrook’s right leg was severed from his
body, his left leg injured at the knee, and the
thigh fractured and his right arm crushed.
At the close of the hearing the following verdict was rendered: “That the said Nelson Hardenbrook of Cape Elizabeth, was accidentally
killed on the afternoon of the 20th day of April,

1874, by being

run over by the locomotive enof the Eastern Railroad Company, on Commercial street, in said Portland, and
that no blame rests upon the employes of said
railroad on account of said accident.”

gi ne Laconia,

Organization

seven.

of the Maine State Grange
Patrons of H usbandry.—A State
Grange of Patrons was organized by Deputy
O. D. Hinkley of Wisconsin, assisted by Dudley
T. Cbase, Master of New Hampshire State
Grange, at Lewiston, on Tuesday and Wednesday of this week. Eighteen subordinate Granges
were represented,
The following officers were
chosen for two years: Master, Nelson, Ham of

Remarks wero then made by Messrs. T. C.
Hersey, G. W. Woodman, and J. W. Munger,
approving the project of aid. Messrs. J. W.

Lewiston; Overseer, Chas. E. Gilman of Houlton; Lecturer, L B. Deunettof Deering; Steward, Elijah H. Glementof Newburg; Assistant

Munger and G. E. Kimball were appointed a
canvassing committee, and the Mayor was made

Steward, Hartwell Little of Brunswick; Chap-

treasurer of the fund.
Mayor Wescott headed the subscription with
$25. The following are additional subscriptions: W. W. Thomas, $25; Woodinau &
True, $25; W. & C. R. Milliken, J. B. Brown
& Sous, A. & S. E. Spring each $25; H. J.
Libby, $10; Geo. S. Hunt, $10; Davis & Baxter, $10; Fleteher & Co., $10; T. C. Hersey,

Episcopal Ordination Services.—At St.
Lube’s Cathedral yesterday morning, two candidates were inducted into the orders of Priest
and Deacon. The altar was beautifully decorated with flowers. Tha exercises began with
the moving of the procession from the sacristy,
the choir chanting a hymn as it entered.
At the close of the sing'ng the Bev. Walter
Mitchell delivered a discourse on the office of
the Priesthood.
The following is an abstract:
St. John x, 4. “Aud when he putteth forth
his own sheep, he goeth before them, aud the
sheep follow him, for they know his voice.”
The subject of this sermon is the office of
the priesthood. It is usually treated as tbe
ministration of the priest to the people.
This
is not the only poiut, Before this can be enlarged upon a preliminary inquiry is necessary.
Before we speak of tbe office of the ministry,
we must speak of their commission.
There are and can be but two beliefs concerning this, as there are but two concerning religion. There is the religion which claims to be
knowledge of God through revelation, as there
is that which claims to be an opinion about
God through reason. So there is the ministry
claimiug to be sent of God, contrasted with
that originated by man.
Ordination must be
one of two things, a man’s acceptance by those
to whom he chooses to minister, or else a power conferred by those who have a right to
give
it. All true Christian history points to and
proves the latter. This defines and declares
the ministrations to the people, the extending
to them the revelation of which the priest is
guardian.

yesterday.

At

mittee’s individual views of the necessities of
the case. The New Orleans committee replied
that the area of parishes inundated is over two
millions of acres, of which 250,000 are cultivated in cotton and 100,000 in corn. No means of
estimating the losses of many hundreds of
small proprietors, in the way of gardens, fences and cattle.
The number of people who are
partially or totally ruined cannot be less than
twenty-five thousand, many of whom are in
absolute want of food.
The reports of the
continued rise in all the upper rivers indicates
that there can be no fall in the next sixty days.
Should the fall occur at an earlier date nothing
could be made in the sugar lands, and but little
in the cotton lands. This continued high water
will increase the number of sufferers probably
50,000. The number of towns overflowed is

$10.

Bradburys.

Charles Sandurs.

guilty.

which the meeting was called.
Mayor Wescott read the appeal from GoverLouisiana to President Grant
nor Kellogg of
announcing the destructive overflow of the
Mississippi and the fact that six or seven of the

shelter and in danger of
starvation, and asking
aid from Government. He next read the en-

AUCTION COLUMN.
Next Saturday F. O. Bailey & Co.

VIRGIN

chairman and L. Clifford Wade for Secretary.
Upon taking the chair Mr. Thomas called upon
Mr. Wescott for a statement of the object for

largest parishes in the State are under water
and thousands of whites and blacks without

New Advertisements To-Day.

JLDGE

Louisiana.—A meeting of citizens
called yesterday to take action on the telegram received by Mayor Wescott Tuesday,
asking aid for the sufferers by the rising of the
Mississippi. The meeting was not largely attended, but a strong feeling was expressed that
Portland should do something in aid.
Mayor Wescott called the assemblage to order and nominated Hon. W. W. Thomas for

■

and Stevens So Co.
2f of C. E. lir0Rj\t Rcnnebuuk,
Miller.

Bankrupt Slock—Abrams

Aid for

was

The ministration for the people is
equally
his office. As the priest is also officially,in the
true scripture s rise, the prophet, he is to be
the preacher, not merely to declare to them the
word ot God, but to minister it so that they
snail trully and really receive. He is to them
the one who is to, so to speak, translate their
imperfect aspirations into articulate language so as to utter to them, that they may
realize it, their own striving after the knowledge of God.
Next the priest stands between the people
and God as the presenter of their worship.
For both effectual preaching and
acceptable
leading of worship there is required of him
faithfulness in the pastoral office.
The value
of both the other two depend very greatly upon this tue third.
If the pastor be loved aul honored, the
preacher will he listened to, aud the ministeruiji pricsf bcderontly faHawwI.
All tl is is summed up in tae words of the
text, “He goeth before them, and the sheep
follow him for they know his voice.”
As the
priest is faithful to be what in God’s right he
should be,so will be in great measure the faithful following of the people.
After the sermon Chaplain Hayes aud Bev.
Mr. Alger of Saco, met the candidates to be
received into the Priesthood aud Deaconship.
Mr. McLaughlin was presented to the Bishop

by Mr. Alger, and Deacon Pyne by Chaplain
Hayes. After the appropriate offices were read
the Bishop placed his bands upon tbe bead of
Mr. McLaugbliu and admitted him to the order
of deacons, and tbe Rev. Mr. Pyne crossed tbe
black stole over his shoulders.
After this ceremony Mr. Pyne was received into the priesthood.

The

Bishop

Spiritus” and
the

led in the “Veni Creator
assisted by several priests in
of hands. The services closed

of

the

lain. Peter E. Norton of Farmington; Treasurer, Charles E. Cobb of Poland; Secretary, John
M. Jackson of Lewiston: Gate Keeper, George
Clement of Winterport; Ceres, Mrs. Harriet P.
Ham of Lewiston; Pomona, Mrs. Sarah Jose-

phine Dennett of Deering; Fiora,

Holy

with the celebration of the

Eucharist.

Ordination and Installation.—The ordi
uation and installation of Mr. C. F. Dole, as

pastor of Plymouth church, occurred last evening. In the afternoon an Ecclesiastical Council was in session, which examined the candidate, reported the examination satisfactory and

J. Cobb of Poland; Lady Assistant Steward!
Mrs. Harriet L. Jackson. A declaration of the
purposes of tbe order was reported and adopted, and is tbe same as promulgated at St. Louis
by the National Grange. Tbe officers were

duly installed, committees chosen and the work
laid out to extend the order throughout the agricultural portions of the State.
Episcopal Board op Missions.—At the
meeting of the Episcopal Board of Missions,
held at St Luke’s Cathedral yesterday, the fol-

lowing clergymen

short prayer of invocation, and read a
portion of scripture. Rev. Dr. Fields of Bangor, delivered an excellent doctrinal sermon,
taking his text from Isaiah vi, 3. “Holy, holy,

holy is

the Lord of hosts, the whole earth is
full of His glory.” The discourse was a fine
doctrinal effort. Rev. Dr. Parker of Belfast,
offered the ordaining prayer. The charge to
the pastor was delivered by Rev. Mr. Tappen
of Norridgewock, in a few well-spoken words.
The right hand of fellowship was giveu by Rev.
Mr. Tinker of Auburn. Rev. E. Y. Hincks
of this city, gave the charge to the church.
He spoke in a most earnest manner of the aid
that the church sholud give to its pastor, and
bade it remember that it should at all times try
to identify its interest with his, and that if he
failed in his purposes for the want of cordial

co-operation, its members
sponsible, After singing

were

the

personally

doxology

re-

the

meeting closed with the benediction by the
pastor.
Temperance

Conference.—At Scarboro

yesterday, the friends of temperance assembled
at the Congregational church at Black Point.
Mr. Samuel Durgin of Scarboro called the meeting to orcer, aud called Ellery H. Starbirb, esq.
of Falmouth to the chair, who stated the ob
jects of the assembly. «J. J. W. Reeves, esq.,
of this city was elected Secretary. Mr. Samuel
Durgin extended the hospitalities of the town
to the attendants. Remarks were made by
John T. Walton, esq., of Portland and Hon.
Seth Scammon of Scarboro. A committee on
resolutions was appointed consisting of Messrs.
Thwing, Rev. Henry G. Storer aud Hou. Seth
Scammon, Iu the afternoon at the assembling
Rev. Mr. Cook of Dunstan Corner offered
on resolntions present
prayer. The committee
ed their report, upon the acceptance of which,
remarks were made by Messrs. Wal-

eloquent
ton, Henry G. Storer, Bootbby, Cook, Durgin,
were
Dyer, and the President. The speeches
brief aud pointed, and the people of the town
extended their hospitalities handsome^ and
turned out well. In the evening the meeting
was addressed
by several gentlemen in an eloquent and enthusiastic manner.
Cumberland Center.—Tbe
eighth and last
lecture of the course was
given on Tuesday
Eev.
evening by
B.P. Snow of the Christian
Mirror. His subject was “The meu
for rulers.”
Such a subject as this and such a lecturer
as
Mr. Snow gave, are eminently fitted to
the
times. The apt illustrations of the
speaker,
and the scathing rebuke launched against men

high official stations, were listened to with
much interest.
The funds realized from the course, in addi-'
tion to those already on hand, will amount to
upwards of a hundred dollars, which are to be
in

Thk

replenishing

Concert.—The

the

library.

S.

coucert of the children

to genCity Hall last evening was, according
a very pleasant affair, and the
eral expectation,

at

it very much.
large audience present enjoyed
and those from
The selections were pleasing,
the Fisk Jubilee singers were loudly applauded
Mrs. Goudy and Miss Weeks rendered valuable
at the piano
assistance, and Miss Leach presided
very

present: Kev. Messrs.

of the State the Rev. Walter Mitchell of MidRev. Chas. T. Ogden of

dletown, Conn., and
Bellows Falls, Vt.

In the afternoon the reports of the officers
were listened to, which showed the board to be
in a very prosperous condition.
An evening session was held, at which the
business of the Board was finished up. The
reports from several of the mission districts

encouraging, particularly from Aroos-

were

took.
Music Hall.—The Ward Variety Troupe
continues to draw big houses, as it deserves.
The artists are all good in their specialties, and
Gibbons is immense in his box act. A change
of programme takes place to-night, and many
new

and attractive features will be presented.
niNCELLANEOCS NOTICES.

Men’s and Boys’ Ready Made Clothing, our
manufacture, at Orin Hawkes & Co.’s, 290
and 292 Congress street.
own

The celebrated Eureka Silk can now be bad
in B size, all colors, coarser, smoother and better than any ether!
Call for it.
Call at C. P. Kimball’s Carriage Repository
See Ltlell new sljU Qoo,u Phaoton.

and

Conant’s Oil Photo-Portraits are in great
demand. Made only at 161 Middle street. For
dnrability and correct likeness these pictures
■re
unsurpassed, and the prices charged for
them places them wltniu ttie reach of all

api20eod2w
As usual we invite all our friends to buy
their clothing, custom or ready made, of Geo.
You
W. Rich & Co., 173 and 175 Fore street.
can always get good goods at fair prices at this
house.
mch21 eod lm
New subjects in fiue English Cbromos and
Engravings, at Hale's.
apr22-3t
Right side up. Clothing and gent’s furnishing goods lower than auv other party.
J. Burleigh,
89 Middle street.
For Sale on favorable terms, a valuable
slate property, partially developed, with most
encouraging prospects, in the eastern part of
the State. Owners refer to S. T. Pullen, Esq
Press office.
;el4-dtf
New Vermokt Butter.—A small lot of
clioiee new Vermont Butter and a few tubs of
selected old just received at Weston’s tea store,
21 and 23 Free street.
Packages from 15 to 30
lbs each.
apl6-lw

BY TELEGRAPH.
MATTERS IN MAINE

acceptably.

Treasury Balance*.
The following are the
Treasury balances to'U.rr‘‘I10-y' 82 598,050; special deposit of
gali'T
tenders for redemption of certificates of
depose *55,875,000; coin, $89,230,937, including
n certificates
$35,138,700; outstanding legal
tenders, *382,000.000.

Preaidenl’a Veto meuage.
Washington, April 22.—The following is the
The

President’s

veto

message:
7b the Senate of the United Statet:
Herewith I return the Seuate hill number
617, entitled “An Act to fix the amount of
United States notes and the circulation of
National banks and for other purposes,” with-

The Howard Court.
court of inquiry
to-day Genread the following letter from the

In the Howard

p^Shcrmau

Executive Mansion,
Washington, D. C., April 22, 1874.
General.—When the court of inquiry provided by the
joint resolution of Congress of the
Idth of
February last, and convened by special

my approval. In doing so I must express
my regret at nof being able to give my assent
to a measure which has received a sanction of
the majority of legislators chosen by the people
to make laws for their
gnidauce, and I have
studiously sought to find sufficient arguments
to justify such assent, bat
unsuccessfullyPractically,it is a question whether the measure
under discussion would give an additional dollar to the irredeemable paper
currency of the
out

Mo. 35 from the War Department, of
which court you are the President,
report their
opinion to me. X will he pleased to have stated
tully the facts ou which the opinion is rested.

°b’pr

Very truly yours,

U. 8. Grant.
To General W. T.
Sherman, U. S. A.
co“rt *°'day continued the examination
e,
of John S.
Moody, chief clerk of the Freedmen s branch of the
Adjutant Geueral’s office,
who has been on the stand
three days, in relatisn to the charges of
alleged misapplication
and irregulantios in the
management of the
Freedmen s Bureau. Two more witnesses for
the government will be
when the decalled,
fence will open. The case is
likely to occupy
several weeks yet.
™

country or notj and whether, by requiring
three-fourths of the reserves to be retained by
the banks and prohibiting interest to be received on the balance, it might not prove a
contraction; but the fact cannot be concealed
that theoretically the bill increases the paper
circulation $100,000,000, less only the amount
of reserves restrained from circulation by the
provision of the second section. The measure
bas been supported on the theory that it would
give Increased circulation. It is a fair inference, therefore, that if in practice Congress
should fail to create the abundance of circulation expected of it, the friends of the measure,
particularly those out of Congress, would clamor for such inflation as would give expected relief. The theory, in my be'ief, is a departure
from the true principles of finance.
National
interest, national obligation to creditors, Con-

Fortj •Third

The Memonite bill was taken up and amendby reduciug the amount of land they shall
be allowed to hold.
Mr Pratt favored the bill and Mr.
Carpenter

ed

opposed it.
The morning hoar expired and the Louisiana
bill

taken up.
Mr. Windom gave notice that on
Friday he
would present the report of the Committee on
°°
and
ask
the
Transportation,
indulgence of
the Senate for some remarks.
Mr. Buckingham introduced a bill to enable
Indians to become citizens of the United States.
Referred to Committee on Indian Affairs.
Mr. B utwell presented a memorial of the
citizens of Boston, praying for the abolition of
compulsory pilotage. Referred to the Committee on Commerce.
Mr. Cragm, from the Committee on Naval
Affairs, reported wit amendment ibe bill introduced a few days since for the better government of the Navy.
Placed on the calendar,
also a bill amendatopy of the act of July 17
1862, for the better government of the
Placed on the calendar.
The Senate resumed the consideration of the
Louisana bill, aDd Mr. Sjoekton yielded to Mr.
Saalsburv, who spoke at some, length opposi
tion to the action of the President.
At 20 minutes past 2 o’clock Gen.
Babcock,
private Secretary to the President, appeared at
the bar of the Senate and announced from the
President the vetoing of the financial bill.
At the request of Mr. Conkling the
message
was
read, when the chair announced that the
message was now before the Senate, and the
question was, shall it pass notwithstanding the
objection of President Grant.
Mr. Conklii g said that it was desirable to
have it considered at an early
day, but he supposed the Seuators wanted to see the message
in print and examine it. He therefore moved
it he printed and lay on the table.
Agreed to.
Mr. Saulsbury concluded his
speech on the
Louisiana bill, after which the bill was laid
aside
informally,^ with the understanding it
comes up as unfinished business
to-morrow,
and the Senate ptoceeded to the consideration
of bills on the calendar, and several were passed.
Mr Morton suggested Tuesday next for the
consideration of the veto message, but at the
instance of Mr. Conkling, who promised to call
it
up at the proper time, no day was tixed.
The Chair submitted the message from the
President, enclosing a communication from the
Secretary of State, and accompanying a report
upon Navigator’s Island. Beferred to the Forwas

a

Navy.’

I

Representatives passed

a resolution by a vote of
144 yeas to 6 nays concurring in the views of
the Secretary of the Treasury in relation to the
necessity of contraction of the currency with a
view to an early resumption of specie payments, as the business interests of the country
will permit and Diedging co-operative action to
this end as speedily as possible. The first act

passed by the 41st Congress,

on the 18th
day of
follows:
An act to strengthen the public credit of the
United States.
Be it enacted, that in order to remove any
doubt as te the purpose of the government to
discharge all its obligations to the public creditors aud to settle conflicting questions and interpretations of the law, by virtue of which
such obligations have been contracted, it is
hereby provided and declared that the faith of
the United States is solemnly pledged to the
payment in coin or its equivalent of all the obligati >ns of the United States and of all the interest-bearing obligations, except where the
law authorizing the issue of any such obligations has expressly provided that the same may
be paid in lawful money or in any other cur
repey other than gold or silver, but none of
said interest bearing obligations, not already
due, shall be redeemed or paid before maturity
unless at such times as United States notes
shall be convertable into coin at the option of
the bolder or unless at such time the bonds of
the United States, bearing a lower rate of interest thau the bonds to be
redeemed, can be
sold at par in coin; and also the United States
solemnly pledges its faith to make provision at
the earliest practicable period for the
redemption o' United States notes in coin.
This act still remains as a continuing pledge
of the faith of the United States to make pro-

March, 1860,

vision

the

at

was as

me earliest

redemption

of

eign Committee.

At 4.30 the Senate went into excetive session
and soon adjourned.

HOUSE.
Mr.

practicable moment for
United States notes in

A declaration contained in the act of June
20, J.804, created an obligation that the total
amount of United States nones issued or to ue
issued should never exceed $400,000,000.
The
amount in actual circulation was actually reduced to $356,000,000, at which point Congress
passed the act of February 4, 1868, suspending
the further reduction of Currency, and the

$44,000,000have
such

as

ever been regarded
as
a rebe used only in case of emergency,
have occurred on several occasions and

must occur, when, from any cause the revenues
suddeuly fall below the expenditures, and such

is necessary because the fractional currency atuounting to $50,000,000 is redeemable
in legal tender on call. It may be said that
such a return of fractional currency for redemption is impossible, bnt let steps be taken for
a return to a specie basis and it will be fonnd
that silver will take the place of fractional
reserve

currency as rapidly as it can be surplanted.
When the premium on gold reaches a sufficiently low point, with the amount of United
States notes to be issued permanently within
proper limits, and the Treasury so strengthened
be able to redeem them in coin on demand, it will then be safe to inaugurate a ays
tern of free banking with such provisions as to
make compulsory redemption of circulating
as

[Special to Press.']
Insane Hospital Affaire.
The matter of those demented persons who
are discharged from the Insane Asylum by the
act of the last legislature was brought bef ore
the Governor and Council to day. As the enforcement of the act will be productive of
much hardship, a strong pressure is brought to
bear for its suppression, it being understood
that such suspension is within the discretion of
the trustees. It is represented that the act was
passed under a misapprehension and that it
could not be enacted to day should the question come up. Dr. Harlow was present and
gave his opinion.
is not so crowded

It appears that the hospital
to render the extrusion of

as

these unfortunate people
Governor and Council have

The
necessity.
the matter under
favorable consideration, and a meeting of the
trustees to take action will be held immediate-

ly.

a

to

of banks in coin or in United States
notes, themselves redeemable and made equivAs a measure preparatory to
lent to coiu.
free banking or for placing the government In

Executive Council.
(By Associated Press.)
Augusta, April 22.— Senator Arnold, the
Commissioner appointed to inquire into the
condition of the settlers at New Sweden, reports that of the 150 families, 125 will require
The

aid, while the remaining twenty-five will
require seed for sowing to the amount of 300
bushels. The Governor and Council appointed
Mr. Arnold to purchase the seed anu superin-

no

tend its distribution.
The Governor has appointed Hon, T. S. Lang
a trustee of the State College, and a batch of
trial justices and justices of the peace.
At

a

Jail Reform—Appointment.
meeting of the County Commissioners
it was decided to open a workshop in

to day,
the Kennebec jail as soon as practicable.
The Governor has appointed Charles Walker
of Portland, Assistant Quartermaster General,
with the rank of Lieutenant Colonel.

NEW YORK.
The New Great

Bailraad Scheme.

New York, April 22,—Among the statement. made in the report of the Committee on
Cheap Transportation, which reported the bill
for a double track railroad yesterday, was one
that the chief trunk railroads west from New
York are the same tour which have been in exand the commitistence the last twenty years,
are all built without any
tee remark that tbev
which now
rP!>ard to the great through business
to and from the sea-

demands transportation

k°The

committee consider the budding of a
devoid of the ex-

throngh road, which shall be
of all
isting objections, will enable^ producers
times
classes to be largely beuefitted, as five
west can then be
the number of trains from the
anu
to transport the gram

safely run
freight*

other

The Finance* of the Brie Company.
A letter is published from J. S. Huncher*
general accountant of the Erie road, pronouncing Duncau’s statement correct, saying he does
not care to act
coutrary to his convictions, and
tendering his resignation.
I resident Watsou’s
reply says his resignation
is
immediately accepted, aud that having been
instructed to make a ture and correct abstract
of the hooks, he
(Huncher) canuot or will not
do it.
A ten mile
noon

in

caused

track.

walking match Tuesday afterBrooklyn broke up a disgraceful row
York roughs breaking into the
New
by

a condition
to redeem its notes at the earliest practicable moment, the revenues of the
country should be increased so as to pay the
current expenses, provide for the sinking fund
required by law and also a surplus to be retained in the Treasury in gold.
I am not a believer in any artificial method
of making paper money equal to coin. When
coin is not owned or held ready to redeem the
promises to pay for paper money is nothing

are

building.

The Committee rose after having disposed of
fourteen pages of the bill, and the House ad-

circulating medium, or the currency
of the country is not convertible into it at par,
a

journed.

it becomes an article of commerce as much as
any other product. The surplus will seek a
foreign market, as will any other surplus.
The balance of trade has nothing to do with

THE ARKANSAS WAR.
Conflicting Opinion*.
St. Louis, April 22.—A despatch from Little
Rock, speaking of the skirmish last night, says
that a man wearing a United States soldiers’
cap, supposed to be Colonel Rose’s orderly,
closely followed that officer with a revolver in
each hand, which he rapidly discharged into
the crowd of Baxter’s troops and citizens. Fire
was then opened by Brooks partizans and Bax
ter's troops, supposing the fire came from the
Federals, whom they were ordered not to attack, fell back; but when the true character of

The duties on imports being required in coin, create a limited demand for
gold and about enough to satisfy the d:-in and
remains in the country. To increase this supthe

question.

ply I see no way to open but by the govern,
meut hoarding through the means above given
and possibly by requiring the national banks to
aid.
It is claimed by the advocates of the measure herewith returned, that there is an unequal
distribution of the banking capital of the
country. I was disposed to give great weight

the attack became known they returned the
fire.
The plan of the Brooks party was to rest be
hind their barricades while their lines were
stationed behind the Federal troops, and Baxter’s troops were to draw the tire upon the Federals.
A special in the Globe says that Colonel King
White said in his speech to the colored troops
that he would capture the State House without regard to Governor Baxter, the Federal
troops or the devil. Colonel Rose mouuted his
horse at the City Hall and rode down to the
crowd and ordered Kiug White to stop that
uoise. Wnite replied “Damn you; l command
these troops,” whereupon White’s troops immediately commenced firing at Rose, resulting
in the killing of David Shall and the wounding
of Crawford, one of Baxter's officers.
Brooks’ forces were all inside the State House

to this view of the question at first, but on reflection it will be remembered that there still
remains $4,000,000 of authorized bank note
circulation assigned to the States having less
than their quota of bank circulation, have the
option of $25,000,000 more to be taken from

those States having more than their proport on.
When this is all taken up or when specie payments are fully restored or in rapid process of

restoration, it will then be the time to consider
the question of “more curreucy.”
U. S. Grant,
(Signed)
Executive Mansion, April 22,1874.

grounds.
The Democrat’s Little Rock speiial says
Baxter sent apologies to Colonel Rose to-day
disclaiming any responsibility for the affair
last night. It is asserted that Colonel Rose
saw two gun shots fired point blank at him and
that another person emptied three chambers of

District Investigation.
Mr. Starkweather of Connecticut appeared
voluntarily and stated that before the present
invest Ration commenced certain insinuations
had been made in disparagement of him.
If
one word of testimony
had been offered by
anybody which effected him either as a member of Congress or as a chairman of the committee which previously inquired into the District affairs, he wanted himself to be sent for
at once and cross-examined in relation thereto.
Mr. Allison stated that the
testimony thus
far taken made no allusiou to him aud Judge
Merwick, senior counsel for the memorialists,
stated that so far as he was concerned he had
nothing to do with Mr. Starkweather.
Mr. Magruder, treasurer of the board of public works, was questioned as to a check for
8269 included in the judicial expenses. He
made no definite reply when Gov. Shepherd
said it was incurred in' an effort to bring Dana
to Washington.
Mr. Harrington further explained by stating
that it was to pay witnesses subpoenaed by the
District Government iu New York to sustain a
prosecution against Charles A. Dana, for libel
against the executive officers of the board of

Later adv ces say that
revolver at him.
many of Baxter’s troops are disbanding and
them to retransportation is being furnishedhave
removed
turn home. The Federal troops
Hall
and hold
the barricade in front of the City
to
call
subiect
of the
reserve
one cocpany in
Mayor for police duty, should necessity require
ll'
What Governor Baxter Will do.
Washington, April 22.—The following telegraphic correspondence took place to-day:
a

“Little Rock, Ark., April 22,
To the President oj the United States:
As I cannot move with my troops to assert
my elaims to the office of Governor without a
collision with tne United States troops, which
I will not do under any circumstances, I propose te call the legislature together at an early
day and have them settle the question, as they
alone have the power. But to do this the
legislature mast have the assurance of protection from you and a guarantee that they meet
in safely. This will be a peaceful solution of
the difficulty and I will readily abide by the
decision of the legislature.

public works.

case
memorialists announced their
closed whereupon the court decided to hold a
Ou Friday and
private session to-morrow.
Saturday they will inspect the public improveof
The
ments.
testimony
tbe|District Government will be taken, commencing Monday.

present.

fentleman

than promises to pay, and is valuable exactly in proportion to the amount of coin that
it can be converted into. While coin is not
as

at

After a long discussion, of which the burden
was that #2000 salary was not enough
for a
to maintain a family on in New
'ork, the amendment was rejected.
The item appropriating #6400 dollars for the
assay office at Charlotte, N, C., was changed to
an appropriation of $1000 for
taking care of tha

more

used

Bromberg

ot Ala., asked leave to have
passed a bill to relieve the political disabilities
of Raphael Semmes, and had sent to the
Chair s desk aud had read a petition of Semmes
for relief, dated Jan. 30, 1874.
Mr. Merriam and others objected.
Mr. Bromberg wished to make an
appeal to
the House, hut Mr. Hale of Me., thought the
matter might at least wait until after the distribution of the Geneva award.
The hill was
not received.
Mr. E. R. Hoar of Mass from the Committee on Foreign Affairs, reported a hill to carry
into execution the provisions of tile 14th
amendment concerning citirenship, aud to de
fine certain rights of citizens of the Uuited
States in foreign countries, aud certain duties
of diplomatic aud consular officers.
He pro
ceeded to explaiu and advocate it.
Mr. E R. Hoar of Mass., replied to Mr.
Cox’s objection, particularly as to the section
requiring the registry of American citizens residing abroad. The whole object of that provision was to ascertain who were American
citizens.
There were in most of the States
registration laws for election purposes, and his
friend (Cox) might as well go into extacies
over that feudal supervis.ou as to do so
in respect to this provision of the bill
What was
the harm of it?
It’s real purpose was simply
that the American Government might have a
simple means of distinguishing who were to be
protected a3 its citizens abroad. While he
comed all immigrants to tins country, i,„ weloi.i
not want to encourage a class of people
who, in
the language
of Sheridan, had renounced
Judaism without embracing Christianity and
were like the blank leaves between the old aud
new testaments.
He did not want a class of
citizens who had renounced all American rela
tions and duties, and who had cast in their
lots with foreign governments, who passed
their lives and spent their means abroad, and
who considered it a great hardship even to not:fy the consulate that they wished to retain
their citizenship. This bill did
ot seek to demoralize anybody except those who had gives
the strongest presumptive evidence that they
intended to denationalize themselves, and who
were unwilling to admit they were American
citizeus.
At the close of the morning hour the bill
went over till to-morrow.
Mr. Raadall of Pa., presented a petition of
the workmen of the District of Columbia for
payment of their wages remaining unpaid.
Referred to the Joint Investigating Committee.
Mr. Garfield of O., proposed to amend one of
the standing rules of the House so that less
than a quorum may proceed with the consideration of any regular appropriation bill.
Referred to the Committee on Rules.
The House went into Committee of the
Whole on the legislative,executive and judicial
appropriation bill.
The item of #200,000 for the purchase of official postage stamps for the Treasury Department was reduced to #6000, oo motion of Mr.
DuBnell of Minn., the idea beiug to let the
small snm go to pay the cost of furnishing
stamps without regard to their face value, and
so not to charge the Treasury Department with
the payment of postage.
There was no serious conflict in regard to
any other items in the bill until the paragraph
making appropriation for the assay office at
New York was reached.
Mr. Poland of Vt., moved an amendment to
increase the salaries of officials over those reported in the hill, and making them as they

coin.

serve to

Session.

SENATE.

gressional promises, party pledges on the part
of both political parties and of the personal
views and promises made by me in every annual message sent to Congress and in each
inaugural address.
In my annual message to Congress in December, 1869, the following passage appears:
Among the evils growing out of the rebellion and not yet referred to, is that of an irre-

deemable currency. It is au evil which I hope
will receive your most earnest attention.
It is
duty and one of the highest duties of government to secure to citizens a medium of exchange of fixed, unvarying value. Thisimplies a return to a specie basis, and no substitute for it can be devised. It should be commenced now and reached at the earliest practicable moment cousistent with a fair regard to
the interests of the debtor class.
Immediate
resumption, if practicable, would not be desirable. It would compel the debtor class to pay
beyond their contracts. The premium on gold
at the date of their purchase would
bring
bankruptcy find ruin to thousands. The fluctuation, however, in paper value of the measure
of all values, gold, is detrimental to the inter
ests of trade.
It makes the man of business an
involuntary gambler, for in all sales where
future payment is to be made, both parties
speculate as to what will be the value of the
currency to be paid and received.
I earnestly recommend to you, then, such
legislation as will ensure a gradual return to
specie payments and put an immediate stop to
fluctuations in value of the currency.
1 still adhere to the views then expressed.
As early as DecemBer4th, 1865, the House of

Congress—First

Washington. Auril 22.
Tpe President’s message, transmitting the
civil service
report was ordered printed.
Several memorials were presented,
including
mie for the abolition of the
moiety and spy sys-

notes

a

expended

were

Murray of Calais; Alger of Saco; Ward of
Thomaston; Upjohn of Augusta; Leffingwell of
Gardiner; Marsden of Dresden; Ye we ns of
Lewistou; Miller of Wiscasset; Sill of Brunswick; Gardner of Bangor, Pyne of Eastport;
Colton of YVinu; Price of Dexter; Jenks of
Houlton; Stauley of Hallowell; and from out

it was voted to proceed with the installation.
In the evening, after the readiug of the report
of the Council, Prof. Sewall of Brunswick,

in

Wealthy

was

interposition

made

Mrs

WASHINGTON.

The

i

(Signed)
Elisha Baxteb, Gov of Arkansas.

Kxeci'TIve Mansion.

\

Washington, D. C., April 22. J
To Hon. Elisha Baxter, Little Rock, Ark:
I heartily approve of any adjustment peaceably of the pending difficulties in Arkansas by
means of the legislative assembly, the courts
or otherwise.
I will give all the assistance aud
protection I can under the constitution and
laws of the Unjted States to such modes of
adjustment. I hope that the military on both
sides will be disbanded.
TX. S. Grant.
(Signed)
Col. Rm’a Mtory—Srlllrmral Probuble.
Little Hock, Ark., April 22.—Col. Rose,
commandantof the United States forces, says
he hao no arms last evening when he rode up
to the head of Col. White’s
column.consequent
ly he did not attempt to fire a shot Col. White.
Watters were very quiet this morning. Another truce of
twenty four hours was agreed
upon. A company of regulars arrived this
from
St.
Louis to assist Col. Rcse in
morning
preserving peace. Two companies of Baxter
men have arrived.
The troops on both sides
are very orderly.
Several arrests have been
made by both parties. Some of the
prominent
citizens are
eudeavoring to effect a compromise
between the parties by getting them to a-ree
to a call of the legislature to settle the existing
®

difficulty.

Later.

About fife this evening an accidental shot
fired in some of the buildings opposite Baxter’s headquarters. Instantly his men rushed
out of the building and on to the pavement
with their guns, thinking it a renewal of the
attack last eveuing. The federal forces were
brought in front of the City Hall behind their
barricades. For a time an outbreak seemed
imminent. A little precaution, however, saved
further trouble and the troops marched hack to
their quarters. At the time of the truce agreed
upon at noon to-day, a hundred armed Baxter
meu were on board a boat
ready to start down
the river to intercept the ferryboat at Pine
Bluff said to be coming up with a company of
Brooks men. Owing to the truce they did not
This evening Baxter sent about 200 of his
go
colored troops home to Pine Bluff, having no
arms for them and having
enough troops with
arms to answer his
purpose. But few arrests
were made on either side.
This eveuiug Col.
Pomeroy, one of Baxter's aids, who was captured Tuesday, was released. Late last evening
Secretary of State J. M. Johnson, who bad been
absent from the capital about a month, returned and at ouce took sides with Baxter.
Baxter
to-night issued a proclamation convening an
extraordinary session of the legislature to meet
at Little Rock on the 11th of
May.
A report reached the streets that Baxter contemplated something like ;he above aud the
wildest rumors prevailed. All is quiet to night.
One company has just arrived from Woodruff
couuty to assist Baxter.
As soon as the firing commenced Col. Rose
rode back to the engine house where Company
C, 16th Infantry was stationed, and ordered
the men to ruu out a hook and ’adder truck
aud form a barricade, which was speedily done
and the men placed behind it
During the excitement a private accidentally fired off his
gun and the cry was raised, ‘‘the regulars are
going to shoot,” and in less than ten minutes
the street was deserted. Lt. Cushman states
positively that with the exception above stated
not a single shot was fired by the U. S.
troops
or by Brook’s garison in the barricades.
Lt. Cushman says Baxter has nearly 3000
men under arms, of whom some
800 or 900 are
from Pope, Johnson and Saline counties.
A
number of these were either in the Federal or
Confederale armies during the late war and are
armed with superior weapons.
They can be
relied on in a tight and the feelliug towards
Brook’s faction among this class is very bitter
and daily growsng worse.
As a general thing
Baxter’s forces are poorly officered.
On the
other side Brooks has some 600 men behind the
baricades at the State House, of whom twothirds are negroes. They are well commanded
and have two ancient six pounders iu position.
Col. Rose with his handful of soldiers is master
of the situation, but affairs are daily glowing
was

firm. Dry gcods are in demand and tbe sales
large; prices are steady. Drugs and dyes are in
good demand; opium has farther advan.ed to *9 23
®9 oO. Duck is steady with a
large Jemai d. Fish
age Is

are dull, as usual at
tnis season, but stocks are light
and prices
unchanged. Flour, though not active, is
in better demand
and prices are more flrm.y eetabItshed tor all desirable
grades Fruit Is lower ror or
anges and lemons, which we quote at *6®# 30 |» box
for prime repacked
fruit; peanursare selling at *2 30
a'^ 00 ^ bushel; dates
9(a>10c, figs 14®lKc and prunes
14®17c ** lb. Layer raisins *3 and loose Muscaiels
b°x. Grain has advanced and we
2 60
qnote corn
at 93c for mixed and 94®a5c for
yellow; rye at *1.30;
oata 65@u8e; fine feed *35 jp ton and ahorta *32.
Hay is dull and dealers do not pay much over *16 for

HOW THE VETO IS RECEIVED.
In Boston.

Boston, April 22.—The announcement from
Washington this afternoon that President

Grant had vetoed the currency bill, produced a
strong feeling of relief and is the absorbing
topic of conversation aud congratulation tonight all over the city.■ *»

Mrw

VorU.

New York, April 22.—The press
generally
approve of the President’s veto, and there is a
general feeling of relief at this apparently final
disposition of the question.
The Knighta of Pythian.
New York, April 22.—A Pittsburg
despatch
states that the report of the Supreme Chancellor of the Knights of Pythias says that a great
deal of trouble was occasioned last year by the
defalcation of the Scribe, Clarence. Mr. Bur
ton’s report concluded by saying that this
body
(Grand Lodge) is too large, it meets too often,
the expenses are beyond the reveuue, and the
sources of revenue are rapidly
falling off.

The Bender Family.
Salt Lake City, April 22.—The old man
Bender, now in jail,who was identified through
photographs seut to Kansas, will be taken
there for trial. The
young man arrested as his
sou has been released,
proving to be a deserter
from the army.

PROBABILITIES FOR

THR NEXT
HOURS

TWENTY-FOUR

during Thursday, increasing

cloudiness
prevail with light to fresh winds.

crushed

9J4510C, according to grade. Eagle sugars are
selling at 8@SJc according to quality. T-as are without change. Tins are verv firm for
plate*, but pig
tins are weak. Wool is without change in
pries* and
the demand has in some measure fallen
off, though
there is a good enquiry for superior
qualities of
at

pulled.

FREIGHTS.—There is hardly anything now offering foreign, and there is no scarcity of tonuage.
Vessels for Cuba preler loading ballast than to take

odds and ends offered at the low rates. The
engagements since our last report are
brigs Prairie Rose and
J. Bickmore, hence to N si-le of Cuba at

*1 for empty

casks; Sclir c assmere, hence to Havana at *5 for
lumber; barks Charles Fobes Annie L. Taylor, and
Devonshire, to River Platte at *20 for lumber. Coastwise fir tights are dull aud
unchanged. Ice freights
from the Kennebec to
Philadelphia are offered at
*125.
Receipts by Railraads and Mteaai baats
Grand Trunk Railroad—5 cars hundries. 1 do
horses, 3 do flour, 11 do corn, 2 do bark, 4 do piles, 7
do timber, 4 do for Boston. 1 do for
Bangor, 13 do for
St John, NB, 8_do for Ualfax, NS.

Fareiga Kxparts.
CARDENAS.

Schr Hattie Ross—3C00 pairs head44 empty casks, 12,375

ing, 200 shooks and heads,
hoops, 47,841 ft lumber.

Receipts

af

Flaar.

GRAND trunk

r. r

Constances.
Bbls. Constances.
Bbls.
Josselyn <& Co.100 Shaw H, & Co.100
Hawes, H, & Tabor.... 100 Fuller & Stafford.... 100
Total.400

Receipts

at

Grain,

Arc.

GRAND TRUNK R. R.

Consianees.
No. cars.
Consignees.
No. car
Kensell & Tobor,corn-1 Blake & Jones,corn_3
G W True, corn.5 Gallup & Clark, corn. .2
w

By water conveyance
W True & Co.

Total.11
1,000 bush corn meal to Uco

Bastas Stack List.

Railroad..671

Portland. Saco & Portsmouth Railroad.nj$
Sales at Auction.
Hill

Manufacturing Company.126

Androscoggin Mills. 125
Continental Mills.86
Eastern Railroad.
672 & 68
Bath City Sixes, 1891.
93$
Boston & Maiue Railroad 7s,
1894.103}
Peppered Manufacturing Co. —@800
Laconia Manufacturing Co.
@ 480
Boston <» Maine Railroad.109$@
109$
—

New Verb Stock and Hoaev iVlarbet.
York. April 22— Worn in a.—Money at 5 per
Gold at 113}.
Sterling Exchange, long, 4.86;
do short, at 4.89.
Nsw

cent.

Nkw York April 22—Evenina.— The speculation
the Stock Exchange was influenced largely to-day
many and conflicting report* from Washington in
regard to the Presid ntrs action on the curreucy bill.
The market fluctuated frequently between depression and firmness, just as rumor had it, ihat the
Prosiden* bad signed or vetoed the bill. Just previous to the close it was officially an ounced that the
President had veto*! The bill, and in the tiual dealings the market exhibited considerable strength.—
Money was stringent at the opening and renewals of
loans were effected at 7 per cent., but gradually fell
to 6, 5, 4 and 3 per ceut., closing at 3 @ 4 per cent, in
the tree offerings. Sterling was firm ; prime bankers
were held ar 486 for 60 days anl 4S9 for s'.ort
sight;
good bankers bills $ @ $ per cent, lower. Gold closed
at 113$. the lowest point of the day, the
highest price
was at 113$.
The rates paid for carrying were 3, 3$,
4 and 5 per cent, and fiDallv at 2 per cent. The Assistant Treasurer paid to-day $17 000 on account of
interest and 27,500 in ledexnption of 5-20 bonds.—
The Custom* receipt* to-day were $339,000. Government bond* were steady. State bonds were nominal
Ihe stock market wa* steady at the opening
but became weak a* tbe morning advanced and
prices showed a marked decline. At tbe board there
was a firmer feeling and considerable recovery from
the lowest price on realizations, and a report that
the President had vetoed the Senate finance bill. After 12 o’clock the market was quiet and steady, but
became weak later and declined on a dispatch from
Washington that tue president bad signed the currency 1,m ana wont4 r<v»nmm*n<1 to
Ooncrewi tbe reof the
enuotnmt
crease of taxes

Week Ending
The business in

April 22, 1874.

groceries and dry goods

continues

the sales come ful. up in amount to
of this month informer years; and this too
when the rivers were not all open for transportation*
The markets are exceedingly firm, and txie diminu-

to bo

large, and

those

tion in

prices of merchandise

are

very

slight,

while

price of some of the
mod important and prominent articles, such as grain
and pork. The money market continues to be easy*
so that no difficulty is experienced in obtaining loans
at fair interest on good securities. Gold has ranged
at 112J@114—sometimes a shade above 114.. The
there has been

an

increase in the

Wednesday, 22d, were 113{@1132.
Prime apples are getting scarce and $6 50@7 CO is
obtained for choice Iruit; dried apples are in fair

rates

on

demand.

Beans

are

plenty and prices

are

hardly

as

they have been. Butter is firmer for prime
table qualities, which we quote at 35@38c for new.
and 33@35c fo; old. Common butter is plenty and
dull at 30@32c. Cheese is in good demand and prices
Coal issttadyat $8@
are steady and unchanged.
8 50 for Lehigh and White Ash. Coflee is quiet and
without change. Cooperage is dull—stocks are light
and transactions aro few. Copper is steady. Cord~

firm

as

duty

on

tea ana

oataTud

the

\n-

on whiskey and tobacco.
Toward*
the close the market *as firm on an official announcement that the President had vetoed the Senate finance bill. Panama
ose from 105 to 109 on
small dealings. Erie was the weak spot, the
price
having declined to 34 against 35$ at the opening; the
final sales were at 34$, this decline resulted from the
continued decrease in earnings and the resignation of
another official of the company. A large draft of
exchange drawn against the proceeds of the loan in

London was negotiated through a leading banking
hou^e in Wall streot yesterday. There were no new
developments in relation to the pool in Indiana Cen
tral. The total transactions or the day were
279,000
shares including 84,500 Western Union at 71$ 71, 731
72$, 73$. 72$, 73$; 31,100 Union Pacific at 33$. 33$, 31$,
Mail at 41$, 40$, 41}, 404, 42$,
33$, 34$; 21,450 Pacific
41|, 42$; 17,500 Erie at 35$, 34}, 35$. 34, 34$.
Tbe loiiowmg were tne quotations or Government

securities:
United States coupou G’s,l881,.12l|
United States 5-20’s 1862.118$
United States 5-20’s 1864.120$
United States 5-20’s 1865, old.121$

United States 5-20’s 18G5,newex-int

United States 5-20’s 1867,.
United States 5-20’s 1868,.
United States 5’s, new.
United States 10-40’s.,ex-interest......

..

119$

120$

.119$

*j|3
114}
’jjgf

The following were the closing quotations ol
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co. 731
Pacific Mail.
N. T. Centra’ and Hudson River consolidated.... 98$

stock.34$

The following were the quotations for Pacidc Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds. 94
Pacific

do.

S5*

Brighten Cattle market.

Iteriew of Portland xflarkets.

iBstea'

p,ime“fcd\?‘ir

sssfshbtb

^

changed

at 158 tor No 2 Sprit. ; I 37
1 40 for N 3
Provision*— Pork is dull and unsettled at
16 15 seller May; 16 65 seller f»r June; sales ;.t 16 50
on spot. Lard is fdr demand and lower at
9J cash;
10 seller Mav ; lo tor seller June. Bulk Meats a<o
in fair demand and lower; shoulders
'3}6c; short
3|
rib middles at 8 80 on
spot lo >se.
Whiskey
steady
J
at 94c.
Lake Freights nominal-Com to Buffalo 5; Wheat
to Kingston 10.
bbls flour, 83,000 busb wheat, 129,45,000 bush oats,; .000 busb rve, 5,000
bush barley.

Spring.

Receiptu—8,000
w^8b.corn»

Shipment* -12,noo bbU9our, 155,000 ho.b went.200.
43,000 buab naia, 2,000 busb rye. 3,000

000 0"O corn,
bush barley.

22*—Provisions—Pork is
<i.,i!!,S*l,A.Ti4Pril
™flnn nt 16 5- Lan! *1**^buyer
steam d-K'.
at lojc
until May
kettle on

light

in

lo;

s»*>t at
94c. closing with advancing tendency.
Bulk Meats
active and higher; shoulders at 6 37*
£ 6 45 on spot;
6 75 buyer May; clear rib
sides—large sales at 7 73 ;aj
7 80 @ 7 85 on si»ot; buyer Mav
9; also sale* last eveliing at 8 874 on spot; clear sides at 9 1U to 9 25.—
W* on Arm ; shoulder* a 7*
<& 7Jc; dear rlo skies at
’1 ear
at W &
Whiskey quiet at

93c^

Milwaukee. April 22.—Flour qufe and uuchang-

ed at 3 75 ti 6 73 f »r extra
Spring. W heal is steady;
No 1 Spring ai 1 34; No 2 Mixed at i
28*, sel er slay
1 2*|; seMer June i
28§. Oat* firm; No 2 Mixed at
«4c. Corn is Steady; No 2 Mixed at 634c; seller May
65c. Rye Is dull and
unchanged; No 1 a; 91c. Barley
at * 39 *or
No 3 Spring ju
Provisions quiet w>>«1 unt banetMi. Pork firm at
16 50 to 16 624. Hams in pickle strong at
104 to lie.
Dry salted meats 10; steam 9f. Lard held at »fc for
steam ;k* ttle 10c.
Receipts—3,000 bbls flour, 95,000 bash wheat. 0,0C0

Spring;

J

i 32*;

No 2 Lake Shore Red at 1 4H; do D »yton aud
Michigan 1 4 4. Corn a shade high* r; high Mixed at
;seller last half .May at 71; seller June 71*c; seller
July 714; old 73c; low Mixed 924c; no grade at 714c;
73c

damaged

71c. Oats nominal.

Receipts-1.000 bbls flour, 11,000 bush wheat. 22,000
3,000 bush oats.
Shipments—1.000 bbls flour, 11,000 busb wheat, 53,0U» busb corn. 2,000 bush oats.
Detroit. April 22.—Flour is quiet ami unchanged
at 7 50 to 7 75. Wheat Is dull ami lower ;extraat 1 6$*;
No 1 White at 1 61; Amber Michigan 1 49. Corn Is
steady at 77*c. Oats are in good demand at 56c.
Receipts—2,000 bbls flour, 1,00<> bush wheat, 0.006
bush corn, 2,0oo bush oats.
Shipments—0,000 bbls hour, 4,000 bush wheat, 1,000 busb corn, 0,000 busb oats.
busb corn,

ending Wednesday, April 22.
market for the current week: Cattle, 2834;
Sheep and Lambs. 5,149; Swine, 11,600; number of
Western Cattle, 2662; Eastern Cattle 47; Working
Oxen and Northern Cattle and Milch Cows 125. Cattle left over —.
Prices of Beef Cattle, p cwt, lire weight;—Extra
quality $7 124 @ 7 50; first quality $6 50 ® 7 00 ; second quality *5 75 ® 6 37J:third quality $5 00 ® 5 624;
poorest grades of coarse oxen, bulls, dtc., S3 75 a
4 80.
Brighton Hides 74 @8 cents ip 1b. Brighton Tallow 0 ig 64c V lb.
Country Hldea 7 @ 74c p ft. Country Tallow 0 a
For the week

Middling

scarce;

upland* 164c.
Savannah. April 22.—Cotton very firm; Middling
aplands at 16|c
Mobile, April 22.—Cotton steady; Mid Ring upland* 17.
New Orleans,
lands at 174c.

April 22.—Cotton—Middling

up-

Knrepran flarkeia.
London, April 22—12.30 P. M.—Consols at 92f $
92* for menev and account.
London. April 21—12.30 P. M.—American securities—Erie 32* eg 32*; do pref. 54*. New York Central
Liverpool,!April 22—12.30 P. M.—Cotton strong;
Mildlm* uplands at 8*&8|; do Orleans 8|@8*c:
including 3000 bales tor export and
speculation.
sales 15,000 bales,

AUCTION SALES.

by

A Cabas Battle.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

,Prn ,l *l

W«l'™

on

Union Paciflcland grants.80
Union Pacific income bonds.85$

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
The owners of the steamer F. F. Barry have
libelled the French steamer Amerique in the
sum of £25,000.
A statement from the bureau of statistics
shows that the exports for 1873 were $289,331
in excess of tbe imports.
Long Island burglars chloroformed the watch
dog and tbe whole family of Thomas Mason in
Flushing late on Monday uight, aud then robbed the house. The family are terribly sick.
Three buildings known as the Columbia
Flour Mills in Richmond, Va., were burned
last night, including an immense amount of
machinery, grain and flour. Loss, $500,000;
insured from $200,000 to $300,000.
Th Free Stone cutters of Boston continue
their strike
Stone Mountain, N. C., experienced the most
terrific shocks ever knowu]the 18th.
The first mate of the steamship Amerique
has committed suicide.
Base Ball at Baltimore—Pliiladelpeias 13,
Lord Ralti mores 0. At Boston—Bostons 24,
Harvards 10.
The body of a young man, mutilated, was
found last evening near South Boston.
The Underwriter’s Convention contiued in
session in New York Yesterday.
The Ohio State Convention of tbe Woman’s
Temperance League met at Cincinnati yesterday, five huudred delegates beiug present.

Ou»h;

hi

Western

Charleston, April22.—Cotton

I Sale* at the Broker’s Board. April 22.1
Eastern

Union

rhe Cuban General Maximo Gomez attacked
Miguel de Neuvitas on the 18th inst. and succeeded in eutering the town and sacked two
stores, but was driven out, leaving ten of his
dead iu the streets.
The Spaniards lost four
killed and niue wounded.
Auother Disturbance at Fort Garry.
Toronto, April 22.—A letter from Fort Garry says that a newspaper correspondent named
Brace was maltreated and his life threatened
because he had written about the Mauitoha rebellion. One of bis assailants has been arrested.

*“.«« bu'h Corn
fl('U
* '■00°
new

0?tt?7

I

hogs.
Shipments—2,000 bbls flour. 92.0(0 bush wheat.
101 xr*> April 22.
Flour is dull and unchanged.
Wheat is dull and declining; No 1 W hit* Mlcb gan
1 57; extra l 67: Amoei Michigan 1
484; seller June

DAILY DOJIBkTIC KEt'KIHTI.

Erie preferred...

Havana, April 22.—Official journals say that

5nVi°M “noTwIaJa

i!T7m 0^tn-S5,m ^

Union Pacific

FOKE1GN.

ee«Pt.’asSSobbiu; w“eat wl? UJ?\

ss?«“

Erie.34I

will

e«£ S!"". 52™ «« 6'»SOH® 7 30: errs
00; closing
tifmr ?i
Wb’eat-re?

tj^*1

42j

War Dep’t, Office Chief Sional )
Officer, Washington, O. O.,
>
April 22, (3.00 P. y.n
For New England

Ohio 6 30
7 45
■tulet; Southern'

£lifflfai*o
7it
%
Nav?l StorliTSpirit.Tur„en,fr‘Tfi”‘m
aTn
iU
J,!n*,

Currency 6*s.

nETBOKOLOUICAIi.

aiim'i52?r

with

*nd Oome trad. Wluiry- sales OW, ,“il'e<L*,"or'
#0: Whit* wi^it vvJ Western and State at S 89 r»

6

;

Is heavv and m
Western
«,
® SJcjnew and old YeUow
***• Oata-recel.da24,875 busb; 0?t,
rather mm *?
Ir™ : **,e" SO 000 buah | Mind
Wester?;, JKIT* a”'1
White Western 63 <g C7e; Ml,*!
"l"1'
Western In store 641c.
Coffee
?• ni^';
! and In tair demsmi’ V'9 S --'l« UoM. Sugar flru)
40 *°ed
713-ia
:
reffnlng at 7| a
the best pressed. Iron is uuchauged. witb a fair deRio- unchanged
•*•*7-Hul*'t flrmei;
mand for ail kinds.
Lard has advanced and we
Retro"um
at 7|c
cru 'e
bid; heliI at
*ic‘ at ><* on
.pot; aelter
May dalivarv H.M
r*S.Ded
quote tierce at l-@llie, and kegs llFgjtljc. Leather
T»lln» <* fl™ “7 13-W M
7let
is steady with a lair demand for sole. L lme is steady
,lrm “< 2 « for atratned;
43 « «%.
at *1 20. Lumber Is very firm with a goo-1 demand.
Pork quiet |
new mcM
15
V
»4 17 “I
Beef 1. quiet
Ju'y
Molasses is very firm and prices are stea.y; the
“<* 9 » « 11 00;
extra mU at 12 OG a
market is well supplied with grocer's grades. Nails
are st ady at *4 25. Naval stores are withoat
change.
Oils are firm at last week’s prices. Paints are steady.
Plaster is quiet. Produce is a tittle more active; we
Freight* fn Liv*ri.o..i heavv and lnw»rquote eggs In lots at 17®19e; potatoes a-e firm at
a earn 9-32 ® 5-10,1; do
steam at lljd; do sail t>jd; Wheat
75c by the
and
95c
for
for
per steam at llq *
lots
Jackson
carload,
job
do sa.l 9d.
Whites. Provisions are firm: beef is nneb
tnged but
< nicAGO, April 22. —Floor is
quiet and unchanged;
pork has advanced full *1
bbl during the week
extra Soring at 5 75 @ « 00.
Wheat is steady N<» {
and is (Irmly held; hams are
12iS13Jc Salt ism Spring 1 30; No 2 do 1 25 on spot; 1 254 seder Mav;
good supply with a large demand for
1 26§ for do June; No 3 do 1 2o; rejected at I 10 to
fishing purposes.
1 12.
Corn steady; No 2 Mixed af 63}c or Fpot; W^c
Seeds are
beginning to he active and herdsgrass is a seller
for May; 65| @ 654c for seller June; rejected
shads lower. In spices we note a
slight reduction on at 62(&62|c. Oats dull and lower; No 2 at 43| for
cloves. Sugars are firm and
46cc for sel er May; rejected 46$c. Rve quiet
steady. Forest city spot;
and unchanged; No 2 at 92c. Barley quiet an I ungranulated Is selling at lOfSlojc, and coffee

uglier.

The Situation.
Memphis, April 22.—Lieutenant Cushman of
the 16lh Infantry stationed at Little Rock, arrived here this afternoon to communicate with
the President concerning the tiring on Colouel
Rose last night, which he says he could not do
in consequence of the violent partizan feeling
in the telegraph office.
According to his statement, Col. Rose had
secured an armistice between the rival factions
which was to continue till uine o'clock this
morning, but that last night Col. King White
with a regimeut of armed negroes marched
down t > the Anthony House where he made a
v.olent and inflammatory speech, calling on
Baxter to allow him to go ahead and clean out
Brooks, the usurper or auy other camned
troops. Col. Rose, bearing the disturbauce,
mounted a spirited horse and rode dowu to inform White that he was not complying with
the terms of the truce in marching his men to
that point. Col. Rose was unarmed, except
with a sword, and was accompanied by an
orderly armed with two Holster pistols. On
reaching White, Col. Rose asked what he
meant by breaking the truce aud ordered him
to disperse his men.
White made some reply
which was not heard and tired his pistol at Col.
Rose and shouted to his men to fire which they
did generally iuto the air, hut several persons
were wounded as already reported
C 1. Rose’s
orderly attempted to draw his pistol but his
horse became unmanageable and run away with
him before he could draw it from the holster.

ll'llverl«* advanced Jc. Floor—
"“IpuVM
l,,!nl1 and heavy and 5 icy
10c lower

are

Auction oi'lhc balance oi thc Bank,
rupt Stock of Spring and Summer

Clothing.

have

the whole lot at once.
FRIDAY and SAT-

orders to

close
WEWe will sell THURSDAY

EVENINGS. April 23d, 24tb and 25th, a
splendid assortment of Spring and Summer Clothing
made for first class trade, embracing fine Scotch
Suits, fine Diagonal, Tricot and other Coats. Deu’t
URDAY

fail to attend for bargains.
AKIiWIH 4k KRO.. Auctioneers,
115 Federal St., under CJ. 8. Ils*el,

ddt

ap23

aTco7,

F. O. UAILEl

AUCTIONEERS
—AJfI>—

Commission

Merchants l

Salesroom 176 Fore Street,
(Ollktc ta t£xchnn«r SirrcL)
BAILEY.

F. O.

ALLKi.

C. W.

Regular sale

of Furniture and General
every Saturdav at salesroom, 176 Fore
M.
mencing at 9 o'clock

Merchandise
street, com-

...

Consignments solicited.

oc3dti

Next Saturday*
Painted Chamber Sets, Carpets, a

NEWassoitraentof
Fuvnltuie.
small

genera

Crockery and Glass
invoice of Room Papers and Curtains;
also ut same time, for the benefit of whom it may
concern, one case Knives, Forks ami S|>oons, and oue
second hand sMe spring open Wagon at 12 M.
F. O. BAILEY 4k CO.. Aaclisnssn.
ap23
3t
Ware,

a

Administrator's Sale.
to
license from the Hon. J. A.
PURSUANT
Waterman, Judge of Probate within and for
the
of
a

Co .nty
Cumberland, I sball sell on the premise# hereinafter described, on SATURDAY, the ldh
day of May, A. D. 1874, at 2 o'clock P. M the following described real estate, vlz:-Tho Homestead
Farm of the late Henry S. Jacsson, situated in
Cape
Elizabeth, consisting of about 43 acres of land, all lu
tillage, and in good condttio.i, with tbe buildings
thereon, consisting of a large one story house, outbuildings und barn. Also about 47 acres on Paine
road, all in tillage excellent grass land, with a substantia! barn thereon; also one wood lot
containing
371 acres, more nr less, iu sain Capo Elizabeth, near
Long Creek, the timber being removed. A11 of the
above eold subject to the widow’s dower. Terms at
sale.
J. W.
Administrator de bonis
At same time will be sold
&c.
P. O. BAILBY

JOHNSON,

non with will
a lot of tools,

annexed.

furniture

4k CO., Auctioneers.
eodtd

apl4

Investment Securities

At

4Jc V tb.

Calf Skins'00 @ 15c V tb. Sheep Skins 1 50 ffl:2 75
sacb. Lamb Skins SI 50 a 2 75 eacn.
The trads for Beef Cattle has not been much different this week from what it was last. There was
not so large a supply in market, and prices remain
unchanged from our last quotatisns. Most of the
Cattle in were of an ordinary grade. The trade was

as active as it was last week.
not
There were
but few lots of extra Owttls among those from the
West that were sold at our higbestquotations. From
Maine there was a light supply of Working Oxen, tor
which the trade has been dull.
Working (Inn— Not so good a demand for Working
Oxen as there has been for a few weeks past.
We
quote sales of 1 pair, lire weight, 35*0 lbs, girth 7 feet
6 Incites, Tor $230; 1 pair, girth 7 feet, lire weight 3100
lbs, for $215:1 pair, girth 7 feet, coarse ones, live
weight 3100 lbs, tor $185; 1 pair,girth 6 feet lo inchee.
live weight 2900, for $190 ;1 pair, girth 6 feet 6 Inches,
live weight 2650 lbs. for $165: 1 pak, girth 7 feet 2
inchee, Uv« weight 2500 lha. for $152j I
pair, girth 6
feet 8 inshes, live weight 2850 lbs. for $140; 2 pair,
girth 7 feet 2 inches, live weight 3250 lbs, .for $175 per

quite

pair.

Cattle—None In market with the cxceplton of
Working Oxen and Milch Cows. Gearly all the small
Cattle that are in a fair condition are sold for Beef.
Milch Cows—We auote extra at $55 (<S $90: ordinary $25@ $ 50; Store Cows $— a, $— per head.—
Most of the Cows offered for sale are or a common
Store

grade.
Sheep and Lambs—There was a good supply from
the West, all owned by butchers, costing, landed at
Brighter, from 74 @ 9c 4? tb. From the North the

was light.
Prices obtained not much different from thoBe oflast week.
Swine—Store Pigs, wholesale, 7 ® 74c: retail 7 @
9e 4> lb. Fat Hogs, 9700 at market; prices at 61 ,f(,

snpply

64c

lb.

The Weal Market
Boston. April 22 —{Reported ’or th* Prtis.]—The
iollowb.-g it a lint of prices quoted this afternoon:

Domestic—Ohio ami Pennsylvania pick-lock 58®
60c; do choice XX 55 ® 57c; do tine X 54 ® 55c; medium 54 ® 65c: coarse 50 ® 52c; Michigan extra and
XX 51® 53c; fine 50® 51c; medium 50 ® 51c; common 45 ® 47c; other Western fine and X 50
® 52c
medium 48 ® 50c, common 44® 47c; pulled extra
40 @ 55c; suite rtine 40® 55; Nol,25®35c; combing fleece 60 ®64c, California 17 ® 36c; Texas 20
® 37c; Canada 35 ® 60c; do combing 63 ® 65, Sroyrra washed 22 @ 35c; do
unwashed, 18 ® 22e; Buenos
Ayres 18 ® 35c; Cape Good Hops 36 ® 40c; Australian 40® 50c; Donskoi 23® 37c; Mestizo pulled 50
@ 70c.
The market has been rather dull since our last notice, the inquiry both from local and Eastern manufacturers being light. Prices in most cases are hardly maintainad.buL the receipts and offerings continue
light. The manufacturers are only purchasing for
immediate necessities, the general complaint beiug
that the season thus far has been an
unremunerative
one.
Supplies of new crop California it i9 antieinat,
pat
ed will be here about the first of May.
In New York the market remains
in about tho
same condition as
previously noted. There km hZ
a few manufacturers in
town, but In
an assortment of choice
lots, bnt few sales bate
ImvauJn
been
etteeted. Prices continue firm
in Phiiadeiphia there continues
to be a firir demand for Wool to meet ihe
present wants of manufacturers, but there is no dijqiogilinn lo make contracts ahead or
their wants. Some coosidanticipate
erable supplies of fine
foreign Wool are now due. »n,‘
with instalments from California near at hand, manufacturers will be able to find all th Wool tlwywai*
for the next two months, when the first Instalments
of the now Western t. lip are expected.

tl" ab"’,cT„f

ls«nsesCic
Anril

Ifiarlisw*

22-Evening.—Cotton steady
and talta demand«Ues 2062 bafes; Middling upvrtBg

State ol Tinint- 6’s.
State ot Mew Hampshire 6’s.
Portland 6's.
Lewiston 6’s.
Bath 6's.
Cleveland Ts.
Dayton S’s.
Toledo S's.
FOR

HALE

BY

H. M. PATSON & CO.,
32

Exchange Street,

PORTLAND,

apl

ME.

eodtt

BONDS
Portland
Hath
Belfast

Bangor

•

■

....

...

Lewiston
Cleveland 0.,
“
Toledo
Cincinnati

•
•

;?8

•
■

$ j,
7 g.jg
7>s

Chicago
Cook County
Louisville Ky.,
Marion County, Ind.,
Maine Central R. R.
■

»

7>«

•

7’s
as,

7.!

E. & 5. Ameri. au R. R. Gold
—

g.”
g.^
g>s
g s

...

6’s

FOR SALE RVw

SWAK &

BARRETT,

too miDDLC STREET.
eod leblCT

_*-*>2*

Turner’s Eclipse,
HARNESS SOAP.
The Terj best Soap f«r cleaning and oiling Harnesses, at Wholesale and Retail.

Henry Bunn & Son,
273 .Middle St.
fllw

aprlf

Yacht “Esperance” for Sale.
The fast-sailing, keel
A
sloop yacht "Esperance,” 43 f et long, over all, 12-6 beam,
yK

/AX

handsome cabin finished In hard wood, sll-

Ter and China ware
_4^mRr
*^^nai«e, sails

in every
she Won

rna

krd with vacnt’a

nearly new, and Is wolf tuond
re*|>ect. At the last city of B.iston regatta
the Brit prize, heating both keel and centre-

board yachts. Apply to
JAR. R. MCRRAY,
apiOcodtf No. 81 Washington St., Room l, Boston.

THE PRESS.
Portland Wholesale Price t orrent.
l*»74Corrected for the Fbkss to April 22,

Apple*.
•cem,.6 00 @7 00

Dried,weateru lu* 12 r
10
do eastern.

New Yorfc,

Aibca.
H
ft..■

Pearl,p

28 @ 30
29 @ 31
29 @ 31
Heavy
Slaughtei... 38 @ 43
Am. Call.1 00 @110

Light.
Weight

_

} 1
»811

■

<8

Pea

Mid.

....

jjJ

Mediums.* *j>

Lime.
Rockland o’sk.
@1 20
Lumber.
Clear Pine,
Nos. 1 & 2.50 00 @60 00
No. 3.40 00 @50 00
No. 4.30 00 @40 0C
Shipping.. 20 00 @30 00

™s3r«£U?*
75@80
Pine.

..

Bread.

Pilot Sup_10 00 @12 00
Pilot ex.lOUtb 7 50 @ 9 00
Ship. 5 50 @ 6 00
Crackfrsj*100 40 @ 50

Spruce.15 00 @17 00
Hemlock ^,13 00 @15 00

Butter.
33
Store. 20

@
@

Mould, i> lb....
Sperm.

@ 13
@ 37$

Family,

C'audles.

35

38
25

Clapboards,
Spruce

do No. 1.20 00 @27 00
Pine.45 00 @65 00

Cement.
#bbl.2 25 @
Cheese.

Cedar

Y.

ex...

Laths,

Dairy..
Coal—(Retail.)
Cumberland .8 5U@ 9 00
Piclou .7 50 @8 00
Chestnut.7 50 @8 00
Franklin.0 00 @9 50
L’gb& W.Asli. .8 00@ 8 50

Pine. 3 00 @ 3 50
Matches.
1 95
Star, |> gros.
Molasses.
72
new
73
Rico
@
Porto
iCienfuegos now 43 @ 45
Cotiee.
38
40
39
Muscovado
@
Java,IP lb. 38 @ k9 New Orleans..
70 @85
Rio. -8 @
M us tart.
Cooperate.
Hhd. Sh‘*oK» and Heads, Sagua new....... 40 @ 42

Nails.
Mol. City..-|
Cask.4 25 @
2 30 @
Sug. City
1
03
1
Naval
o0
Mloi-es.
@
Sug. C’lry...
5 50 @5 75
Tar,*> bbl
amti untry Ri Mol.
1
Pitch
75@
(C.Tar)..4 50 @4 75
HUM SlTks
Wil Pitch.... 5 50 @5 75
Hh’d Headings,
Rosin,.5 25 @ 8 uO
Spuce 3 » in. 28 @
28 @
54 @ 58
Soil 1'iue,..
Turpentine,gl
•
Har I Pine, 30 @
Oil.
00
33
00
).28
@
Kerosene,....
Hoops,(Hit
@21
Port.Ref.Petr
K.oakStaves 50 00 @
@ 16
Devoe brdliant
Copper
@ 3U
35 @
Sperm,.1 90 @ 1 95
Cop. Roils
\ >1. Sheathing
85
@24
Whale,.
@ 90
...

@ 24
32 @

Bank,.
V. \1. Holts,..
Shore,.
lor.iage.
Porgie,
American,*!* lb 12$ @ 13 Linseed,.
do.

Bronze

58 @
68
60
50 @
50 @
55
98 @
13$ @14 Boiled uo.,.. 103 @
Russia,.
17$ @18$ Lard,. 90 @
Manila,.
Manila R'ltr’p
19$ @
Olive,.1 25 @ 1 75
Castor,. 2 00 ® 2 12
l>nu« ua«i Ifyen.
Neatsfoot,.... 1 25 @ 1 50
Alcohol, *>gal.2 90 @
55 Elaine,. 55 @ 58
25 @
Arrow Root,
7 @ 8$
Paiufs.
Ri Caro Soda.
20 @ 22 Port. Lead,.. 11 25 @
13. .rax,.
37
35
Pure
Gr’d
do 11 50 @11 75
@
Ca.uphoi.
46 Pure Dry do 11 50 @
44 @
(Jreaui Tartar
125
Am.
10 @
Zinc12
@15J
Indigo,..
3@
3J
Logwood ex., 11$@ 12 Rochelle Yell
18
17
4
@
Kng.Ven.Red
2£@
Madder,—
11 @
12
Naptha F>gal 25 @ 30 Re«i Lead,.
9
50
11
9
12
25@
Litharge.
@
Up.um.
75 @ l 00
Plaster.
Rhubarb,....
Sat Soda
3$ White. & ton,.
3$ @
@ 3 50
10 @
18 Blue.
@ 3 25
S-dtpeire....
00
5$ Ground,inbls8
4$@
@900
Sulphur...
12 @ 13 Calcined, brls 2 75 @ 3 00
Vitrol,..
Doek.
Produce.
44 Beef Side,lb
9 @ 13
No. 1,.
No. 3,. ..
@ 40 Veal,. 10 @ 12
No. 10,.
@ 26 Mutton,. 12 @ 15
Chickens,.... 18 @ 22
Ravens,
22
8 02*.,.......
Turkeys,. 20 @ 22
28
10 oz.,.
Eggs, & doz., 17 @ 19
Potatoes,bu 75 @ 85
Dyevroods.
3 @
5 50 @6 00
Bar wood.
Onions,..
7 Cranb’hjpbbl.15 00@16 50
5 @
Brazil Wood,
7 Round hogs_8 @
9
6@
Camwood,..
Provisions.
2$@ 3
Fustic,.
Mess
10
00
00
Beef,..
Logwood,
@11
Cam peachy,
1$@ 2$ Ex Mess, 13 00 @ 14 00
St. Domingo,
1$@ 2$ Plate,.... 14 00 @15 00
Ex Plate,.. 17 00 @18 00
Peach Wood,
6$@

Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Machias, Mount Desert Vinal Haven,
F. M.

Park Row, New

Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincoln
ville, Northport, South Thomaston aud Si. George,
dailv. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Washington. Tuesdays, Thursdays aud Saturdays.
At Tiioniaslon tor St. George daily.
At Warren tor Union, daily.

York,

Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in all
Newspapers in the Uniied States end British Provinces. Messrs. Pettengill & Co. are authorized to

advertising

contract lor

in the Press.

At Warren for Jetterson aud

GEORGE P. ROWELL & CO

At Waidoboro’ for

«nd Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and Pemaquid, daily.
Freight Trains daily and freight taken at .ow rates^
C. A. COOMBS. Sun’t.
jv29dtt

FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.

ALTERATION

&

LOCKE,

34 PARK

t1'!"

Locke, o Locke &
Jones, Toledo made.

D. R.

.1. ti. bates, late ot
S. M. Pettengill & Oo.

Messrs
Send tor list of IOC choice newspapers.
Rates at Locke are authorized to contract ior silver
tisiug in the Press.

DODD’S
ADVERTISING AGENCY,

Advertisements reeeiued for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly fuurnished.
HORACE DODD.

—

Tickets sold at Reduced

14 OldT &

CO.,

Fish.

Pork,
Backs,....

Cod, per qtl.,

29,

31 & 33 Haverill

Mass.

and all

Pollock,. 2 75

a,

3 50

I

Rice, 4? lb...

84@

Mnlera

10

@

7

Malt.

94

Turk’s Is. 4?

hhd.(8bus),. 2 374@ 2 874
St. Martin,..
none
2 50 @ 3 00
Bonaire,
Cadiz,duty pd 2 75 @ 3 25
Cadiz,iu bond 2 25 @ 2 75

Liverpool,duty
paid,.3
Liv. iu boud,. 2

@3

00
50
25
Meeds.

Clever lb.,_lu4 @ 11
Red Top bag. 4 75@
H.Grass, bush.3 12*@ 3 25
do Canada,
none
Ex St’m

Moap.

Ref’d

@

Family,.

9
8
7

@
@

No. 1,.

Mpices.

Cassia, pure,.
@ 45
Cloves,. 55 @ 60
Ginger,. 20 @
Mace,.1 65 @
Nutmegs,....
@140
Pepper,. 25 @ 23

Fruit.

22
40
2 50
33

1

50

@ 3 00
@

Gr’nd butter,

@ 25
@ 55
Pea Nuts,....
@ 3 00
Citron,.
@ 35
Mtarcb.
Currants,
8$@ 9
Pearl,. 9 @ 10*
9 @ 10
Dates,
Magnr.
Figs,. 14 @ 18 Granulated,.
log® 10*
14 @ 17 Coffee A,
Prunes,
9g @ 10
Extra C,.
Raisins,
9*
@ 9g
3 00@
C.
Layer,
®
L. M. new 3 60 @
I Syrups,. 60 @ 809J
New Val.lP’lb
12 @12$ Eagle Sugar
Refinery:
Lemons,box 6 00@6 50 i
CC....
8f@84
O anges p|casel2 00@13 00
C....
84 «js'l
& boxes,- 6 0U@6 50
8 @84
(C)....
11 av. Brown
Nos. 12 & 16 10 @
73 @
Refining,

93 @
Corn, Mixed,i
J0|
94 @ 95
Fellow,.
81
Meal. 90 @ 92
Teas.
1
30
Rye,.
25 @ 45
@
Souchong,
Bailey,. 75 @ 85 Oolong,.
35 @ 50
Oats,. 65 @ 68 Oolong, (Jioice 55 @ 80
Fine Feed,
@ 35 00
Japan,-45 @ 7u
Shorts,-@32 09 Do. choice... 70 @ 100
4»n ii powder.
Tin.
4
50
Blasting,.
@5 00 Straits,29 @ 31 I
I
‘28 <® SO
Shipping,- 4 50 @5 00 1English,.
..

Hay.

60® 13 oo
,.. 15 00 @15 50
Pressed,^tonlO
Loooe,.14 00 @ 20 00 Teine-... 12 00 @13 50
Straw,.11 00 @ 14 00 Coke. 10 75@11 25
Iron.
Antimony,.... 18 @
31 Zinc.
10 @ Id*
3$@
Common,
4 @
Tobacco.
Refined,
4$
Swedish.
8 Fives and Tens,
@
8 @
Norway,.
8$ Best Brands, 65 @ 75
Cas„ Steel,
20 @ 23
55 @
Medium,..
German Steel 14 @ 15
Common,.... 50 @
Shoe Steel
7 Half lbs.,.50 @
6$ @
9 @ 12 Nat’l Leaf,.80 @
Spring Steel
Cbar.I.C.,..

00

12

@17 00 Char. I.X.

jJ'j

..

..

Sheet Iron,
Common,

K. G.

Russia.
Galv,.

Yaruibh.
8$ Damar,.1 50
22 Coach,. 2 25
15 Furniture,
1 50

10$@

We also have for sale, one 2nd hand “Chase” Lever
Set Circular Saw Mill, with 30 horse power Portable
Engine,Shafting, Belting, Saw and fixtures complete
and in perfect order.
One surface Planer with

Matcher, one excelsior Planer, ond Rollstone Planer,
and a large stock of second-hand Shafting, Hangers,
mc25d3m
Pulleys, Belting, &c., &c.

NEW BRITAIN

Tierces, 4* lb
Pail.
Caddie*.

11$ Fleece washed
11$ do. unw ashd
12} Pulled,Super
12} Pelts, large

11$@

11

@

22$ @

12$@

PURE WHITE LEAD
ample experience in practical use, this
lead is now conceded to be all that is claimed
for it, and is guaranteed fully equal to any in the
market.
It is strictlv peek, containing nothing but fine
white lead and the best refined linseed oil.
It is unexcelled in body.
It is unsurpassed in purity of color.
It is of extraordinary fineness.

AFTER

State assayer's Office, 1
20 State St., Boston.
J
Gentlemen:—I have ana.ysed and examined the
White Lead manufactured by The New Britain White
Lead Company, with resuL r.s followsThis white
lead

ip

40 @
30 @
50 @
1 25@1

42
33
55
50

B-ortlutitl

Daily Press ilMockLiat
ending April 22, 1874
Corrected by W. E. Wood, Broker, 67 Exchange.
Par Value. Offered Asked
Descriptions
Government 6 s. 1181,. 121 ....l£i$
Government 5-20’s, 1862,.118$.., .118$
Governmeui 5-20’s, 1864,. 119f.,..120
Government 5-20'a, 1865,.121$... 121§
Government 5-20’s, July, 1865,. 11 \_119$
Government 5-20’s, July, 1867,.120
.12U$
Government 5-20’s, July, 1668,.I19f
119$
Go vernmentlO 40’g.
...114$
114$.
State of Maine Bonds,... .101 ....101$
Portland City Bonds, Municipal,. 96
£6
Bath City Bonds,.. j«l$.,, 92
...
..

front

«\«

ulterntlonti

or

tnuko-

■

Fishkill R. R. Re-

Trustees Hartford, Providence

pair Shops.

Hartford, Conn- Feb. 18,1873.
White Lead Co.:
Gentlemen—We have given your white lead a very
thorough trial, and are satisfied t jat it is equal to
Your 1 uly,
any now manufactured.
V.
PERRY,
Master Car Builder, H.
& F. R. R.

New Britain

WHIPPLE & I O.,

W. W.
Sale
1e23

Ageata, 31 market Square,
eodly
PORTLAND, ME.

Sabbath School Song Book!
Triumphant

For the week

Sold,. .113|... 114|

true

entiruly

Wttiglii* ul juj> kino, uid io ivuud iu pure lmacek
oil. It is fine, very dense, ha« p ood covering power,
and is in every respect of stall ard quality.
fe. DANA HAYES,
Respectfully,
State Assayer and Chemist, Mass.

@ 2 00
@ 5 50
@25

Wool.

Lnnl.

Regs, *»lb,.

Navy lbs.,.50 @

6

5$@
7}^
21 @

of the New and Beautiful Sabbath School Song Book, the
Success

RIVER
By

0.

OF LIFE!!

9. Perkins and W. W. Bentley.

This undoubtedly fine book ha* been but a short
time before the
and the public is already convinced of its surpassing merit. Witness the great
sales;—many thousands. Witness the decided words
of praise from hundreds of Sabbath School workers
in all directions.

public,

RIVER OF LIFE !

....

Bangor City Bonds, 20 years,. 92
93
Calais City Bonds,. 95
96
Cumberland National Bank,... 40.5o... G<>$
....

A Superintendent in Charleston, S C., says:
pronounce it tne best book we have ever used.’*

“We

....

Caual National Bank,. 100.134
135
First National Bank,. 100. 134 _135
Casco Nat.oual Bauk,.100.134 ....135
Meicb anis’ National Bank,..
75.97
98
National Traders' Bank,. 100.134
135
Portland Company,..
gy
£5
Portland i-asCompany,. 50. 68
70
Ocean 1 asr.ranee Company,... 100. 95
96
ttlantic & St. Lawrence K. R.,.90
95
A. A K. R. R. Bouds,. 85
87
Maine Central R. R. Stock.100. 50
55
Maine Central R. li. Bonds. 7’s.95
96
European A North .American R.R bonds. .70
75
Leeds A h rw’gton R. R.
Bonds,100.86
67
Portland & Ken. K. R. Bonds.. 100.60
67
Portland & Ogdensburg R.R. Bonds,
82
00
Portland A Rochester R.R. Bondses,.
80_85

RIVER OF LIFE !

...

A Clergyman in
with it.”

Philadelphia

“Greatly pleased

is

RIVER OF LIFE !

...

...

...

..

..

...”

...

....

....

coin,

A Secretary of a S. S. Union, in Illinois, believes
it “Surpasses any other I have examined.”
These are but a few out of a multitude of commendations.
No book of the kind issued for many years has given greater or more universal satisfaction.
Specimen copies mailed, post-paid, for 30 cents.
Price by the Hundred Copies, $30. Sold by all
dealers.
OLIVER D1TSON &
Boston.

May 1, 1874,

TAXES,

to April SO, 1875.

The LAW of December 24. lf72,
requires every
engaged in any business, avocation or employment which renders him liable to a SPECIAL
TAX, TO PROCIHEASD PLACK (tONaPIClOlNi.Y IN HIM EMTABMMH.
MENT OR PLACE OF BL'MINEMM
a
STAMP denoting the payment of said SPECIAL
TAX for the Spe ial Tax year
beginning May 1, 1874,
before commencing or continuing buuiucue after Ayiil
30, 1874.
The Taxes embraced within the provixi»nx of Ibe Law above quoted are fhe
following, via,
Rectifiers...
.$200.00
Dealers, retail liquor.
25.00
Dealer*, wholes a le liquor..
100.00
Dealers in malt
liquors, wholesale.. 50.00
person

Dealers

in
in

malt

liquors, retail,..

20.00

..

Dealers
leaf tobacco......
25.00
Ketail uealers in leaf
tobacco.. 500.00
And on sales of over
$1000, fifty cents for
t
*verr ,lnllar in excess oi $1000.
5.00
manuIacI ured tobacco

fffturer8
And

of

sti,ls.
m ‘nufactured..
tor 3h HiU1
”

50 00
20.00

.*

Manufacture
Manufacture" of M„‘Tu®ture,J.
c&°.

Pedqler* of

10.00

Peddlers of tobacco w*»nY.,Y
Peddlers of tobacco’
horses).
Peddlers of to am fn
horse)..
U .T(0"o
afB <°» foot
or
public
Brewers of lels lhau
500 barrels.
Brewers of

50.00
25.00
15.00

lirst
st

piano

thirdllJ88)(two
rtV

couvScS
ho
barrebVmore
.i.’.’;:.
Any person,
liahlp
go

foregoing
penalties.
be

l®-00
"•»

requirement “m If"
wi

Persons or firms liable
Taxes named above must

to

.....

apply

FRANKLIN J.

‘OCOmp,y with
1 ** subject to
severe

^*“y

°f

the Special

ROLLINS,

(Collector of Internal Revenue
at)
*»

EXCHANGE

and pay

MT„

Stam,.s they need, prior

to

OUT FURTHER NOTICE.

May 1, 1874,
J. W.

Office

PORTLAND.

for and procure the Special Tax
Stamp
ana

0j I

WITrr'

DOUGLASS,

Commissioner of Internal Revenue.
of

Internal Revenue. I
1874. /

Washington, D. C., Feb. 1C,

1_

TThS2w

BLACK
rVJTfs^'('<riber’K

^iamomj^\bJehiirn.^?rni8h

Village, Clack
by Old Drew from aMc».,®n—y 1 enob8ll>' Boy; he
“on : hue rohed
Black IIiaa,hrce1n «,Fer
year. winning wit h rare M.l.m?"® <J"r'n8 :h<-‘ last

2.51 wilbout

lining.

hi“

?
bV"t
hantla high, weighs eleven humin...lvearB
brown color and has line natural i? K'.“n<l8'
Terras—To warrant $25.
VVM 11'
ir rF,1'"'lie

Cornish, April 18,1874.

is main

“lie “
fixtr cn
nf hl: ick

*A,^N-

the most severe recent or the worst lingering
Cough in half the time required by any other
medicine and is perfectly safe, loosening cough,
soothing irritation, and relieving soreness. Sola
Dm
by all Druggists. R. V. PIERCE, ML~—
world’s Dispensary, Buffalo, N. Y.

Tlie t.30 train from Portland and 8.15 from North
will have the lollowing Stage connections:—
At Baldwin for Cornish, Porter, Kezar Falls and
Freedom.
At Brownfield for Denmark and Brid ton.
At Fryeourg for Lovell and North Lovell.
Ticket office in Portland at Boston & Maine R. R.
Station, where all trains of P. & O. R. B. arrive and

For

PRESCOTT,

J.

Supt.
Railroad,
L. LINCOLN,
Supt. First l)iv. M. C, R. R.
GEO. BACHELDER,
General Agent Eastern & M. C. R. R., Portland, Me.
Eastern

l

de8

t

MAINE

&

Largest and Best Cabbages in the World

43 eenta each, or live packages for One Dollar. Full
directions how and when to plant accompany each
package. Address

in. JM. REVIVAL & CO.,
N6 Amity

TVew

York

City.
dlw&w3w

W ood W or king Mach’y
Mill

Engines, Etc.,
HILL, CLARKE & C0,<
Iflilk St* (Corner of Oliver), Boston,
Special Agents of

B. Ball & Co., Richards, London
&.

Kelley,

Returning,

Riddeford at tll.20 A. M.
Foi Ncurboro, Old Orchard,
Waco, Riddeford ami Kcniirbiiult 12.30 P. M.
Returning, leave Kenncbunk t7.30 A. M.

and other leading makers.
ALSO DEALERS IN

BODMERS, PIMP*, IRON WORKING
TOOLS, RLLTUIG Sk HI1PPL1EM.
dSw

wc9

AND ALL POINTS

SALEM LEAD COMPANY.
Warranted PURE WHITK LEAD.-Well-

known throughout New England as the WHITEST.
FINEST. a.nd BEST.
!,!£.%» TAPE,5-8in. wide,on rcelBfor Curtain
Sticks.
LEAD HIII BON, from 2J to 8 inches wide
on reels tor Builders.
LEAD PIPE, of any size or thickness.
At lowest market prices for gooils of exual quality.
Address SALEM LEAD CO.,Salem, Mass/
mcl9
S&W&w3ml2

MnTIJ
XyJL
I!
X

250 Fore

CO..
Street, Portland.

hereby given, that

been duly appointed
NOTICE

the subscriber has
Executor ot the Will of

MARTHA M. FREEMAN, late ot Portland,
in tTie County of Cumberland, deceased, and has taken
upon himsell that trust as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same, and all persons
indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment

to

Portland,

The f6.15 A. M. tram arrives in Boston at 10.45 A.
M., connecting with train tor New York via Shore
Line at 11.10 A. M.
The t9.10 A. M. train arrives in Poston in s ason
to connect with the 3.00 P. M.train for New York via
Springfield; also with 5.3J P. j*. (steamboat) trains
tor New York via

Fall

River,
Stouington and Norwich Lines

By

ofccarpets.

is

SOUTH AND WEST.

extebwinatok"

the use of this valuable preparation, every household in tested with Moth, Roaches.
Spiders, Crickets and other destructive insects, will
save many tim< s it» cost, and in some cases perhaps
many hundreds of dollars. It will not only repel
these
insects, but will absolutely destroy* them
and their eggs.
Esiwcially adapted to the protection
PRICE 25 CENTS,
bold by all
Druggists and Grocers.

«

ALBERT E.
April 7, 1874.

FREEMAN, Executor.

ap9dlaw3wTh*

Choice

The *3.10 p. M. tram arrives in Boston at 7.10 P.
lor New Fork via Spring-

<ruins
fUM<;,0.nnn^c,1,tlwith
fleld at 0ooP.
and

M.,

l>y

eitiie'rKroruteCkete<1

Shore Line at 9.30 P. id.
aud |lafpi;' checked through

All 1 rains stop lo
minutes at Exeter lor refreshments at First Class
Din'ug Rooms.
Passenger Station in Boston, Havnrirket Smnrp

P^lfn^r&Omlm:r0^“id-^crcill'str«t.
t!,is

Portland & Ogdsnwburg R. r. nassenwpr friinn
r
8
rive at and depart from
Freight received at Portland <Sr Ogdcnsbnre R

staff.

|

wanted.
7th St.,

Boston for sale at 2:> per cent, discount.
Freight station in Boston, Causeway

'Accommodation.

♦Fast Express.
.IAS. T. FURBER,
PAYSON TUCKER,
Boston, Dec. 6,1873.

aplf4w

Address T. W.
Pa.

Phila.,

EVANS & CO., 139 S.
aplt4w

AC.ENTR to sell the Life of
SUMNER, by Rev. Elias

complete and authentic,—a fine
Nason,—full}
for wide
a-wake canvassers.
tunity
SEL, Publisher, Boston.

Gen. Snpt., Boston,
General Agent, Portland
tt

a^/clock
I

Agents

!

Portland,

graphic

posed of choice Boots, Herbs, and
Barks, among which are Gentian, Sarsaparilla, Wild Cherry,
Dandelion, Juniper, and other
berries, and are so prepared as to
retain all their medicinal qualities.
They invariably cure or
greatly relieve the following comtaints: Dyspepsia, Jaundice,
iver Complaint, Loss of Appetite, Headache, Bilious Attacks,

Sagadahoc House, John ». Nlillikea, Pro

STURDIVANT,

General Agent,
Railroad Wharf, foot of State St.
March 27, 1874.

™kTHB
JTsKSiBsa:

Humor,

apr6t4w

Chicago.

or

The Highest Medical Authorities of
Europe say the strongest Tonic, Purifier and
Deobstruent known to the medical world is

JURUBEBA.
forces, exhaustion of the
nervous system,
vigor to the debilitated,
cleanses vitiated blood, removes vesicle obstructions
and acts directly on the Liver and Spleen.
Price $1
a bottle.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt St., New
York.
ap8f4w

decay

It arrests

of vital
restores

CAMPHORINE
The UNIVERSAL MEDICINE
For the Household.
TRY IT.

PRICE PER

BOTTLE, *5 CENTS.

IIOYT, Proprietor,
203 Greenwich St., N. Y.
For sale by all Druggists.
aa8t4w

DAILY, (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)

Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, same
days at 7 P. M. Fare Sl.fiO.
Through Tickets to New York via the variom
Sound Lines, for sale at reduced lates.
Freight taken at low rates.
Norfolk and Baltimore and Washington
D. C. Steamship Line.
Steamships of this Line sail from

end

of Central

Wharf, Boston

Semi-Weekly, for NORFOLK and
BALTIMORE.

Fine Passenger accommocations.
Fare including Berth and Meals to Norfolk
*12150.
time 48 hours; to Baltimore *14, time 05 houre.
For further information apply to

E. SAMPSON, Agent.
Iune2tf38 Central Wharf\ Rostoit.

John, Rigby
Windsor and Halifax.

SPRING

and

St.

ARRANGEMENTS.

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK!

“B. & L.” BRANB.
Also, Dealers in Grocers’ Sundries.

PORTLAND

BOGLE &

LYLES,

Importers of the Celebrated

Nos. 87 & 89 Park

Place,

YORK.

t4w

FLORENCE®
The Long-contented Suit of the
FLORENCE 8EWINH MACHINE CO.
against the Singer, Wheeler & Wilson,
and Grover & Baker Companies, involving over

$250,000

Initially decided by the
Nupreme Court of the (Juited Staten
in favor of the FLORENCE, which alone has

Mouopoly

Broken the

of

High

Prices.

The New FLORENCE
In the ON LIT machine that new* backward
and forward, or to right and left.
81 m p lent—C heapent—Bent.
Sold for Cash Only.
Special Terms tq
CLUBS and DIALERS.
1874.
Florence, Mann.
ap!6t4w April,

AND

Clyde’s Iron Line of Steamers

GEEAT AMERICAN COFFEE
POT distills Coffee as clear as amber; extracts
all its strength; retains all its nutritious aroma.
The best thing ever ottered, price S‘4, sent to anv address. Call and see it in operation or send for illustrated circular. Territorial rights tor sale DE WITT
C. BROWN & CO.. 0»S Broadway, N. Y
apt5t4w.

TIIK

ao
r

> i .O'

"

AGKNTfti
week.

PHOFITN

Will prove it.

,*5U0. New articles .lust patented.
to all. Address W. H.
way, New York.

or

UARTLAND.
Park House—R. L. Williams, Prop.
Hartland Honse—I. R. Litiledeld, Prop.

County for the Mpring and Mnmmer.
Ml3U.OO per month. Bend for circular, which
full particulars. ZIEGLER & McCURDY,

to

more

every Summer. Butchers
it, in its best form, will soon And their meats
recommended by their customers. The Internal arlangement is such that a current nt cold air is kept
constantly moving over the contents of the Refrigerator. lhc Patent upon this has been fully tested in
the U. S. Courts and its validity established in eighwho

use

teen cases.
For LICENSE, RIGHTS,

&c., apply to

SCOTT I>. JORDAN,
jH.'EVT fob

No. 2 Park Street

or

haute,

No. 80 Middle

St.,

to whom all applications should be made, and who
has full nower to settle infringements,
mchleodtf

Notice.

In each

«p#t4w

For brilliancy

is to lorbid all persons
ou my account.

THIS

Portland, April 21,1874.

CHROMOS.

prietor.

no

DeWitt

House, Waterhouse * Mellen
Proprietors.

Equal

LIMERICK.
Limerick House, Joseph G. Harmon, Proprietor.

color, covering

o.

t. neness

and dur-

ability.
It is only after years of experiments that the
ufacturers have succeeded in producing these

|

man-

LITTLETON, N. H.
Thayers Hotel, II. L. Thayer, Proprietor.
I Eastern Hotel.—E.

and so great has been the demand, that they ha?e
twice been compelled to enlarge their Works.
Dealand consumers will have no other after once using
this make.
For ojIo by doaten ijcuornUy and at w Do locale
by
the sole Agents for New England.

sensible people, and make it worth
92 to each subscriber lor the jcai
1874.

h isuhau.
W* W‘ Xls.hr, Propri.

NORWAY.
**.

Now is the time to subscribe.

Green,

Prop.
Elm Rohm, Mam St. W. W.
Whitmans

BOSTON,

proprietor.

OTANITFACTITRERS OF FINE

NAPLES.

arnislies and

Japans,
Ship Paints, Colors,
Lubricating Oils.

CO.,

35 India St., Boston, Mass.
felf

We Intend to make a-paper lor

Stoddard, Prop.

aoutis

^ctor*11*1

CO.,

J. PORTER &

E.

MECHANIC FALLS.
Union Hotel, P. R> Cobh, Proprietor.

ers

Kerosene and

Wo ofter no pictures to make the value ol th
Press up to its price.

IHACHIAS.

UnfiMllng Greens,

^rrWtem**’ WB,ha“ t hMrth * Sons, Pro-

A

State

NORRIDGEWOCK.

Oantortb House, D. Danforth.
Proprieto
NORTH ANSON.
Brown* Hilton, Propri

<!..«, e'c.

eod6m

Lor a Agent wanted in every town in tir

Address

OLD ORCHARD
BEACH.
Ocean House, B. Heavy, Proprietor
OW Orchard

PORTLAND

PUBLISHING CO.

StSp'e’propei-

NORTH STBATPOBD If. H.
C' *•
* Co. Pro.

;.r “.rd

THE PORTLAND

privion*

#

Kerosene Oil Company
Would inform the public, that they continue to
Manufacture

Pori Band Kerosene Oil.
The prevalence of a large quantity of inferior and
dangerous oils in the market, at a cli ap price—many
of which are little better than Naptlia itself—and the
existence of false reports in regard to the Portland
Kerosene Oil, renders it a matter of justice to ourselves, as well as safety to consnmere,4 hat some no
tice should betaken of these facts. Therefore, we
again present an advertisement, ami would call attention to the high standard o :our Oils. ?'he Refined
Petroleum, the tire test of which is 122; The Portland Kerosene, the fire test of which is 125 degrees
Fahrenheit, and often reaches considerably higher;
also, we would say, that we are determined to maintain their long established reputation.
PORTLAND KEROSENE OIL COMPANY.
We quote from chap. 39 R. S. 1871, the title of said
chapter being “Inspection and sale of Manufactured
Articles.”

every cask or other vessel thereof to be
so inspected and
marked, by a sworn inspector. And
if any person manufactures or sells such oil or burning fluid not so inspected and marked in this State.
be.en so inspected and marked as unsafe for illuminating
purposes, he shall pay a Jine
not exceeding Five Hundred dollars or be
imprisoned six months in the county
upon indictments
therefor.
Portland. Me.. April 21 1873.
sep20dtf
cause

0Tee

n,

Providence Wringer.
Moulton

PARIS HILL.
Hubbard Hotel, II. Hubbard,
Proprieta

ROLLS,
Durable;

P-jgrAi jou^Icasi^—■

Doable

Spinal

PORTLAND,

ME.

PITTSFIELD.
* Gale,
Praprie-

*to«r

PHILLIPS.

^PraprietarT"*’

A<‘"‘ *

R-bbi-...,

PORTLAND.
Temp,e *,Ch8r,M *d»»*
*>d*raI »*••».« Perry*
APropri5"or’!r’117,n',iM
8‘H-

AProprietor*0U*e’

THE

»«<*«*•.

Crre“ 8‘**■

^PeopHr?"".’

R. Wheeler, Praari-

Co“«r*’« »*• «ib..n * C.„

Car. Middle and
8*n/fu'i““
E; Ward, Proprieta/.
r

He

Portland Dailv Press

Plan.

Hotel, J unction ofCoDgreMand F#d.
•**
Cram & Ca.,
«~*

p£2ES?.
"j&SKT krp.,,

c™0zzi:"lou~-1-°

is—

w""b*rn * «•-.

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Cuian Hon.e—W. T. Janes.
Proprietor.

SACCARAPPA.

Central Hon.e-Alvin
Allen, Proprieta

SKOWHEGAN.
w- «■ Hcseltan,
Prapri-

Tea,or" H°n*r’
Elm

House, M. H. HU

an,

The largest and fullest
daily paper published ire
Maine, and In the future a» in the past, the Publish
r* propose|to make it
beyond question 'lie

Pranrle.a

WILTON.
Wiitan House, N, II
Green, Praprietar.

Host

L^>R5vicENCE^I

Book, Card and Joli

Best

Newspaper

in Maine.

COGS,
uaaifHt

PRINTING

Working;
Adjustable

PROVIDENCE

TOOL

109

CO.,

EXCHANGE STREET

Providence, K. I.
3.

H.

By making all it. departments fuller and more val
nable.
The growing importance of Portland
M a distributing centre lor Maine, and its
inereralng »Sai*s»
trailo make a full daily paper
Imperatively neee'ma'J
A careftilly prepared
daily account of tbj portl*
1
Wholesale Market will be
given.
rep°rt °f Sun"»y
in the city
7
will be presented each
Monday

.ninJXUnded

WORK, Agent,

Daily Press Printing House reH^n,U*tl’re reP#rU
r^XnTr,
prominent feature

44 Broad street, Boston, flam.

°f

morning
I,0ll'iaU' educational

,a°d

a

_._deowly
DR. BROWN’S COMPOUND

of

mee,,nK’ iu
the paper.

and

State

are

Whit a larger Editorial
corps than any paper In
Ma ne, with unexcelled facilities
tor

Every

BLOOD PURIFIER.

collecting no

description

ot

Work

(Copy right secured April 30, 1872.)

and more space to devote to
details, the Publishers
make every exertion to render the Daily
Pang
a fuller and more complete
paj,er than It ha*
will

been, and

Mirk Brad.
Female WeaKnesi, Sialic and
Chronic RhenmaiiNm nnd
Scrofulous Affections.

Now being introduced nto this State by L. BARTLETT. It comes w£ll recommended by the Doctors
and those that have used it, have no hesitation in
saying that it will prove to be the best blood purifier

ever

save

3STO

HIRAM.
Ml. Cutler House,—Hiram It as ton, Pros

in every

hilberto

respect

promptly and carefully executed

•Che*

Batchers, Provision dealers,
ITHotelindispensable
Keepers, Grocers and Restaurants. Will
than ,ts cost

forfeit

Broadapl6t4w

2G7

They

have

Kidney A-l.i.er Complaint.,

the market.

per

Samples sent free

CHlDESTElt,

fives
prlngiield, Mast.

FOXCROFT.
Foxcrofi Exchange. P. III. Jeffords, Proprietor.
GREAT FALLS, N. H.
Greut Falls Hotel, O. A. Frost, Proprietor

—FOR—

is

No efforts will be spared to make the Maike State
Press more acceptable to its patrons. Indeed, the
Publishers will not relax their efforts to make the
paper a necessity to these who have been accustomed
to read It.. We pledge that during the year 1874 the
Weekly Press shall be more a NEWSPAPER than
ever, so that the fitmily that thoroughly reads the
paper will have all the current events of the day.

LEWISTON.

Running between Provkienc.
Philadelphia every WED-

Tlic best and Only Reliable One in

&

DURING THE NEXT TEAR

Clark. Praprietar.

M. W.

ELLSWORTH.
American House—S Jordan * Son. Proa
City Hotel*—N. H. Higgins* Sons, Props.

and medium Imperial French Green.

and

liYJHAA’S

may be obtained by applying lo

DIXFIELD.

Light

1

Patent Pure Dry Air Refrigerator

GRACE

Depot,

CLAiflP,

NESDAY and SATURDAY gives
■
'direct communication to ana
rom Portland and all other points in
Maine, with
Philadelphia and beyond. Through rates are given to
Philadelphia and all points reached oy the Penn.
Central and the Phil. & Reading R. R’s., and to ail
the principal cities in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission tor forwarding.
Full (information given by WALDO A. PEARCE
Agent, 29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE’
Jr., Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE, & CO„ Gen’l
Managers,
janll ly 12 So, Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.

club rates

Publishers.

Androscoggin House, J. Jackson, Pro-

Holds
Firmest*

GLORY

of

Simpson.

Curved

The very bent Snndny-Nrliool Nong Book.
By W. V. MHKKW IIV nnd M. J. VAIL.
100 Pages. Mplendid Hymns, Choice MaTimed Paper, Superior Binding.
nic.
Price in Boards. 35c.} 330 per lOO. A
mailed (as
Mpreimeti Copy in Paper Cover
soon an issued.) on receipl of Twemy-flve
rilers tilled in lurn. READY
C nls. ey
.MAY 1st. HORACE 1VATKKM A NON.
4S1 Broadway, New York.
apl6t4w

SONGS

way

market.

PHILADELPHIA.

A. S.

Special
the

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Hull, Grand Trunk Rail-

most Brilliant in the

JpBSgT

;

copy of the Weekly Press
tire new subscribers, with

us

CAMDEM.

GREEK,

same

—

extra

Bay View House, E. H. Demnth, Prop.

jail,

days.
Connections made at Eastport lor St. Andrews,
Robbiuston, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville. Halifax, N. S., Shediac, Amherst.
fyFreight received on days of sailing until 4
o’clock P. M.
mc4dtf
A. R. STUBBS, Agent.

SPECIALTY.

an

sending

#10.
CACAIS.
Hotel, W. H.

International
Proprietor.

J. Porter & Co., Boston,

shall

Eastport, Calais

We will send
to any person

elor.

Every person and corporation engaged
in manufacturing petroleum, coal oil or
burning fluid

On and after Monday March 9th
the Steamer City of Portland,
Capt. S. H. Pike, and the Steamer
New Brunswick, Capt. E. B. WinChester, wm leave Railroad Wharf,
foot ot State St., every MONDAY and THURSDAY
at 6 P. M., for Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

MR AIi

NEW

CAPE ECIZABETH.
Ocean Honse-J. P.
Chamberlain, Propri.

prietor.

Lightest and

OFP'EK

BRUNSWICK. ME.
——• w

Sect. 31.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

A.N

1,pr*Pnc.”i.ai,‘,t

PAINT !

GREEN

Steamships:—

William Lawrence," Cant. F. M. Howes.
“William Crane," Capt. Solomon Howes.
“George Appold," Capt. Winslow Loveland.
“Blackstone," Capt. Geo. H. Hallett.
•‘John Hopkins," Capt. W. A. Hallett
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington
Steamer Lady ot the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Not folk to Petersburg and
Richmond, by river or rail; and by the Va. J Tenn.
Air Line to all points in Virginia, Tennessee, Alar
bama and Georgia; and over the Seaboard and Roanoke R. R. to all points in North and South Carolina
by the Balt, is Ohio R. R. to Washington and U
places West.
Through rates given to South ana West.

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR IT.

apl5

BOLSTER MICAS.
Hancock House,—H. Hancock,
Prop.

CELEBRATED

alternately, leaving

-A.T 7 O’CLOCK F. M.

REUBEN

QAT

Proprietors

JOHN LUCAS & CO’s

35 INDIA ST..

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

Bingham

BETHEA..
Chandler Haase, F. 8. Chandler A Co.
Proprietor*.
Chapman Bouse,—Andrews * Record,

*_

SUPERIOR SEA GO
steamers

run

Because its literary matter is of
very high character, consisting
of stories, poems and other matter
original or selected from the best
authors.
Because it comments with rigor
and independence on all careen
topics in State and Natiou

a

Propri

7

etor.

TJ£,*!0.E"
V0*'*''- Tremont St.
Wrisley A Co. Proprietors.

FOB SALE EVERYWHERE.

BROOKS AND FOREST CITE,
Having commodious Cabin and State Room ac-

aplf4w

wit, pathos, life,
fun and laughtrr, 350 comic cuts
The people yearn for it. It will sell in dull times ! ! Show it
to a man and he surrenders, it is sure evry time.
Don't bother with heavy books that nobody wants.
Humor is the thing that takes. Agents wanted
everywhere. Send for circulars and extra terms
to To-Day pub. Co., Philadelphia, New York,

Boston

\

At their Great Medical Depot,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

ing

will

weekly.

C. NI. Plummer, Proprietor

BOSTON.
her House. School At. H. D. Parker*
Co., Proprietors.
Rrvereltou-.-.Kowdoin Square, Bald nch,
Bingham. Wrisley* Co.. Proprietors
Wt. slamc* Hotel—«f. K*. M. Htetio*.

Prepared by Dr. H. S. Flint & Co.

JOHN

commodations,

Because it presents all the Telenews of
the week eare.
fully digested Into readable paragraphs and set specially for the

BATH.
prietor.
Bath Hotel,

Remittent and Intermittent Fevers, Ague, Cold Chills, Rheumatism, Summer Complaints, Piles,
Kidney Diseases, Female Difficulties, Lassitude, Low Spirits,
General Debility, and, in fact,
everything caused by an impure
state of the Blood or deranged
condition of Stomach. Liver, or
Kidneys. The aged find in the
Quaker Bitters a gentle, soothing
stimulant, so desirable in their
declining years. No one can remain long unwell (unless afflicted
with an incurable disease) after
taking a few bottles of the Quaker
Bitters.

J. PORTER &

J. B. COYIjE JR., General Agent.mch30t

The biggest thing yet.

Proprietors.

£

FOR BOSTON.

oppor-

If you want to make money, sell

luudii^s, arriving in Portland at

p. m.

CYRUS

B, B. RUS-

3 School Teachers Wanted

street.

Returning, will leave Bangor every Monday, Wedmornings, at 6 o’clock, touching
nesday £.nd Friday
iaoumki

J. M.

WANTED
CHAR FEN

«r

R
Freight Statiou, West Commercial street, until s’ pi
Family package Tickets bei ween Portland and

permit.

Complete

Short-Hand, the shortest, most simple, easy, and
comprehensive, enabling anyone in a short time to
The Lord’s
report trials, speeches, sermons, &c.
Prayer is written with 49 strokes of the pen, and
140 words per minnte. The unemployed should
learn this art. Price by mail 50 cents.
Agents

For Jfew Tork,

Albany, Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Washington,

1st.
For

“EDEOGICAPHY’’ A new book on the art of
Writing by Sound; a complete system of Phonetic

.A.

Beneh’

QUAKER BITTERS

properties,
The Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND, Capt. C. Kilby, will leave Railroad Wharf every iflondny
Wednesday and Friday Evenings, at JO

snips

territory awarded.
agent’s outfits mailed on receipt of $1.
STODDARD & CO., Pub’s*, Philadelphia.

CARS-

Union Tillage 6.15 A.M.,

dcMA"^
leave

landings.

Bangor, touching At Rocklanrt, Oorodon, LAn
colnville, Belfast, Searsport, Sandy Point, Bucksport,
Winterport and Hampden, or as far as the ice will

rsS3ESSSOn

*3^0P
•Sw’p’m11011""11

LEWISTON,
Capt. Chas. Deering, will
leave Railroad Wharf every
Thursday Evening, at
lO o’c.ock.
For Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So.
West Harbor (Mt. Desert), Millbridge, Jonesport and
Machiasport, as the ice will permit.
Returning, will leave Machiasport every Monday
morning at 5 o’clock, touching at the above named

latest and greatest book,

A

Old Orchard Beach. Saco, Riddeford,
Be one hunk,
Wells.
Borer,
Ore at Falls, Exeter, Haverhill and Lawrence.

Pns*enger Trains leave Port
land for Boston 16.15, t9.10 A. M.
•3.10 (Parlor Cars), *6 P. M.
Returning, leave Boston at *8.30 (Parlor Cars)
A. M.,tl2.30, t3.30, *6.00 P. M.
Trains from Boston nre due at Portland
at *12.30. t5,00, t8.10, *9.55 P. M.
For Manchester and Concord, N. H via
€.& P. R. R. Junction, tC.15 A, M., *3.10 P.
M.
F«r Uowcll—All trains connect at Lawrence
with trains lor Lowel.
Waachfrtcr and Concord via Lawrence
10.10 A.M.
B°Ch,’*,*r “"d * ,,0“ Hny t6.15, A' M'*

Portland and Nit. Desert, NIactiias
and Bangor.

Tablets.

IRISH

1873. Winter Arrangements. 1873.

plete.

Franklin House, Harlow St., R. Qninky,
with m D Mcl.nugblin A Son.,
Prop.

SWISS

A STORY OF TIIE “NEW CRUS IDE.”

VIA

PARI OR

BANGOB.
Hnrrimnn House, J.E. Hsrrlmsn A Co.

The Steamer

Carbolic

i o' circulate it.'

li un.l I'urlluiul »l

([Fast Express.

DR. FLINT’S

■BETWEEN

til III ® on the most remarkable
A fitting sequel to bis
uprising of modern times.
‘Man-Trap’ and ‘Ten Nights,’ trill arouse the
people like a trumpet blast, and sell like wildfire.
»n<i
Published .it a low price to insure rapid

R8.30A. M. 112.30, 13.15, *8.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor,
Houlton, Calais and St. John at *8.00 P. M.

t Accommodation train

tors.

Sole Agents for N. E.

o’clock, commencing Wednesday evening, April

•

...

morning.

AUGUSTA.

Augusta House, State 81. Harrison Halt
er, Proprietor.
Cony House, G. A. A H. Cony. Proprie

lines

WOMAN to the RESCUE.
TU
kJ*

??!??^f????5lly,
J______

Company,

INSIDE

ATBIEDAHO SURE REMEDY.
Sold by Druggists.
apltlw

Passenger trains leave Portland daifor Portsmouth and Boston, (Suni^^^^days
excepted) at *1.30 A. M. tfi. 15 A.
n
m., t9.10 a. M., ||3.15 P. M., t6.00P. M.
Leave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth and Boston at tlfi.oo A. M., *7.00 P. M.

Sleeping

Steamboat

PUT UP ONLY IN BLUE BOXES.

COMMENCING DEC. 8, 1873.

PORTLAND TO BOSTON

should send Twenty-five cents for one package of
Imported AE.SAT1 AN CABBAGE SEED.
Cabbages of the finest quality aud weighing upwards of Sixty pounds, may be raised in any part of
the United States from these seed.
Each package containing an ounce will be sent,
free of postage to any address, on receipt of the price,

Wells’

TRAL RAILROAD.

Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor
and St. John at ||8.30 A. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland at tlO.00, D10.35
A. M.; H2.55 P. M., t5.40 P. M., *10.05 P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland, Bangor, Houlton,
Calais and St. John at *10.05 P. M.
Leave Portland for Lewiston, Bath, Rockland and
Augusta at *7.00 A. M.
Leave Portland (via Danville) for Lewiston, Farmington, Waterville and Skowhegan at tl.OO P. M.
Leave Portland for Bath, i.ewiston, Rockland. Augusta. SkoAhegan, Belfast, Dexter and Bangor at
1.05 P. M.
Leave Portland for Bangor, via Augusta, (Pullman Palace
Cars,) at 12.15 a. m.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at 15.20 P. M.
For Lewiston via Danville at t5.15 P. AI.
Leave Biddeford lor Portland at t8,C0 A. M., returning at 5.15 P. M
The 6.15, 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from
Portland, and the 8.00 A. M. train from Bangor
make close connections to New York by one or
other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through by either route.
The 6 15 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 10.40 A.
M„ connecting with train for New York via Shore
Line at 11.10 A. M.
The 9.10 A. M. train arrives in
Boston at 1.40 P. M. in season to connect with the
train for New York, all rail, also with the 5.30 P. M.
(steamboat) trains for New York via Fall River,
Stonington and Norwich Lines. The 3.15 P. M. train
arrives in Boston in season to connect with trains
for New York via Springfield at 9 P. M
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from Portland
connect at Conway Junction with theGreat Falls and
Conway Railroad.
The 7.20 A. M. train from Boston arrives in Portland in season for passengers to take the cars of the
P. & O. Railroad.
The 8.30 A. M. train fro
Boston connects with
the Grand Trunk Railway lor Montreal, (Quebec and
all Harts of Canada Fast.
Through tickets are sold in Portland and Baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Halifax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.
^Pullman sleeping oar express tram. N. B.
This
train runs Sunday Morning, does not run Monday

Proprietors.

are com-

reading

Because it is thoroughly a NEWS
PAPER.
Because it has a larger editorial
force than any other paper hi
Maine.
Because its Market, Marine, Congressional, Legislative and other
reports are fuller than any other
paper in Maine.
Because its Slate News is the
most Carefully collected and com-

AUBURN
Elm House, Court. 81. W. S. A A. Ifonug,

PORTLAND, BANGOR & MACHIAS

Use

EASTERN & MAINE CEN-

t'or

The Steamship FALMOUTH,
Capt. W. A. Colby, will leave
Portland every Saturoay at 5.30
»P. M., for HALIFAX, direct,

connections with the Intercolonial Railway, for Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and Pictou, and steamers for Prince Edward
island; also at New Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s
Stages for Cape Breton.
RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 4.00 P. M.
For freight and other information apply to J. B.
COYLE, Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
oet28dtf
JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.

A3ND ALL THROAT DISEASES,

J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland, Oct. 18,1873.
aue30tr

oil

ONE TRIP PER WEEK.

COUGHS, COLHS, HOARSENESS,

depart.

lA-ave Bum

DIRECTI

cure

Conway

BOSTON

PreparedbyP.j.fiRANT*:

ynu'"g sta" >nn
season at tbe siftb
«rtr^u^!,,,teii

M. and 1.30 P. M.
Portland for Upper Bartlett at 1.30 P. M.
Upper Bartlett for Portland at 7.00 A. M.
North Conway for Portland at 8.15 and 11.30 A. M.
The 7.45 train from Portland ami 11.30 from North
Conway will be Freight trains with Passenger car at-

All persons who wish to raise the

mn9-3in

diamond.

■

1

TO

With connections to Prince Edward Island and Uspe Breton.

Hnmors from the worst Scrofula to
Blotch or Pimple. From two to
six bottles are warranted to cure Salt llhcam
or Tetter, Pimples on Face. Boils, Carbuncles, Erysipelas and Fiver Complaint. Six to twelve bottles, warranted to cure
flie worst Scrofulous Swellings and Sores
Pains in Bones and Sore Throat caused
by Poison in Blood or mercurial treatment.
By its wonderful Pectoral properties it will

R. R.

RAILROAD

100.00

x.

OGDEXSBURG

FARMERS & GARDENERS

20.00
10.00

c'aR8 V.ii..
(more than two

tobacco,
horses.

C. H. D1TS0N & CO.
711 B’dway, New York.
d&wgw

IMPORTANT TO

REYENUE,

SPECIAL,

CO.,

ap22

NOTICE.

U. S. INTERNAL

&

LINE

Halifax Nova Scotia,

cures all

On and after Monday, Oct. 20, 1873,
until further notice trains will
£1"^-e, as follows:
Portland for North Conway at 7.45 A.

Drills, aa«l all kinds ol Wood
& Iron Working machinery

PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to
E. B. SAMPSON, Agent,
TO Long Wharf, Barton.
jn23-ly
MAI E>

always be

_

J
rili^^SM^makini

]?r?0?!???*f??3|aud

Engine Latlies, Planers, Upright

BY —

S

CHANGE OF TIME.

Steam Engines & Boilers,

sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded Iree of Commission.

a common

PORTLAND

Manufacturers & Dealers in Portable & Statio nary

....

Oraiu.

Southwest

trains.
lu ggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice if given, and paid lor at the rate of
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
0. J. BKYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY. Local Suprentendent.
Portland Sept. 12, 1873.

us.

Saleratus, -Dlb,

fit. Louis x,.. 8 50 @ 9 50
XX, 10 00 @ 11 50

Almonds,....
Sott Shell,..
Shelled,....

Race.

|

none
Haddock,....
Hake,.1 75 @ 2 25
Herring,
Shore, IP bbl 4 00 @ 5 00
Scaled, *> bx 25 @ 30
20 @ 25
No. 1,.
Mackerel, p bbl.,
Bav No. 1, 16 00@17 50
Bay No. 2, 13 00@14 50
Large 3.11 0U@12 50
Shore No 1,.. 2100,@23 00
No. 2,.13 5U.@15 00
Medium.. .,10 C0@11 UO
Clam Bait.7 00@7 75
Flour.
Superfine,.... 6 00 @6 50
x,... 6 50 @7 50
Spring
**
xx,.. 7 50 @ 8 50
Mich. 8 00 @ 8 50
xx 8 50 @ 9 50
Family 9 50@ 10 00
Illinois x,.
7 00 @ 8 00
xx,.... 8 00@i0 00

Sat’d’,*

From Pine Street WTharf, Phila<
delphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate

—

This work has been long in preparation and is now
completed, with an account of his lamented death;
the tributes of the nation at hip grave, and the universal sorrow of the friends of humanity throughout
the world.
The volume will embrace about 600 pages, 8 vo.,
with a portrait on steel of the late Senator, and numerous illustrations.
It will prove a book of absorbing interest and command a ready and extended
sale. Canvassing Agents will remember that this is
a strictly subscription book, and will be ready for
delivery early in A pril. Send §1.50 for Prospectus,
Certificate of Territory and Outfit.
apldfiw

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendi 1
condition, is weii equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of anv route from Portland to the West.
J^PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS attached to all through

Clear,.22 Oo @22 50
L’ge Shore, .5 50 @ 5 75 Mess,. 19 50@ 20 00
JL’ge Bank. 4 25 @ 4 50 Prime,.... none
Small,. 3 50 @ 3 75 Hams,. 124 @ 12*

&

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m'

ey-fo-

J

By C. EDWARDS LESTER.

Rates!

J 0. FURNIVAL Agt.

@2350

2300

days

Wed’s’,

may

tor.

These celebrated Bitters

Wharfage.

No

Place, New York,

—

points in the

Northwest, West and

Leave each port ever,

Daily

Because it gives more
matter than any other.

County Haase, Edmund Warren, Proprie-

Train of the

Steamship Line.

Charles Sumner.

To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee. Ciucinnati, St. Louis, Omaha,
Hagiuaiv, 8f Paul, Salt Lake City,
Denver, San Francisco,

St., Boston,

of the

__

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

HOTELS.
HOTEL DIRECTORY,
the leading Hotel" in the State, at which,
EmbracingPress
found.

BOSTON

THE LIFE AiND FLBLIC SERVICES

AND

MAINE

IN

Portland, He,

mar2-6m

Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (acto accommodations).870 to 880
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Catin Passage, apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage inward and outward, and tor
Sight Drafts on England for small amounts, apply to
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Street.
Portland. Nov. 19, 1873.
nol9dtt

ing Compnny,

OF

WOOL OILS,

Office 80S Fore Street,

cording

The United States Publish-

74 EXCHANGE ST.

authoiized to contract for advertising

6.

Immediately after the arrival
previous day from Montreal.

P111L. A DELPHIA

—

—

BEST WEEKLY PAPER

IN

DEALER

ALFRED.

tBT*Wharf and Dock, First, corner of E StTeel
Otlice. No.
State street. Boston.
tny3eodly^

few

MANUFACTURER OF VARNISHES AND JAPANS

HAT CRD AY. April 45th,

—AND—

a

THE

18

FULLER,

P.

the

FOR SALE BY STETSON & POPE.

U University

AUO.

ILLUMINATING, LUBRICATING &

OF THE

—

Japans.

Polynesian, Capt. Itrown,
Will leave this port for Liverpool on

Flooring

x'ine

CARRYINO

FOR THE

and

Return Tiokets
granted at Reduced Rates.
The Steamship

AND STEP BOARDH.

Offices^

l^assenger

...

2$@

after Monday, Sept. 15tli,

run as

Will issue in

121 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Mr. Dodd is
in the Press.

-g-pr;inis will

follows:
Mail train for Gorham and aceommo^—(lation train to Island Pond, 7.15 A. M.
Mail train 1.20 P. M. ^stopping at all stations^
Island Poi.d.) connecting with night mail train for
Quebec. Montreal and the West.
Accommodation train lor Gorham and way stations, 5.25 P. M.
Trains will arrive as follows.
Mail train from Gorham and intermediate Stations
8.50 a. m. Torougli mail train from Island Pond
Montreal, Quebec and the West ^.50 p. m.
Accomidation train from South Paris and way
Stations 6.15 p. m.

NEW YORK.

ROW,

and

Dn

_

Advertising Agents,

Newspaper

Hard Pine Plank, hard

Shellac
Varnishes

Passengers booked to London-

hand and pawed to dimen01ons.

On

and

derryand Liverpool.

WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.

TRAINS.

OF

LINE.

The Maine State Press

l oom, Harness

Canadian and tailed Stales mails.

Hard Pine Timber

ARRANGEMENT#

WINTER
BATES

UNDER CONTRACT

oc6tc

GRAND TRUNK RAILW AY OF CANADA.

York. Messrs. Rowto conti act ior advertising

ell & Co. are authorized
in the Press.

daily.

Polishing,

AND

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.

^-

Printing Materials of every description,

No.^i Park Row, Sew

'Office

Wbitelield, Mondays

J'.aSt^?lTor’

aud Franconia

Will until further notice run a.
follows:
Leave Franklin Wharf.Portland
every MONDAY and THURSDAY. at 5 P. M., and leave Pier
Kew York, every MONDAY aud

ALLAN

Limington, daily.

North Waldoboro\ Washington

Coach,
Furniture,

The Franconia, leaving Portland on THURSDAYS,
is fitted up with fine accommodations for passengers,
making this the most convenient and comfortable
route tor travellers between New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room S5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
ap22
dtf

At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny Eagle
and Li in ingtou .daily.
At South Waterboro for Ross Corner and Dam’s
Mills daily.
At Centre Waterboro’for Limerick, Parsonsfleld

Wednesdays and Fridays.

,

ADVERTISING AGENTS

Dealers in

A. m., and 1.00

1832.

ESTABLISHED

THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.

7.20 A. M. and 12 M.
The 12 o’clock train making direct connection at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Boston
via Boston & Maine, and Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland tor Gorham at 4.00 P. M.
Leave Gorham for Portland at 4.45 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No.

and Rockland.

Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.0

38

direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston <& Maine and Eastern Railroads. Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and Winnipiseogee
Railroad tor Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad tor Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at

KNOX & LINCOLN RAILROAD.

AHKNCl,

St., Boston, and 37

No. 10 State

..

RedWood....

Passenger trains leave Portland
w'-~~^«Tr."lor Rochester and intermediate stations
at 7.30 A. M., and 1.30 P. M.. making

authorized to contract tor advertising in the Press.

A1>V£BT181KG

ahhajvoemkistt.

WATAi

Chesapeake

Portland

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

Railroads and at Rollins & Adams 22 Exami W. 1). Little & Co., 491 Exchange St.
L. W. FILKINS.
D. S. BABCOCK.
Gen. Paeenger Ag’t. New York.
President.
dlv

5. HI. PETTENGILL & CO.’S

trains leave

J. PRESCOTT, Superintendent.

fe9dti

Co.

Steamship

9,1874.

Feb.

315 p m>
Leave Dover for Portsmouth and Portland
at 7.45. 10.45 and 4,25 p. m.
A ireight train will leave Portsmouth for Dover,
and Dover for Portsmouth daily.

Eastern

ESTABLISHED IN 1649.

Passenger

___

Steamers

1-8-7-4.

MISCELLANEOUS._

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE.

"-oc^for Pcri»mouth and Dover daily,
#^P—^(SuTidays
excepted,) at 6.15 a. m. and
*-"n
ft H

change Si.,

Washington Building,

Maine

—

Commencing ITIonday,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.,

...

....

OTHEBK.

Seamboat Express trains leaves Boston from Boston & Providence K. K. Denot daily, except Sunday
at 5.30 P. M. connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Bhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday aud Friday, and with the elegant and popular Steamer Stonington every Tuesday,
Thursday aud Saturday, arriving in New York always in advance of all other lines. Baggage
checked through.
Tickets procured at depot* of Boston & Maine aud

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING AGENT

AND

PORTSMOUTH & DOVER R. R.

'Ellis is tin; only iuside route Avoid
ing Point Judith.

J.WHEELEK,

Aro. S

YORK,

AI.l,

OF

AHEAD

<tf
Dealer in Wood and Metal Type and all kinds
ini any
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements imerted
at
or
Canadas
publishers
pai*r in tile United States
Evans is aulowest prices. Send for estimates. InMt.
(he 1 HESS.
thorized to contract for advertising

(

NEW

FOB

STEAMERS.

RAILROAD^

EASTERN
—

T. C. EVANS,

s

@

Spruce. 2 00

!

!

STONINGTON U1VE!

agent.

ADVERTISING AGENCY A PRINTER,’ WAREHOUSE,
180 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

00
25
50
00

50 @ 5
50 @ 3
00 @ 6
00 @ 6

3
Cedar No 1. 2
do Shaved 4
Pine do... 4

16 @ 17
18 @
16 @ 17

Vermort,Vlb.
Factoiy__
N.

Shingles,

S. B. NILES,
Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers ot
all cities and towns of the United States, Canadas
and British Provinces.
Office No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston. Mr. Niles is
authorized to contract lor advertising in the Press

@35 00

ex.30 00

RAILROADS.

advertising

‘”1 %
leather.

RAILROADS.

AGENCIES.

from trusting any one
GEO KNIGHT.
ap31*3w

and at the
Lowest Prices.

A FIRST CLASS

SEWSPAPEK

used in this State.

WM.

J. W. PERKINS A CO., Wholesale Agu.
Retailed by F. Sweetser, 17 Market Square- C L
Gilson, 14 Market Square; H. H. Hay, Middle St
Sargent Coe Cor ot Congress and Temple. del3*5xu

Old Age, not Disease, should end

our

Days

LIEBIG’S
LIQUID EXTRACT OF BEEF

BRANDY
by the facult//

Ac TONICS.
in all

eases

o( weak-

maladies.
Especially
nSommS^l a?d nervousSee
,hat you set the
iTonm .for.La5lesFor
Sale
by
Druggist, Grocers,
111?^f,rad.
and
Wine Merchants. Wholesale Depot 32 Broad»

way New York City.
U#8d6m

G.

GORDON & CO.

MARKS,

*ftTr.eP.abll,her"Con*ril,,,Ulta

themselves'that

their

P,,E,S
«o««. m
tall^tbe
PP elated from the conclusive
fact that with-

M A NAGER.

"a
of snbscHtar.
:l“
is hereby given, that the subscriber has
constantly and largely during the pant
NOTICE
been duly appointed and taken u|>on himself
year
the
of
_

Administrator of the estate
IZETTE A. SEA VET, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
given
All persons
bonds ns tlie law directs.
having
deinauds upon the estate of said deceased, are
required to exhibit the same; and all nersons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment tn
C.EOKGE E. BIRD, Ad mV °
Portland, April T, 1874.
<llaw3w*W
trust of

!

A SUPERIOR
CORDIAL !
Composed of
BEEF

M.

V

"sump

end 10

eenta

•*'•**** med‘™ «*e Daily' Punsdud.
first".aD
first among Maine
journals,
the

having
largest rn
best circulation eaat of
Boston.
Terms: Eight Dollars a Year. To mail sabsoiltiers Seven
Dollars a Year It paid la advanc.
ty Orders srom News Dealers
promptly filled.
Address

toXV

©. II. RAEd Sc CO., Box lflW,

Bangor, Mo.
M4t

For Hand

Publishing

go

